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Modern Works on the Theory of Music 
EAR TRAINING 
By ARTHUR E. HEAC0X PRICE, 75 CENTS 
A course of systematic study for the development of the 
musical perception. 
Mr. Heacox has had a number of years’ experience in 
teaching ear training as a systematic and regularly organized 
course of study. The work begins in the elementary stage, and 
proceeds by gradual steps to the higher cultivation of the ear. 
This subject is the most important in all musical study, as 
it is at the foundation of the very structure of all musical 
education. 
STUDENTS’ HARMONY 
By ORLANDO A. MANSFIELD, Mus. Doc. 
PRICE, $1.25 KEY TO SAME, PRICE, ?5 CERTS 
A thoroughly practical work by one of England’s foremost 
theorists. Over four hundred selected illustrations have been 
inserted as proof that the rules contained in this work are based 
upon the practice of all good classical and modern composers 
A special feature of the work are the hints on the harmonization 
of melody. Numerous questions on the subject-matter of each 
chapter are included. 
REED ORGAN METHOD 
By CHAS. W. LAND0N PRICE, $1.50 
Although comparatively new, this work is used to a greater 
extent and has given greater satisfaction than any like work 
ever produced. It is carefully graded, all difficulties prepared 
for. and the pieces are selected from the best composers, each 
having a lesson fully explaining and giving every possible help 
to the pupil. 
It is music arranged especially for the reed organ, bring¬ 
ing out the effects so possible to produce on the reed organ. 
“ Touch ” particularly for the reed organ is given special at¬ 
tention. 
A System of Teaching Harmony 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. PRICE, $125 
This modern work has been successful beyond our expec¬ 
tations. A concise and easily understood system, enabling the 
pupil to grasp, in the easiest and most interesting manner, the 
mass of facts and rules which make up the art of Harmony. It 
may be used for either class or self-instruction. 
We invite all teachers and students to investigate this 
work. 
Pronouncing Dictionary of Musical Terms 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Doc. PRICE, $1.00 
A first class, up-to-date dictionary by one of our most promi¬ 
nent musicians and theorists. In addition to the usual contents 
of a musical dictionary, this has the pronunciation of all foreign 
words, the pronunciation of the names of all prominent musi¬ 
cians, with dates of birth and death, a list of English terms with 
their Italian, French, and German equivalents, and a list of the 
most celebrated operas with their composers. 
A most valuable book in any library, without regard to how 
many other dictionaries that library contains. 
Writing Book for Music Pupils 
By CHAS. W. LAND0N PRICE, 50 CENTS 
A practical and easily understood presentation of every 
writable thing in the notation of music. Any pupil who faith¬ 
fully works out all the exercises contained in this book will be 
a correct and rapid reader of music. The book is a great 
advance over any other book of its kind. Numerous new 
features to interest the pupil. Published also in two parts, for 
30 cents each. 
FOUNDATION MATERIALS 
By CHAS. W. LAND0N PRICE, $1.00 
The author of this work is considered the authority on the 
teaching of beginners. His best efforts have gone into this work 
and we can safely say that a more pleasing and interesting, yet 
practical, piano method has never been published. A number 
of special features will be found included. Particular attention 
has been given to sight-reading. Each page has a motto. The 
use of the pedal is taught. We consider the book an ideal one, 
and have received nothing but words of commendation from all 
who have used it. 
THEORY OF INTERPRETATION 
By A. J. GOODRICH PRICE, $2.00 
A Text-Book of Musical Expression 
This new and complete system is applicable to musical 
performance in general, all styles being included in the illustra¬ 
tions and explanations. It contains the essence of all other 
works on the subject. 
The book is very progressive and the illustrations exhaustive. 
Handsomely printed and bound, with Index and Compendium- 
How to Teach, How to Study 
By E. M. SEFT0N price, 50 CENTS 
A work for all who teach. While designed to aid the young 
teacher, the older teacher will likewise be benefited. He is the 
best teacher who is most anxious to improve his method of 
imparting knowledge. 
This work deals with the fundamental and unchanging laws 
that lie back and beyond ail methods. 
Lessons in Musical History 
By JOHN C. FILLMORE PRICE, S**50 
This work is designed to be used as a Text-book in rrnfs'^ 
history, and has been adopted in most of the important sc 0 
and conservatories in this country. No more plain or comp 
hensive outline of musical history is to be found. ^ 
Every music pupil and every other person who desires 
intelligent on the subject of music should study this boo-- ^ 
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receipt for your subscription 
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In “Poor Richard’s Almanack’* Benjamin Franklin 
tells us that “Three moves are as good as a fire,” and 
the sense of this epigram has commended itself to 
each succeeding generation. If the business man who 
moves his wares from town to town three times suf¬ 
fers as much in his business as if he had been the vic¬ 
tim of a conflagration, what shall be said of the stu¬ 
dent who jumps from one teacher to another without 
stopping to learn what any one of them has to teach. 
Sometimes the pupil may hardly be blamable for 
not withstanding the blandishments of another 
teacher, especially if the pupil is not blessed with a 
superabundance of cash, and the other teacher offers 
to teach him for nothing. I have known of cases 
where a teacher has offered to instruct the pupils of 
other teachers if they would come to her. And some 
went, thinking one teacher was as good as another. 
If students could realize that they are not often 
good judges of teachers, especially in their early years 
of study, and in no case till the teacher has had the 
opportunity of showing what instruction he is capable 
of, then there might be more permanency, more con¬ 
tinuity of study, and, consequently, more tangible 
results attained, and in a shorter time. 
Doubtless there are cases where the incompetency 
of the teacher is manifest in short order; or where 
the pupil has sufficient knowledge to see that a certain 
cast-iron routine would not be productive of good re¬ 
sults. But in the majority of the cases of these “flop- 
pers they do themselves no good and make life a bur¬ 
den, not for the teacher they leave, but to the one 
whom they deign to honor with their presence and 
patronage. 
* * * 
have recently seen it stated that less than 10 
Per cent, of the manuscripts sent to a magazine are 
found available for publication. We have never kept 
»ny record on this question, but feel inalmed to ac- 
wPt the statement. There are several reasons why 
*rtie!es prove unsuitable for use in The Etude. 
First of all, busy teachers and earnest students will 
not take the time to read articles that do not give 
them practical help on some of the many difficulties 
that come up in their work. This would cut out all 
articles in praise of music, or such as attempt to 
cover a subject of wide range. For example, topics 
like “The Noble Art of Music,” “The Pianist and His 
Instrument,” “Outline of Musical History,” would not 
appeal to the readers of The Etude. 
And yet sometimes we are compelled to return 
articles containing ideas that could have been very 
useful to this journal had they been treated at some 
length, instead of in a merely incidental way as a part 
of some larger topic. 
We receive a large number of articles under various 
captions, the most common being “Hints to Teach¬ 
ers” and “Thoughts for Teachers” in which quite a 
number of disconnected ideas are strung together. As 
said before, many of these little paragraphs would 
have served as texts for articles of several hundred 
or more words in length. 
Another criticism that can be passed on many of 
the articles submitted to this journal is that the 
writers often start out somewhat as follows: “It is 
greatly to be deplored that many teachers do not”— 
and then go on to find fault with the “many (imper¬ 
sonal) teachers who have so often served as a target 
to be set up and then knocked down in the course of 
the argument. The fault lies in assuming that man) 
teachers do things wrongly. This is entirely unneces 
sary. If the writer has suggestions to make toward 
overcoming some difficulty, let him do it directly. 
It is going out of the way to tell how many other 
teachers are doing wrong. Then, again, w riters are 
prone to intrude their own personalities in articles. 
“I think,” “I am inclined to believe,’ “I know, are un¬ 
necessary ways of stating things. Let the statement 
be direct. It is always more forcible. One more point 
may be noticed, and that is: Criticising without pro 
posing a remedy. No writer should call attention to 
difficulties and not give a number of effective ways of 
overcoming them. 
Finally, we sometimes receive letters from corre¬ 
spondents in which they say they would like to con 
tribute to The Etude if they knew what to write 
about, if only they could get some good subject. To 
all such we would say that every article, every para 
graph in the various departments contains a germ for 
other articles. While we do not invite controversy 
over ideas contained in the articles in this journal, we 
do recognize that there are more ways than one of 
looking at a subject, and that no one writer able 
to say all that may be said. 
We have felt impelled to write in this way at the 
present time, because it marks the beginning of a new 
season of musical activity, a time when teachers, be 
ing at work, are thinking earnestly on 
B vital to their professon. We want 
The pith of Euro|iean fallacy is this singular mis¬ 
conception, that, at any grade of maturity, a given 
length of time is better spent, and more surely fruit- 
ful, in a European capital than in any American city 
whatsoever. In retort against those level-headed edu¬ 
cators who strive to counteract this vain rush of cal¬ 
low ambition to the old world, it is urged that the 
great cities—such as llerlin, Paris, Vienna, and Milan 
—have an atmosphere far more deeply saturated and 
steeped in the orient hues of art-love than any of our 
materialistic and practical cities. 
As to this, there is, of course, no room for a debate. 
Strange, indeed, would it be, if nations which have 
had the leisure, and the necessary, concentration of 
mind for centuries could not show a richer deposit of 
art than new settlements which stand where one 
century ago or less stood the smoking ivigwam of 
the Indian. No one doubts the value of this abun¬ 
dant art-life toward the rounding and maturing of a 
musical mind. 
What is maintained is this: Our dreaming young 
enthusiasts have no business in Europe until after the 
resources of America have been exhausted, or, at least, 
well drawn upon. To graduate at any good American 
conservatory means that from the first setting of the 
fingers to the keyboard at least six to eight diligent 
years must have elapsed. A gifted graduate of an 
American conservatory, or of a private teacher of 
standing, owes it to himself to visit Europe, hut the 
tyro has no business there. If there be no other 
among the many evils which arise from immature 
residence in Europe, a pestilent self-conceit is certain 
to be developed. 
subjects that #twknt who trains him- 
“5 a- "• '"s; 
the number of contributors, the wider will be -he 
TSeas and the fresher the style and treatment 
range 
of the writings. 
The function of praise in creating musical effort is 
not a mean one. Praise is one of the primary spurs 
o. all human endeavor.. Even the Christian religion 
does not omit or disdain it, as witness that lieautiful 
and graphic simile in the Epistle to the Hebrews about 
the race-course. But praise, like any other stimulant, 
is to be applied with caution, and, if not administered 
with judgment, produces a deadly and enervating in¬ 
toxication, not a beneficial and reviving glow. Flat¬ 
tery, which is only the attar of roses of praise, mixed 
with prussic acid of malice, has always been theo¬ 
retically condemned, yet greedily coveted, by mankind. 
We musicians arc often accused of extraordinary 
sensitiveness to praise and blame; but upon a careful 
collation of the actual facts it might be difficult to 
establish this thesis. It is right and good that the 
pupil should be commended for clever or faithful ef¬ 
fort; it is right that the patent who is paying the 
tuition should ask after the pupil's advancement: it 
is right that the teacher should wish to feel that both 
the taught pupil and the paying parent are pleased 
with him or her, but no one of these three should 
be so lacking in honest self-respect as to crave false 
or exaggerated compliments. It is one of the gravest 
ebarges brought against fashionable society by mor¬ 
alists and religionists, that it deals so largely in false 
commendation. The spring has no sweeter charm 
than the perfume of her flowers, and life no purer joy 
318 
than the true admiring word of a sincere friend. 
Musk and civet are the basis of all lasting perfumes, 
yet, too strong and undisguised, they are both offen¬ 
sive. 
* * • 
Most of us are accustomed to the statement that 
musicians, as a class, are not so business-like as are 
the members of the other professions, particularly men 
who belong to the commercial world. Let us accept 
this as true and see if there be anything in the make¬ 
up or environment of a musician to lead to this con¬ 
dition. 
The gTeat majority of men in the music profession 
have never had anything approaching a business train¬ 
ing. After leaving the conservatory or the instruc¬ 
tion of some private teacher, a young man casts his 
eyes around and selects a place in which to settle. 
His age varies from perhaps eighteen to twenty-five. 
In all probability he has done some desultory teach¬ 
ing before this. 
At an early age he is independent, master of his 
own time, responsible only to his patrons, in every 
respect upon a par with the owner of an established 
business. Our young teacher is called upon to con¬ 
duct his business affairs without any previous train¬ 
ing in these lines. Is it any wonder that he makes 
mistakes, is careless, even negligent, of detai’s under 
such circumstances? He is in a condition of too 
great independence at an age when his character is 
unformed and when he lacks experience to fit him to 
cope with the various business and social problems 
that are certain to arise. Some mature and learn the 
lessons well which experience teaches; but with 
many, too many, in fact, there develops an easy¬ 
going independence which later works harm, leaving 
the musician unsystematic and irregular in many re¬ 
spects. 
Such is the case in a measure. As a protective to 
this undesirable result, why cannot the older, experi¬ 
enced teachers take time now and then to point out 
to such of their pupils as intend to enter the profes¬ 
sion, the importance of promptness and system in 
business matters, and set a good example. Such help 
the pupil has a right to expect. Too often he gets 
instruction in music only, to find himself unprepared 
for responsibility. 
Who is the more valuable man to society, the 
book-worm, who digs away in musty tomes and stores 
away in his brain curiosities of knowledge, a great 
mass of information, or the man who goes out among 
his fellows and teaches, not by merely telling facts, 
but by showing how to apply what one knows? 
With the average man. perhaps, one day is largely a 
repetition of the previous one, and in the course of 
a score of years the representative of this great class 
may have known but a very few occasions when his 
routine was broken in upon. 
But the music-teacher should not be content to be 
classed with the average. He should seek a better 
standing. And the more he grows away from the ex¬ 
periences of the average man the greater the neces¬ 
sity of being ready to meet new demands. This can 
only be done by the knowledge of how one acted under 
a similar experience and what was the result. All 
our study and reading should tend toward the one 
end: that we may be mentally alert, vigorous, and 
ready in decision because we have been tried before. 
A course of study in music ought to help the pupil 
to a stronger character and to a preparedness for the 
emergencies of life just as much as the education 
which the member of any other profession receives. 
The successful musician has in him the elements of a 
successful man, and that is the basis of his success. 
• • • 
Count vox Moltke. generalissimo of the Prussian 
forces in the Franco-Prussian War, is said to have 
worked out the details of the campaign a long time 
before the declaration of war, and it is still further 
stated that his plans were carried out with but little 
variation. He knew the end to be reached, the ground 
to be covered, and the difficulties to be overcome. 
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Just now teachers of music, in all parts of the 
United States, are at the beginning of a new cam¬ 
paign, and let us hope it will prove most successful 
in every way when the issue is known. Every teacher 
knows the special difficulties of last year. Now is the 
time to plan so that when they do appear we may 
be ready for them. Last year a certain pupil grew 
slack in interest in his lessons. Seek out the reason 
why, so that there need be no hesitancy at the very 
first lesson of the new season, in replacing that in¬ 
difference by an ardent enthusiasm. 
Thus analyze the work of each old pupil in order to 
1* thoroughly prepared for the demands that will 
arise. This method will greatly strengthen teachers 
in the habit of keeping what might be called a men¬ 
tal ledger, in which the account of each pupil is kept, 
and by means of which the teacher is always thor¬ 
oughly informed of his pupils’ progress as well as 
aided in devising means to overcome every difficulty. 
QUESTIONS 
ANSWERS 
[0»r subscribers are invited to tend in questions for this 
department. Please write them on one side of the paper only, 
and not with other things on the same sheet. In Every 
Cask the Writer’s Full Address must be Given, 
or the questions will receive no attention. In no case will the 
writer’s name be printed to the questions in The Etude. 
Questions that have no general interest will not receive atten¬ 
tion.] 
E. W. B.—I. The modulator should be used until 
the pupils can readily sing any of the intervals of the 
scale. These intervals should then be woven into 
melodic phrases, and for this the blackboard is better 
than an)- book exercises. When the students can sing 
simple melodies fluently, give easy exercises in two 
parts; then in three and four parts. If you find diffi¬ 
culty in inventing these exercises, tunes or parts of 
tunes, selected beforehand, may be used. Plain hymn- 
tunes or simple part-song3 in which there are no time- 
difficulties are useful to prepare for the singino- of 
choruses.—D. B. B 
eariy part ot this century at Norwich, England, 
Miss Glover; but it was afterward greatlv impro- 
and popularized by Rev. .John Curwen. Through 
untiring energy it became the national system 
learning to sing in Great Britain, and has raised u 
nation of singers. It is now taught in nearly all 
the public schools in England. The parent-college 
m London, and there are branch colleges in vari. 
parts of the world. 
The most noticeable feature of this svstem is thai 
uses a letter notation in place of the" ordinary sti 
notes. Apart from this, it is generally conceded 
musicians that the educational principles of the s 
tern are well worth studying. For a full account 
the Tonic Sol-fa Method, read a little book cal 
Memorials of John Curwen.”—D. B. 
E. \\. B-—The blaeklead U3ed for pianos is not 
same as that used in lead pencils. The blaeklead u 
m piano actions is to be obtained of the Ameri. 
lelt Company 110 and 112 East Thirteenth Str< 
New \ ork, at la cents per ‘/.-lb. box and postage 
'’"'f. u’th a Httle water and applied as a°pa‘ 
If the Ve Z and *.hen polished with chamoisPsk If the lead does not remove a squeak, you must 
looking in the wrong place for the squeak! 
S. I. A. 1. The Hungarian scale is used bv i 
Hungarian gypsies; it is as follows: C, D E-fl 
F sharp, G, A-flat, B, C. It is not at all nec^sary 
giye it any especial study necessary 
whihU»b1-tUti°n ><* »>*■ the note ur 
n hich a dissonance should resolve is sounded in , 
ScT”' 'nSteaJ °f in the V0ke that ha* the i 
3. Mutation has several meanings: (1) the char 
themoMet°‘CeJrT the «to the man’s jn the old hexachord svstem thp * 
hexachord to another- ‘ n, th* f *Tom c 
twelfth stops in the mgan: ' ^ C‘U,nt’ a 
. enharmonic scale is one that proceeds 
^harp, flat, and natural, as: C C-shan? flof 
D-sharp, E-flat, F. It exists oVinZory'in', 
modern system of music. There is no enW 
key, but, if in a piece of music in C-sham ts 
should be changed to D-tlat, it would be calUi k,? 
harmonic change. called a» «• 
5. There is a melodic minor scale. 
6. A canon is a composition in which the - 
repeated note for note by every one of the voi^' “ 
,7-Ina ,b.°°k°{ c^nterpoint exercises the caWu, U 
always indicated, so there is no difficulty about 
8. Subject is the name given to the theme of , 
fugue. u“ 
9. Glockenspiel (literally clock or bell plav) i, 
small instrument in which little bells tunedto 9 
diatonic scale, are struck by hammers moved In ! 
keyboard like the piano. ' 4 
Dactylion is the name of a mechanical eontrivam. 
designed to strengthen the fingers of the pianist 
10. The 5th of any chord, major or minor, may I* 
omitted in either a major or minor key. 1 
N. E. C— There are two units of rhythm in musio 
vi .: V, 2, and, 1’, 2, 3; all varieties of time im¬ 
pounded from these—they are indicated by the time 
signatures. But the number of divided rhythms is 
unlimited; for example, 1', 2, may be represented bv 
a half-note or two quarter-notes, or one quarter and 
two eighths, or two eights and one quarter, or four 
eighths, etc. No matter how great the variety they 
are all based on these two units! 
A. Z. S.—Beethoven is pronounced as if it were 
spelled Bay-to-ven. 
A. C. M.—Accompanying is hardly remunerative as 
a sole occupation. It would scarcely pay you to give 
up your teaching business in a small town to go into 
a city and expect to make your living as an accom¬ 
panist. It would require a great many engagements 
to support you in that way alone. But if you would 
arrange to keep on with your teaching you might be 
abij to add to your income by accompanying. A first 
class accompanist in one of the larger cities must be 
an expert player, skillful in sight-reading, and be able 
to transpose. 
L. B.—The double sharp or double flat has no sol- 
misation name like do, re, tni, etc., since there is no 
necessity. For example, C-double sharp would not ap¬ 
pear in the key of C, but only in a key in which C is 
sharp; hence the name applied to the note, doubly 
sharped, is exactly similar to the name applied to a 
note sharped in some key in which it is not sharped, 
according to the signature. The same rule applies to 
a double flat. For example: B-double flat would not 
occur in a key in which B is not flatted, according to 
the signature. Take the key of B-flat: B-double flat 
is the chromatic lowering of the sixth degree of the 
scale, and would he called lay. 
C. M. M.—There is a musical paper, published in 
London, Eng., called The Strati. This journal de¬ 
votes space in every issue to articles concerning the 
violoncello. 
M. F. W.—When a grace-note or even two notes in 
octave used as an embellishment come before a chord 
in the right hand the grace-note should be played at 
the same moment as the chord for the left hand. 
2. The second of two notes under a slur is generally 
shortened whether it is marked staccato or not. 
A. E. S.—The letters H. S., as used in some edition? 
of Beethoven’s “Sonatas,” mean Haupt-Satz, or Chie 
Theme, which is also equivalent to first subject 
The letters S. S. I mean Seiten-Satz, equivalent w 
our second subject. Sometimes the second subject can 
be divided into two parts, in which case the tw 
divisions are marked S. S. I and S. S. n. 
N. B. G.—1. Modulation is generally defined as » 
change of key by means of connecting hannon' 
Modulations are sometimes transient, that is, may * 
for a few- chords only; at other times they are i 
cided and last for an entire period or for sev® 
periods. Some writers make a distinction b®y 
change to a nearly related key and to a remote . 
calling the former modulation, the latter transi 
2. Teach the three forms of a minor scale: A®*, 
monic, melodic, and the natural. The hannon 
most used in modern music. ^ 
3. The tonic, supertonic, and mediant are e* 
scale-names. gf 
4. The composer. Sep. Winner, is a gentleman- ^ 
is quite advanced in years, and his home is in 
delphia. 
E. M. G.—The grading of music var*^tt,v 
publications we grade from one to ten. aDd 
scale that is used in all educational instituti 
is on the decimal system, which is adopted uni ^rin 
but there are publishers that grade from J>ne 
and others again from one to five, but all S 
ally adopting the decimal system. 
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Verih, at 88, is said to be writing a requiem mass 
for the late King of Italy. 
German musical enthusiasm is reflected in the 
ever-growing number of grand festivals. 
During the last musical season 321 performances 
were given at the Imperal Opera at Vienna. 
Sechter, the great musical theorist, composed 
about 1000 works. He wrote one fugue daily. 
A school of training for the opera has been incor¬ 
porated, and will be located in New York City. 
At the Handel Festival in England an orchestra of 
over 400 and a chorus of over 3000 picked voices were 
used. 
American reed organs are said to be gaining 
ground because of the fine exhibit at the Paris Ex¬ 
position. 
An exchange calls attention to a Chicago singer 
who stammers in his speech, but is never so troubled 
in singing. 
A number of the prominent musicians, of St. Louis, 
are arranging for a music festival, to be held some 
time in November. 
By a recent ruling Jews are practically barred from 
study in the Imperial Conservatory of Music, St. 
Petersburg, Russia. 
An Italian musician found that 2550 native com¬ 
posers had written 14,000 operas. Of this latter num¬ 
ber only 80 survive. 
The population of the United States has been 
estimated at 78,904,742. A trade-paper says that only 
2 per cent, have pianos. 
The first International Musical Congress, in Paris, 
recommended that conservatories should establish 
classes for orchestral conductors. 
At a meeting of a number of public-spirited citizens 
of New Orleans it was decided to establish a Southern 
Conservatory of Music in that city. 
Being a prima donna must pay. Madam Nordica 
has told her friends that she will sing but one more 
season in opera. She thinks she is wealthy enough to 
retire. 
A series of concerts will be given at the Paris Ex¬ 
position this month, under the direction of Mr. Charles 
L. Young, of New York, in which American artists 
will be the principal attraction. 
An English musician, Edmund Edmunds, died at 
Edinburgh recently at the age of ninety-one. When 
a young man he accompanied Paganini on one of his 
tours as the vocalist, and was also a friend of Tom 
Moore. 
The management of the Metropolitan English 
Opera Company, of New York, has received over 500 
applications for positions in the chorus of the new 
organization. The bulk of them are from music 
students. 
According to a recently-discovered baptismal cer¬ 
tificate, the famous composer, Domenico Scarlatti, 
"cs not bom in 1683, according to general belief, but 
on October 26, 1685, the year of the birth of Bach 
and Handel. 
Mr. J. v. Gottschalk, the well-known manager, 
**s killed near Allentown. Pa., August 17. living 
struck by a fast express-train at a dangerous grade 
crossing, He belonged to the family of Gottschalk, 
the pianist. 
Prof. H. W. Parker, of Yale University, will Ji- 
r«:t the performance of his “Hora Novissima,” at Ches- 
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ter, England. In September he will conduct, at the 
Hereford Festival, his new setting of the Psalm, “O 
give thanks unto the Lord.” 
In bending brass instruments into the forms famil¬ 
iar to all of us, the mechanic sometimes fills the in 
terior of the tube with pitch or lead, thus making it 
for the time u solid piece. After the proper shape has 
been given, the filler is melted out. 
Mr. Morris Steinert has given three scholarship* 
in the Music Department to Yale University. Each 
scholarship is for $150,—one in piano, one iu organ, 
and one in violin. They may be held for three year*, 
and are to be awarded by competitive examination. 
Nearly all of the Swiss music boxes in the market 
are made in one village, Ste. Croix, much of the work 
being done by the working people in their own homes. 
The disk style is driving the once familiar comb style 
out of use, although the latter has the more musical 
tone. 
The treasury report for the fiscal year ending June 
30th shows that the United States gained about 40 
per cent, in the value of the export trade in pianos. 
Since January 1, 1890, the United Stales has exported 
musical instruments to the value of two millions of 
dollars. 
Mr. August Mann, who has conducted the con¬ 
certs at the London Crystal Palace for the past forty- 
five years, is about to retire. He ascribes much of his 
success as a conductor to the fact that as a boy he 
learned to play almost every instrument in the 
orchestra. 
Seven volumes of the Verdi edition of the great 
operas have been received at the Congressional 
Library. Each volume is over two feet long and one 
and one-half feet wide. There are large photogravures 
copied from great paintings to illustrate some scene 
from each opera. 
A Buffalo, N. Y. organist recently experienced the 
strange technicalities of the law. He brought suit 
against a church for back salary. The attorney for 
the defence put in the plea that as the work had been 
done on the Sabbath, it was contrary to law, and 
therefore could not be collected. 
rHE horsehair used for making and repairing violin, 
iloncello, and bass-viol hows comes principally from 
rmany and Russia, in which countries the tails «f 
rses are allowed to grow much longer than here, 
e foreign hair is coarser and tougher than the 
nericanT which makes it “bite" harder in p’aying. 
A New Yobk paper gave an account of a series of 
era performances in 1822-23 by a company which 
:!uded a number of famous artists of these days, 
e average receipts for 79 performances were $717 
night. What a contrast to the box-office sales for 
me special night at the Metropolitan Opera House 
day! 
The next Birmingham, Eng.. Triennial Festival will 
held October 2d to 5th. This great festival was 
mded one hundred and thirty two years ago. Since 
lt time it has paid over to the Charity Hospital 
arly $800,000. In addition to this a very large 
ran and an extensive musical library have been pur- 
used out of the receipts. 
•v COMMITTEE of prominent English musicians has 
„fted a BUI for the Registration of Music Teachers 
,ich provides that there shall be a register for mtm- 
Z recognized by the State. It is the purpose of the 
rious musical organizations to create a 
mt which will influence the people at 1 g* 
,y only registered teachers. 
Xo STREET music is allowed in Paris after 6 P 
winter, and 9 p.m. in summer; Berlin ha. gran rf 
, new licenses to organ-grinder* since «»». • 
a lrid the city authorities grant license* largely 
riritv”: in Italy, no one is allowed to make 
mse,f intotbi* kind of a 
unable to make a living in some other way. 
The Utica Conservatory of Music, Mu «ward B 
Ik director, offers a scholarship m each of the M 
lowing departments: Piano, singing, violin, theory, 
and elocution. The competition will take place Sep¬ 
tember 19th at the conservatory. Competitors in the 
musical branches must he side to read music and play 
an instrument or sing. Kernes of intending competi¬ 
tors must be received before September 1st. 
The .Vrir York Sun announces that there are several 
thousand more pianos in Kansas this year than last, 
and then says that the number of pianos sold in any 
given period of time furnishes a very conclusive test 
of existing industrial conditions. The piano is a 
luxury. In hard times the demand for it falls off. 
But when tilings improve, it is one of the first prod¬ 
ucts of human skill to feel the increase in demand. 
The magnificent Royal Museum, of Berlin, has ac¬ 
quired the most valuable collection of ancient wind 
instruments, chiefly wood, of the sixteenth century 
from the St. Wenzel Church at Naumburg, including 
some specimens of the rarest kind, and varying in 
size from a quarter of a yard to over three yards in 
length. As specially interesting may tie mentioned the 
only known “tromba a tirarai" used liy Bach in one 
of his scores. 
The Board of Directors of the Pan-American Ex¬ 
position, to he held in Buffalo, N. Y., next year, have 
planned for a Temple of Music that will be a feature 
of the exposition. The auditorium will have a seat¬ 
ing capacity of 2200. A $10,000 pipe organ, 4 manuals 
and 50 speaking-stops, will be placed in the audi¬ 
torium. A number of famous bands and choral or¬ 
ganizations will !xi present. These concert* will lie 
free to visitors. 
The Philippine Islands are said to tie rich in valu¬ 
able timber, especially hard woods suitable for the 
finest furniture. Mr. Frank Carpenter has written to 
the Saturday F.rruing Poet, ot Philadelphia: "Mahog¬ 
any is as common here as pine in the United States. 
I have ridden my horse over planks of mahogany and 
rosewood, and I walk daily upon floors, the boards of 
w hich would make excellent piano-cases. Housi-s are 
built of mahogany, stair* of rosewood, and posts arc 
made of ebony.” 
Candidates for the post of organist of Notre Dame 
Cathedral, Paris, had to stand a very severe test: “A 
piece in plain song, performed organo pleno, at first in 
the soprano, then in the hass; the improvisation of a 
fugue; a free improvisation; performam* by heart of 
a masterpiece, and the player should offer five for the 
committee to make a choice. The subjecta for im¬ 
provisation were given to the candidates twenty-nine 
minute* before the beginning of the trial.” How many 
organists in this country could stand such a tent ? 
The fund of $10,000, established in 1896 by Pa¬ 
derewski, has been placed in the hands of Henry L. 
Htgginson and William Blake, of Boston. These trust¬ 
ees are to invest the sum. and from the moneys accru 
ing offer prizes to American composers. Every three 
years, beginning next fall, is the time specified for 
such contests and distribution of |irizes. Paderewski 
has appointed the following judge* for the current 
year: Wilhelm Gerieke, B. J. Lang. Carl Zerrahn. and 
William F. Apthorp, Boston; H. E. Krehbiel, W. J. 
Henderson. Henry T. Finck, and James Huncker, New 
York; and Prof. Samuel Sandford. New Haven. 
About $1500 is to be distributed. Mr. Higginson has 
offered the Boston Symphony Orchestra to perform 
the successful work. 
Since every present is the outgrowth of all the p*'t 
before it, each epoch will appear as a cumulative 
product and at the same time as a contributing cause, 
according s* it* past or future is regarded. Emerson 
says: “The highest art attainment of any period rep¬ 
rints the altitude of the human soul at that time.” 
To understand fully, therefore, any great result in srt 
or literature, the influences and agencies combining 
to produce a Shakespeare, a Raphael, a Beethoven, or 
a Wagner, there must he assumed in corresponding 
lines of activity certain attainments a* points of vant¬ 
age from which the genius of each makes new de¬ 
partures and advances.—Cart Hoffman. 
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THOUGHTS 
Practical Points by Practical Teachers 
ASSOCIATION OF NAMES. 
E. A. SMITH. 
Ix literature we no sooner hear the name of Dick¬ 
ens or his works than we at once know where to place 
them; so with other writers and the poets. In music 
every student should early accustom himself to as¬ 
sociating the name of the composer with the composi¬ 
tion before him; it is a sort of credential for other 
compositions by the same composer that we may not 
have heard. This association also enables one to 
speak of the composer more intelligently should his 
name be in discussion, and may prove invaluable. 
» # * 
FREEDOM IN EXPRESSION. 
CAKE W. GBIMM. 
A composer marks, as far as possible, the expres¬ 
sion of his music as he wants it performed. From 
these marks there ought to be no deviation what¬ 
ever. Yet there are so many little shadings of time 
and tone-force that cannot be indicated, that they 
have to be left to the discretion of the performer. 
It is here where the good taste and individuality of 
a player will assert itself. The performer who has 
no deep feeling will play on smoothly and strictly 
in time like a machine; the player who is imbued 
with intense musical force is apt to go beyond the 
line of beauty and unconsciously overdo and exag¬ 
gerate. To help students, many editions of master- 
works have been made, one excelling the other in in¬ 
creasing the number of perplexing marks, most of 
them really superfluous. If the more ambitious stu¬ 
dents would study harmony and musical form (com¬ 
position), not in order to compose, but to better ap¬ 
preciate what the great masters have done, then they 
would not be at a loss to know how to shade or 
phrase, but would think and play musically. They 
would know where freedom of expression existed, they 
would be able to discern important and unimportant 
notes and phrases, etc., and where to find, and how 
to lead up to the climaxes. 
* * * 
CHOOSING TIECES. 
WI1XIAM BENBOW. 
When parents protest so strongly that the teacher 
feels compelled to substitute other music, the parents 
by such an act take upon themselves the responsibility 
and consequence;. But while this is conceded, it is 
nevertheless a bad thing for all concerned when fric¬ 
tion exists between parent and teacher. And it can 
be avoided. 
Take several pieces of different variety, hold a 
family council, play the pieces over, and there will 
generally be no difficulty in finding one that will 
prove satisfactory. You have the selection, they have 
the choice. 
Some teachers do choose things too good for the 
pupil. 
Kuskin was about right when he said: “All models 
which are too good for him (a boy learning drawing) 
should be kept out of his way. Contemplation of 
works of art without understanding them jades the 
faculties and enslaves the intelligence.” 
Often the pupil has a better musical taste than his 
parents. The wise teacher will see that he gets a good 
share of the best material (for him) even if it has to 
be smuggled in as “studies,” while the inferior things 
may strut pretentiously under the title of “piecss.” 
* 4 * 
MIND PROPERTY. 
THOMAS TAPPER. 
Enter upon the new year’s work with the intention 
cf having every child you teach hear some music 
which you make part of his lesson. Two queries im- 
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mediately arise: How shall he hear it? and \\ hat is 
the purpose? 
To the first: Play it to him and consider it part 
of your business and part of what you owe to him. 
Tell him about w hat you play, but do not burden him. 
To the second: Its purpose can be no other than 
primarily to delight him; secondarily, to instinct 
him. No one has yet discovered, despite all our edu¬ 
cational inquiries and industry, how much real educa¬ 
tion there is in true pleasure. It waits only for the 
right one to step forth and, as if by magic, eyes see 
more, ears hear more, minds grasp more; and our 
little playmate plays the game, trots home, and is 
more. 
Early years are the taste-forming time. The more 
good things that come to the child then, the more of 
him comes out and exists, and relates him with the 
world of rare things. If, in these years, some one 
would lovingly—no other way will do—teach him to 
listen to good music, the classics that are not beyond 
him, to sing the chorals and folk-song melodies with 
heart in them and right understanding, the world can 
never wholly spoil him, let happen what will; there 
is a touch of holiness upon him; the perfume of good 
things is about him; thoughts of the noble are within 
him; and he is not insecure. Whom the gods have 
breathed upon is magically protected. 
* * * 
PRACTICING LESSONS. 
MADAME A. PEPIN. 
The teacher's parting injunction to the pupil is: 
“Be sure to practice your lesson w ell,” but the teacher 
never knows how he is obeyed. As few pupils know 
what real practicing is, it would be a good idea for 
the teacher to give, once a month, what might be 
called a practicing lesson. 
The teacher brings a new piece, the most difficult 
passages are picked out; these may be only a scale, 
or an arpeggio, or a measure or two with a peculiar 
fingering, or a trill; the pupil is made to repeat these 
passages ten or twenty times, in two or three tempos, 
and told to practice them every day in the same way, 
before beginning the piece. 
Then the teacher may tell the pupil to begin the 
piece by playing the first four measures ten or twelve 
times. He requires the pupil to tell the key and the 
time, and then analyzes the four measures, showing 
how the chords change and how the melody is related 
to the change of the harmony. As the pupil repeats 
the four measures, the teacher guides her thought, so 
that she learns to think the same thought at each 
repetition, and impels the pupil to exercise such care 
over the motions of her fingers, that they get the 
habit of doing the same thing in exactly the same 
way. There may be no more than half a page gone 
over in such a lesson, but the pupil learns what prac¬ 
ticing means, and that she cannot practice without 
thinking; she finds it easier to practice after being 
told how, and discovers that she learns her pieces 
more quickly and more perfectly after such a lesson. 
Study the Past.—To the past, included under the 
term history, we are under deep obligations. All stu¬ 
dent-life is fed from history as represented in text¬ 
books and teachers. Through it the learner is con¬ 
stantly looking backward upon models in thought 
and action drawn from the great storehouses of the 
past. Therefrom he gathers mental stimulus and 
spiritual inspiration, so assimilating the best things 
said and acted among the accomplished facts as to fit 
himself for new, worthy achievements through which 
he. in turn, makes history for the times which follow. 
Note how assiduously and intimately the great expo¬ 
nents of modern musical thought—Beethoven. Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Liszt—studied the older classical 
models, and how. starting from knowledge «o acquired, 
each was able to break new paths in the fields of 
music and to reveal in the mold of his own artistic 
individuality more and more of the beauties of the 
art in manifold directions—Carl Hoffman. 
WHAT HAPPENED THIS MONTH IN 
YEARS PAST. 
BY THEODORE STEARNS. 
WILHELM J, August; born September 21, 1845 at 
Usingen. One of the most eminent 
of all living violinists. Received his first violin 
instruction from K. Fischer, at Wiesbaden, de¬ 
veloping rapidly and at an astonishingly ^rlv 
age into an artist of exceptional promise. His 
playing, even at that age, being already charac¬ 
terized by wonderful technic and an inborn gift 
of interpretation. 
Willielmj, after further training under David 
Hauptmann, Raff, and others, began a wandering 
career as a virtuoso, traveling through nearly 
every civilized country in the world. During the 
years from 1878 to 1882 he made a grand tour 
around the world (North and South America 
Australia, and Asia), meeting everywhere with 
phenomenal success. He directed the Nibelungen 
Ring, at Bayreuth, in 1870. 
Probably no traveling virtuoso has been able 
to reach and awaken music lovers as has Wil¬ 
helm j. 
DVORAK, Anton; born September 8, 1841, at Mtthl- 
hausen, Bohemia. One of the most 
important composers of the present day. With 
sublime ignorance Dvorak's father, who was an 
innkeeper, decided that the profession as butcher 
would meet with his son’s talents. Young Anton, 
however, preferred playing the violin with his 
schoolmaster, and in 1857 strayed away to 
Prague, where, supporting himself with great diffi¬ 
culty by playing the fiddle in an obscure band, he 
secured a sound musical training, and in 1873 
succeeded in having a hymn for male chorus and 
orchestra performed. Success in this venture was 
brilliantly great, and ended in his receiving a 
stipend from the State for several years. 
Dvorak now made his name known throughout 
the musical world, principally by his Slavonic 
dances and for his Slavonic rhapsodies. As a 
tone-poet in orchestral writing, Dvorak is mag¬ 
nificently endowed, and his two recent composi¬ 
tions—namely, the overture “In Nature” and the 
symphony “The New World,” which latter com¬ 
position is built upon Indian and southern Negro 
melodics—are fine examples of Iris mastery of 
tone-color. 
Failing in his well-meant endeavor to found a 
national music derived from sources used in his 
symphony above mentioned, Dr. Dvorak left New 
York city and returned to Bohemia, where he at 
present resides, in the neighborhood of Prague. 
MEYERBEER, Giacomo; born September 5, 1791, at 
Berlin; died May 2, 1864, at Paris. 
Meyerbeer showed an early talent for music, and 
received the most careful training from men like 
Franz Lauska, dementi, and Abt Vogler. Meyer¬ 
beer was a “Wandering Jew” in composition. He 
had the best of everything at his disposal, never 
knew the pangs of hunger or the privations 
Beethoven, Wagner, or Schubert; he flourish 
in an age when his operas, bombastic and spee 
tacular as they are, were received w ith delight J 
a public long accustomed to the similar inane 
trash of the Italian school. In other words, a 
though a master of the technic of his art. - eHr 
beer sacrificed pure sentiment for gush nob • 
of effect for downright cymbal-clash and richness 
of imagination for circus-like and garish extra* 
ganza. . 
Meyerbeer’s operas, which sustain his unp0^ 
tanee. are rapidly dying out in Germany, 
serve but to illustrate forcibly the fact that, ® 
ever great or talented a man may become, * 
accompanied by steadfast purpose and eanies ^ 
deavor toward high ideals, his name will ne 
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STUDIO EXPERIENCES. 
KEY WORDS FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL. 
EDITH L. WINN. 
There are four S's that buzzed in my ear recently. 
They are Soundness, Sympathy, Sincerity, and Style. 
j;y pupils are thinking of them as necessary to future 
success. I think so, too. I would like to add three 
T’s for the teacher. They are Talent, Tact, and Train¬ 
ing. _ 
PETTY JEALOUSY. 
R. F. L. 
A musician would object seriously to being classed 
with the narrow-minded, and yet this petty vice seems 
to be one point in which the philosophy of some of us 
is very weak. This brings to mind an incident which 
happened only last week. 
While talking with a man whose every thought is 
law in one little world of music, I was greatly sur¬ 
prised to find a spirit of jealousy toward an artist of 
eminence, whose views, however, were not just like 
dash off stylishly.” She cannot sec that “showy" 
pieces mean all manner of scales and arpeggios and 
trills and other trickery only to be accumulated in 
homeopathic doses. 
Another mother puts her wants in this way: “Daisy 
is having her voice cultivated, but it is so hard to be 
dependent upon others for accompaniments. Could 
she not have a smattering? No technical exercises, 
you know, but just hints enough for her to be able 
to play her own accompaniments.” 
There is the pupil who does not care to study 
music; she only wants to play. 
What teacher has not felt grateful to the mother 
who has intelligently shared responsibility with her? 
And who docs not know discouragement through the 
mother who has “no time” or “cannot be bothered.” 
The one who lets Jennie forget her lesson-hour, and 
has never had the patience to listen to Jennie’s ren¬ 
dering of the new “piece” about which she is so eager. 
We, pupil and teacher, are not of such small ac¬ 
count, dear mesdames; we are trying to do a very 
serious and beautiful work. A little lift now and 
then, a little word of encouragement, and praise, and 
faith, we shall remove mountains. 
his own. 
Mr. F.’s face darkened when the name of Dr. S. fell 
upon his ears, and he remarked: “Um—yes—Dr. S. 
does perform pretty well, considering his age, and how 
ancient his methods must be.” 
I happened to know of this Dr. S. that there was 
no “must be” in this case. The heads covered with 
white hair often come nearer being in touch with mod¬ 
ern ideas than some of our overconfident youths, and 
Dr. S. had such command of his instrument (in a very 
modern way, too) as would do credit to any per¬ 
former. 
The manner in which Mr. F. expressed himself was 
simply unfair to his brother-artist, who was really 
his superior. Now there would have been nothing sur¬ 
prising about this to me had I not known Mr. F. to 
Ik. truly a musician who felt the real artistic sig¬ 
nificance of his calling. It seems wrong that this feel¬ 
ing should exist among people who are artists, in the 
true sense of the word. 
We ought to pull the same way; we may, perhaps, 
each have our own kind of rope to pull with, but we 
should go together just the same, and peacefully, too, 
leaving the scrapping and jealousy for “fakes” and 
“would-be” artists. 
If we have an opinion, we have a right to express it. 
Emerson suggests to us that it is wise to have an 
idea, and, having it, stick to it honestly; but, he does 
not suggest that we endeavor to pull down another’s 
glory to hoist up your own. 
PRECOCIOUS INTERPRETATION. 
FLORENCE C. ACTON. 
These sayings of a particularly imaginative little 
pupil in different lessons are characteristic: Upon one 
occasion she was learning a little selection entitled 
“The Lonely Rose,” somewhat plaintive in style, and 
she spoke up quickly: “Here I think the little rose is 
crying”; and again: “Here I think it is telling its 
adventures.” Another little selection that ended on 
two quick staccato chords brought forth these words: 
“I always think it says ‘amen’ there.” 
Such a pupil is a constant source of inspiration and 
delight to the teacher. Time never lags and difficul¬ 
ties never present themselves. 
THE POWERS THAT HAPPEN TO BE. 
FLORENCE M. KINO. 
To realize discouragement of effort let your mu¬ 
sical intelligence strike against the hard wall of mu¬ 
sical ignorance. 
Who has not writhed under the egotism of the 
mother to whom your price of one dollar per hour 
is exorbitant. In vain you recall to her the years of 
practice and the great expense of your preparation to 
famish that hour’s instruction. All teachers know 
something of the mother who believes in the efficacy 
°f changing teachers now and then.” All argument 
against the injustice thus rendered a painstaking 
teacher and the detriment to the child’s progress by 
constantly uprooting and replanting methods falls on 
deaf ears. 
Objecting to the suggestion that you have a music 
schedule subject to such alterations as may fit the 
individual case, you are reminded that you were em¬ 
ployed to teach Alice Laura how to play, not what 
fa play! The mother informs you that she knows 
What ‘3 pretty and what she likes, and if you are 
willing to teach Alice Laura 'McKinley's Grand 
wh, why there are teachers who will.” 
en, again, “Something must be done,” say3 the 
"^faty lady, “for Louise. Here she is. a young lady, 
^ithout a single accomplishment. I should like her 
0 have two or three ‘showy’ pieces that she could 
NO EAR FOR MUSIC. 
CLARA A. KOBN. 
What shall be done with the pupil who has abso¬ 
lutely no eaT for music? Shall we brand him forever 
as unmusical and give him up, or is there a remedy 
or antidote which will counteract this failing? Now, 
honestly, every teacher will find that a person with 
an accurate sense of sound hardly exists. Even culti¬ 
vated musicians are not faultless in point of ear; so 
what can we expect of pupils? Notwithstanding this, 
we expect a reasonable conception of true or false 
tones in our pupils; but every now and then we 
encounter one who has no sense of correct sound at 
all. _ 
I have one pupil now who is of this pattern, bhe 
has nimble fingers and fair intelligence; she can 
glibly rattle off the most difficult exercises (mistakes 
included, of course); she plays all the scales mag¬ 
nificently; but, ah me! the moment she attempts a 
piece, be it ever so simple, any feeling of hope I may 
previously have had is immediately shattered This 
young lady, prior to her coming to me, had studied 
for seven years with a man of national reputation. 
had taken up Chopin, Mendelssohn.etcandhada^ 
tempted Beethoven; but not one piece did she p.ay 
with even approximate correctness to say nothin 
of sentiment or musical understanding. At first I 
laid all the blame on the teacher, and determined, 
however difficult the task, I would undo the wrong 
which this teacher had supposedly MicteA 
I was not prepared for the enormity of the under 
tog, nor aJ I sure now that I shall ever succeed- 
I Wan the experiment with Channnades Ftat- 
piece which is in nowise arduous, either from 
a technical or a musical stand-pomt Never^injny 
Hfe have I taken ^^^^or^Tessons (hours) 
result to show for the lalmL ^ ^ simple 
have I taken mea9ure , bcats nntil my throat 
little niece, have counted the beats u j 
mode of playing it and mine, and have accomplished 
very little except to be met by a blank stare of aston¬ 
ishment and injured innocence. 
I should be delighted could I chronicle that she 
played any other piece acceptably from my point of 
view, but the melancholy fact remains that she does 
not. It happens, at every lesson, that, before leaving 
me, she plays her pieces moderately well, in conse¬ 
quence of my incessant insistence; but by the time 
tier next lesson arrives all lias been forgotten, and 
she hammers away the same as ever,—like a wood- 
chopper,—undismayed by false notes, false time, false 
rhythm. What shall be done? 
“AS OTHERS SEE US.” 
AIMEE M. WOOD. 
It is often in the music studio that the teacher 
learns through the medium of the guileless enfant ter¬ 
rible of his own unconscious mannerisms and lapses. 
On the morning after a most successful recital a 
teacher at the close of a lesson remarked, as the child 
was passing out: “I saw your parents in the hall last 
evening.” “Yes, sir,” an instant’s pause. “Papa said 
this morning he felt sorry for you, for it seemed such 
hard work; you scowled so all the time!” 
A teacher who had a habit of shrugging his shoul¬ 
ders at times when conversing, and whose general air 
was somewhat apologetic, was startled by the query 
of a small pupil: “Is your real name Uriah Hecp?” 
“Certainly not!” answered the puzzled pedagogue. 
“But Marie”—a young lady sister—“told my mother 
just now that ‘Uriah Ileep’ had come.” 
“I am going to take lessons of Prof. M., after awhile. 
He was here yesterday, and told mother about hi» 
method; she said I wasn’t to tell, though; and she 
says I'm not learning at all!” Thus announced a 
child prior to the entrance of the parent, who smil¬ 
ingly said, after an interchange of platitudes concern¬ 
ing the weather, that “Willie had not been at all well, 
and, while they were sorry to interrupt his lessons 
when he seemed getting on so well, they felt it wise 
to let him rest entirely for a time!” 
“My other teacher always said ‘Good morning,’ ” 
were the innocently-spoken words of a child who had 
been rather gruffly directed to take the place at the 
piano of a departing pupil. Something in the frank 
gentleness and uplifted blue eyes of the little one im¬ 
pressed the teacher with a sense of the contrast in his 
own manner. Others had merely criticised silently 
the fixed discourteous habits into which this teacher 
had allowed himself to drift unconsciously. 
PIANO TEACHERS AS VOICE TRAINERS. 
L. D. D. 
Some four months ago I heard a young man sing, 
who had a high tenor of light timbre. He squeezed 
his tones out. as it were, with a closed throat and » 
high larynx. 7 told him that he was in danger of 
ruining his vne- as well as his health, and I invited 
him to come to my studio and talk it over. 
I did not know until three months later that he 
was at that time “taking lessons.” He bad been 
studying piano, with a good teacher, and, wishing to 
take up the study of singing, the piano teacher kindly 
consented to direct his study. 
Not having prepared himself for this branch of the 
work, without a knowledge of the anatomy of the 
throat and the conditions necessary for correct tone- 
production, what was the result? The tone was not 
improved under his instruction, and the throat con¬ 
tinued to grow worse. 
It might be pardonable, in a small village where no 
voice teacher is to be found, for a piano teaeher to 
give instruction in everything of a musical nature, 
fron. the band to vocal culture, but in a city where 
there are teachers who have taken the trouble to pre¬ 
pare themselves for intelligent work, it is little less 
than a palpable fraud for a piano teacher, in order to 
have his time occupied, to take pup.Is in singing, often 
ruining the voice and undermining the health of the 
innocent victim. 
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“Will you suggest a quick method of procuring a 
quiet hand? My young beginners want to make more 
noise than their fingers are able to produce; hence 
it is hard to keep them from using arm-muscles. I 
do not find anything better than tho slow trill.— 
L. G. M.” 
Teach the four forms of two-finger exercise, the 
clinging legato, the arm-touches, the hand and finger 
elastic, and the light and fast. Then show them how 
to obtaiu more power by raising the finger prepara¬ 
tory to making the tone, and see to it that when 
finger-touches are in question you have pure finger- 
motions. Yet it is quite true that the best exercise for 
developing power of the fingers is the extreme finger 
elastic of the Mason system; and next to this the 
hund- and arm- touches, both of which demand from 
the finger a firm bracing in order to receive the blow. 
By teaching all the fundamental tone-productions you 
will the sooner secure quiet work with fingers alone. 
As for using the arm-muscles, you do that whenever 
you open and shut the fingers, the muscles operating 
these motions lying along the forearm. 
Next to the fundamental tone-productions above 
mentioned, go on with the Mason arpeggios with ac¬ 
cents. These are so easy to understand that a small 
child can do them with interest, and by placing the 
accents far apart (6, 9, 12) the accent will tend to be¬ 
come stronger, and by degrees, with care, you will 
find that the fingers gain in facility and power. The 
slow trill is good for quiet, but it is a very poor means 
of development. Quiet will come as soon as strength 
is gnined—provided you do not permit the formation 
of bad habits. 
• * * 
"J have a pupil who has been taking your ‘Stand¬ 
ard Graded Course' of another teacher and now has 
come to me for instruction. She is now ready for 
Book IV, but has never been given anything of 
Mason’s Touch and Technic,’ nor anything aside from 
scales and a few pieces. I have never studied ‘Touch 
and Technic’ myself, but am not afraid to try it if 
there are sufficient hints given in the different books. 
Where shall I start her? Shall I give her your 
‘Studies in Phrasing?’—M. E. C.” 
You ought to give the pupil the fundamental forms 
of the two-finger exercise, and the easiest way will lie 
to take my form, a copy of which I am mailing to you 
with this. It is merely an easy synopsis, additional 
to the directions in the book. Mainly work her in the 
arpeggios according to Mason's system—the dimin¬ 
ished chord and derivatives. If you will play through 
the first six exercises in the arpeggio book, and then 
carry out No, C with transferred accents, like Nos. 
-, 3, ami 4; and then carry out all of these in Chords 
A, III, IV, V, etc., you will have a variety of exer¬ 
cises aggregating for the fifteen chords of the C posi¬ 
tion no less than sixty. If the same chords be carried 
out in alt varieties of measure (2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 12) and 
w ith one, two, three, and four notes to a beat, re¬ 
spectively, no less than 3C0 exercises will result. 
When the same things are done in reverse motion, a 
like number in addition will be formed; and in two- 
hand positions, as many more. Thus it is an easv 
matter to form anywhere from two to four thousand 
exercises from the arpeggio book, all of which nre 
useful, and all interesting. Study this up and see 
how much you understand of it When to the simple 
exercises above mentioned we add rotations, of four 
to seven or fifteen chords, with different rhythms,— 
particularly 6. 9, and 12.—still further additions are 
made. The general result of this practice, or so much 
of it as you find practicable in a few months at the 
rate of, say, twenty minutes a day, will be to make 
T|iE etude 
the pupil's hand far more responsive and her head far 
more intelligent. 
In this connection I will say a word about what 
Mason calls the “Rhythmic Tables,” meaning exercises 
upon the plan of No. 0 and No. 7 in this book. lire 
object is to gain high speed and exact doubling from 
one kind of note to the next smaller. This practice 
is one of the most valuable features of Mason s system. 
Very few pianists (amateurs) double accurately. The 
eighths double the quarters sometimes, but the six¬ 
teenths rarely exactly double the eighths, and still 
less rarely do the thirty-seconds double the sixteenths. 
If these exercises are persevered in, the pupil gains an 
invaluable drill in rhythm and, which is of equal 
importance, the proper carriage of the hand for speed 
—something quite unlike the manner in which the 
hand is carried for slow playing. I do not speak here 
of position of hand, but weight of hand. In fast play¬ 
ing the hand is held light so that it skims over the 
keys. 
Mason’s No. 7 is not a logical exercise. He begins 
w ith two quarters, then takes triplets, six notes in a 
measure, and changes this to nine; thus he changes 
the measure, instead of going on from 6 to 12. A 
logical triplet table would be 3-4, followed by triplets 
on these, or 9’s, and then by triplets on this, or 27’s. 
This is a very valuable form. To unite the factors 2 
and 3, we might start with 3-4, then double to 6, then 
double again to 12; or 3-4, doubling in triplets to 9’s 
and this by 2 again to 18’s. Exercises of this kind 
strengthen the pupil’s sense of rhythm remarkably and 
open up to him many elements in his pieces wrhich he 
will better understand. 
After thirty years’ use of these exercises I am more 
than ever stupefied at the egregious apathy of the 
piano-teaching profession, which does not realize the 
relation of Mason’s system to the mental and hand 
peculiarities of advanced piano-playing. Nothing in 
any degree like them has ever been offered by any 
one else; the ideas are original with Mason; yet 
they are merely devices such as every artist employs 
in his own practice—whether he uses these particular 
forms or not Naturally there has been a marked im¬ 
provement and a much wider use of these exercises 
during recent years; but it is still vastly below what 
it should be. If it were a question between these 
exercises and others doing the same mental and hand 
work, it would be different; but it is not. It is a 
question between these, which have the rudiments 
of musical art in them, and the usual stupid mechan¬ 
ical and meaningless exercises of the German piano 
teacher. And while I am about it I will say further 
that out of hundreds of piano pupils returned from all 
the leading German conservatories and private teach¬ 
ers, I have never heard any who play so well, so 
modern, so free, and so much like artists as those of 
Dr. Mason. Naturally he has many pupils who do 
not do him credit; so has every prominent teacher. 
Teachers do not manufacture talent. But his best 
pupils, such as Miss Buck, Miss Martha Walther, and 
others, play delightfully. 
* * # 
“What can I do for a pupil who is neglectful about 
signatures?—W. M. M. S.” 
First find out whether it is a case of brain-lesion 
or carelessness. If the former, have her skull trephined 
at some good hospital. If the latter, as most likelv it 
is, teach her the scales harmonically, as shown in the 
Primer of Music,” by Dr. Mason and myself; have 
her write all the scales and the leading chords with 
proper signatures. Then she will eventually reach a 
point where her mind will grasp the idea. 
* * * 
“Will you please tell me how to teach four notes 
agamst three, as in the “Rondo” of Beethoven, opus 
0, No. 1? I should like to understand more clearlv 
the divisions of music into themes, periods, phrase^ 
“Cannot music be definitely analyzed just as liter- 
ature is, into paragraphs, phrases, sentences, etc ♦ 
'l0 y°U,think °f ^fcgarten methods in 
,- V • °° -VOU *dv,3e ,ls w* with little children pre¬ 
liminary to regular study?—K. D. B.” r 
To play four notes against three first notice whici 
the three or the four, is the natural group 0f the meal 
ure in which you find it. Having found this, play i( 
in proper time. Then educate the other hand to ne 
form its group of 3 or 4, the group not expected m 
the connection where you find it, in its proper rate ol 
speed, so that it will occupy the exact fraction of 
measure. When you have secured this rate with the 
hand alone, play together, allowing the hand which 
has the natural group of the measure to play without 
attention, and give your attention to the unexpected 
group. This is the only way. You cannot apportion 
the time of 3 and 4 exactly at such and such period, 
against each other. Let not your right hand know 
what the left hand is doing—beyond the general rate 
of measure. 
What you are asking about is musical form. The 
easiest book for your use is my “Primer of Musical 
Form” (there is some of it also in the first volume of 
“How to Understand Music,” but the “Primer of 
Form” is better); then get the sonatas mentioned 
there under the head of motives, phrases, sections, and 
periods, in the Ditson edition by Lebert and Stark, 
and you will find all the form divisions indicated. 
By working with the primer and the music together 
you will master it with no very hard study. 
If by kindergarten methods in music you mean 
methods of leading children to recognize musical ele¬ 
ments, scale-places, chord-effects, rhythms, etc., I be¬ 
lieve in it to some extent, though I see no cause for 
hurrying. But if you mean the games for learning 
note-values, signatures, and other things in musical 
notation, when as yet the child has nothing for the 
notation to signify, I am not in favor. 
All that a child can sing gently, everything he can 
recognize of music in the songs he has sung, is just 
so much pleasure, and worth while. But do not strain 
him, and do not seek to load up with a lot of mere 
signs which can be learned easily enough in a very 
few minutes as soon as he has occasion for them. 
The “thing before the sign.” The sign always in con¬ 
nection with the something it signifies. Games about 
the sign are extra. They take up time. I do not know 
that they do any good. 
MAXIMS OF A SUCCESSFUL MAN. 
The following rules for action have been selected 
from a list ascribed to Mr. C. P. Huntington, the 
multimillionaire, who died last month. While in¬ 
tended primarily for a young man in a business 
career, they are just as applicable to the young music 
teacher: 
The great secret of success is laying by a nest egg 
and adding to your little store—never spending more 
than you make. 
A young man should command what he is 'vor^1' 
always keeping his eyes open to do better for him 
self. 
No one can follow in the footsteps of another. e 
must work out his own destiny. , 
If you observe the rules of honesty, integrity, an 
economy and fear God, you have just as good a chance 
as any man that may be cited. 
Never allow a social obligation to interfere wit * 
business engagement. , . 
Lots of sorrow has been caused by men meddling * 
a game regarding which they knew nothing with I 
lows who did. 
False pride is an enormous obstacle. ^ 
Never worry about to-morrow. To-day m 
important issue. ^ 
Don’t watch the clock. The man who does wo 
probably never be missed by his employer. 
“Where sympathy is lacking,” said Men ® ^ 
“correct judgment is also lacking.” This Apache!1 
kept in mind by teachers and critics. If the e ^ 
is not en rapport with his pupil, he cannot be o ^ 
service to him. If the critic or casual listener i=^_ 
in sympathy with the performance, his wits g° , 
gathering, and an unbiased opinion cannot he to 
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^ C_As to the balance between your two powers, 
—viz.; that of memorizing, which is great, and that 
of sight-reading, which is small,—you may not be 
aware of it, but, you are really stating, or at least 
trenching upon, a great law of nature. There are 
many strange and wonderful things in nature, and 
nothing more marvelous than her way of compensat¬ 
ing for short-comings and privations, and her jealous 
and equally watchful way of getting even with us. 
If we have some remarkably strong faculty, she is 
sure to plague us with some grievous, galling limita¬ 
tion. There seems to be something essentially an¬ 
tagonistic and mutually exclusive between the con¬ 
trasted powers of quick apprehension and tenacious 
retention. Of course, there are some wonderful ex¬ 
ceptions, among pianists, Liszt, among composers, 
Mozart and Mendelssohn, and other cases which 
might be adduced; but you may set it down as a 
general rule that these two things, reading and 
memorizing, are opposed to each other. 
Which is the more valuable cannot be decided, ex¬ 
cept by each one for himself. For certain uses, the 
quick eye, and the alert, automatic fingers, which can 
snatch the musical page as the trained reader snatches 
the page of the morning journal, are valuable, nay, 
indispensable; but, again, for other artistic uses, of 
equal dignity and moment, speed of reading is utterly 
nugatory. 
Thus, if I hear a wondrous and poetically uplifting 
performance of a Chopin “Polonaise,” say, the one in 
A-flat, upon which many a good pianist has struck, 
reeled, foundered; what do I care whether the player 
lias reached his mastery with ten hours’ labor, or 
with a thousand, or with ten thousand. 
As for cultivating your sight-reading ability, I ad¬ 
vise you to do that, but not to fret about it. Play 
some music which is technically well within your 
grasp every day, and by unperceived degrees, as the 
grass grows, as the streams flow, as the morning 
comes, you will gain somewhat of this coveted power. 
But I gather from the tone of your letter that you 
are one of those deeply musical and emotional per¬ 
sons who will excel in the moTe soulful and less tech¬ 
nically dazzling forms of music. I advise you, how¬ 
ever, always to lean rather to the memorizing than 
to the rapid reading of your music. After all, it is 
the music which we memorize and brood over which 
enters into our inmost souls and nourishes the better 
lire, just as it is the poetry, the Bible verses, the 
noble maxims which you know by heart that afford 
you literary culture and a cup of refreshing strength 
in the struggles of life’s spiritual battles, rather than 
the entertaining summer novel or the sparkling news¬ 
paper. 
As for your parents’ enjoying music, but preferring 
■ively to pensive, vigorous to reflective music, that is 
not at all uncommon with the musically unenlight¬ 
ened or half-enlightened. Be patient with them, 
cultivate your own mind and heart according to an 
ideal, and lead them upward with you as far as you 
con, but never treat their tastes with contempt. 
The most interesting remark in your letter is your 
'tatement that music of a deep kind stirs in you a 
V!>gue, unsatisfied feeling. This is one of the very 
'•est evidences that you are the lucky possessor of a 
heart and mind really musical. It is the main pur¬ 
pose of all art to arouse this inner unrest, this dis- 
ontent with the vulgar, the sordid, the commonplace, 
hut if the art be wholesome, and the mind upon which 
jt falls sound and normally balanced, the same art 
brings an unutterable glory and beatitude of repose. 
* -ou have ever listened to a symphony of the im¬ 
mortal master, Beethoven, from beginning to end, with 
eu-a ^^'comprehension, you will know what I mean. 
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Your unrest is, much of it, also doubtless, due to 
your need of wider and deeper knowledge. And in 
view of this, and the fact that your parents love the 
art, I will answer your question whether you would 
do well to attend a city conservatory, with a strong 
triple affirmative. I infer from your letter in all its 
parts that you are just the sort of metal to make a 
sound and useful musician out of. 
As you ask for a list of pieces, I choose at random 
the following: 
Bohm, “Frolic of the Butterflies”; Chaminade, 
“Flatterer, or Scarf-Dance”; Godard, “Second Ma¬ 
zurka”; Rathbun, “Impromptu Mazurka”; Rubin¬ 
stein, “Melody in F”; Chopin, “Waltz,” opus <H, No. 
1; Moszkowski, “Momento Giojoso.” 
G. F—First, as to the example in theory, or rather 
in harmonic progressions, which you submit to my 
criticism, I must say that your first three chords as 
you have distributed them contain three instances of 
that “bete noire” of the theory student, the parallel 
octave. These ill-judged intervals lie between the 
bass and the alto. Second, as to writing the fifth in¬ 
stead of the doubled third it would be all right, even 
better than the third, but by using the third a better 
melody is secured. Thirdly, the remark which you 
quote has no perceptible bearing upon the case in 
point. 
Your other questions are of a totally different kind. 
As touching the analysis of compositions such as the 
one which you cite, “The Flatterer,” by Chaminade, 
there arc three separate and distinct things to do, 
viz.: to determine what chords are there, underlying 
the superstructure, and just how long they endure; 
second, what are the relations of the melody to this 
harmonic structure; and, third, what is the rhyth¬ 
mical anatomy, or articulation of the work. 
In all such primary analysis it is well to eliminate 
carefully from consideration all the ornaments. Un¬ 
der this head include the trill, the turn, the mordent, 
the fiorature, or cluster of rapid notes, taken without 
regular or definite mathematical value, such as are 
of constant occurrence in the music of Chopin. The 
consideration of ornamental detail is a separate study 
of itself. 
You say that expression depends upon structure, 
but this is a rather vague, even dangerous apothegm. 
Rather say that phrasing so depends, and you are 
wholly right; but expressiveness of interpretation is 
something much more comprehensive than that. 
You ask why you should observe the marks of ex¬ 
pression taught you by your teacher when those 
marks are not there. This is one of the great things 
about music, that much of the expression must be 
divined, and cannot be put down in crude, positive 
black and white. Indeed, it is to get this unwritten 
expression that we need a teacher. 
You have probably heard that the renowned pianist 
and director, Dr. Hans von Billow, wrote in many 
and many a new dynamic and other expression mark 
upon the classic orchestral scores, and that is just 
what the pianist must do on a smaller scale. As for 
the matter of rhythmical and climactic accents of 
which you speak, it is excellent that you know of 
that Never lose sight of it, for accent is one of the 
greatest facilities and cardinal beauties of the piano. 
Never forget that our dear pianoforte, while a won¬ 
derful instrument, worthy of all respect and admira¬ 
tion for its own peculiar, unique, and inimitable beau¬ 
ties, may justly claim also the glory of being the most 
effective and serviceable substitute for the orchestra 
_The first point of your letter,—viz.; the 
as to the relative merits of the two rival 
in your little eity, one of whom has 
h affecting loud, robust music, while the 
ins decidedly toward sweet, tuneful muskp 
t the questions in musical esthetics and peda 
or evaded. 
itual. We do not willingly play that which gives us 
a painful degree of muscular effort, neither do we at¬ 
tempt that which fails to stir our inmost personality, 
unless some extraneous motive, such as ambition, op¬ 
erates upon us. Both professors are right, and each 
may be equal to the other in the sum of his worth. 
As a student, you should try both kinds and en¬ 
deavor to secure balance; but remember that the 
real question is not what school, but how good is that 
school. 
As for your next question as to the effect of 
Chopin's music upon the player's style, it is a rather 
large question; indeed, too large fur suitable treat¬ 
ment here; but since you have evidently approached 
the great Franco-Polish master from the lyric side, 
I must remind you that there is a large amount of 
Chopin's music which is manly in the extreme, and 
develops great strength of technic, and nobility of 
style. 
D. L.—Your question as to the relative musical 
value of Eastern and Western cities, in the United 
States, seems rather to lean over into that forbidden 
field of controversy which it is the policy of The 
Etude to eschew. However, a word of helpful advice 
may perhaps be given without trenching upon danger¬ 
ous ground. 
In general, it is undoubtedly true that the Eastern 
cities are more advanced in musical feeling and en¬ 
thusiasm than the Western ones, for the very simple 
reason that they arc older and richer, and art is al¬ 
ways the flower of leisure, and leisure is the leaf- 
loam of accumulated superfluity of wealth. But, while 
this is true, just as it is true that the Eastern cities 
of America are not, upon the whole, equal to the 
great cities of Europe, it is true in the one case, as 
in the other, that there are compensating advantages. 
The one tiling most essential for you to hold on to 
and never lose sight of is this: there arc no places, 
east or west, north or south, where art will grow like 
the proverbial gourd of the prophet Jonah; and, if 
there were such a place, you might rest assured that 
the canker-wonn would be on hand, in a fine, raven¬ 
ous state of active health, ready to counteract. 
In deciding upon a city in which to study, after the 
questions of money, distance, friends, and the like arc 
settled, you must determine upon the merits of the 
professor, and the number of concerts to be heard. 
By carefully scanning a good musical newspaper you 
can scarcely steer wrongly in this respect. 
Hambourg, the young piano giant, is not an ivo- 
cate of many hours of practice. “I do not advise any¬ 
one, whether he is a beginner or an advanced pupil,” 
said he, “to practice more than four hours each day. 
It is too wearing on the nerves. The system must be 
built up by vigorous out door exercise, plenty of fresh 
air, and sustenance-giving food. A strong, vigorous 
body is necessary for the vitality that is required of 
the exacting technique of the present day." Still we 
venture the observation that practice sufficient for 
him may not suffice for them. What he says about 
out door exercise, and the necessity of building up a 
strong constitution, and keeping the nervous system 
well-toned up is worthy of careful consideration. No 
one can l* at his best intellectually, esthetic-ally, or 
technically, who is not at bis best physically.—The 
Uutiml Me*»engcr. 
It is well known how many of the great composers 
had to fight long and hard before their genius was 
acknowledged, not only by the world at large, but by 
their fellow-craftsmen. It took musicians themselves 
a long time to understand them. One of the surest 
signs of a composition’s not being understood is the 
general complaint that it has no melody. This charge 
of lacking melodic invention has been brought suc¬ 
cessively against every great and original composer 
who has had to fight for appreciation and fame. At 
first his works are uncomprehended, and an outcry is 
raised forthwith that he has no music in him; but, 
so soon as his works begin to be understood, this 
clamor ceases of itself.—W. F- Xptkorp. 
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nusic IN AflERlCAN COLLEGES. 
From all sides comes the demand that the musician 
shall have a broader training and a higher degree of 
culture, both in the subjects connected with music and 
in those branches of study comprehended under the 
term: "general culture.” The demand is recognized 
as a reasonable one by all musical educators, yet those 
who would require musicians to accept this standard 
must offer to them the opportunity to gain the train¬ 
ing which is necessary to raise them to the higher 
level. The musician who devotes his whole time to 
the mastery of some specialty—piano, organ, or violin¬ 
playing, or singing—cannot have the broad culture of 
the minister or the college professor, or of a graduate 
of one of our institutions of learning. He receives his 
instruction in some conservatory of music or from a 
private teacher in some one of the larger cities. What 
general culture he may show has been the result of 
his own undirected efforts and of his later years, after 
he has finished his special course of professional study. 
Hence the query of the young musician: "What am 
1 to study to give me a thorough knowledge of the 
science and urt of music, and where can I get the best 
opportunities for such study as well as receive the 
general training urged upon musiciansf” 
The great majority of the universities and colleges 
of the United States have made effort to meet the 
question by offering instruction in music, a number 
of them having well-organized schools in which stu¬ 
dents may study the technic of the various musical 
instruments as well as the theory of music. But few 
schools are without some form of musical instruction, 
yet the courses are not, in some cases, so thorough as 
they should be nor so well arranged. For the benefit 
of those institutions as may be striving to bring their 
respective schemes of musical instruction to a better 
basis and more in accordance with modern require¬ 
ments, we have addressed letters to a number of the 
representative institutions in different parts of the 
country, believing that a report of work being done 
is the best way to help all who are investigating this 
question of the education of a broad-minded, cultured 
musician. 
In this connection the following, quoted from an 
article on "Music in American Colleges,” by Mr. 
Arthur Spencer, in the Musical Record, has particular 
interest: 
"It would hardly be reasonable to demand that a 
department of music should puff itself up into the 
pretentiousness of the other departments; that its 
work should be parceled out to several instructors, 
each a specialist in a certain division of the subject, 
and that it should operate a complicated mechanism 
for the attainment of great results. Scarcely any 
college could find use for more than two instructors 
in music; and the number of students taking the 
courses is bound to be small, even in the largest in¬ 
stitutions. Yet, aside from numbers, music has a 
significance that seems greater, in contrast with the 
paucity of teachers and students. Its consequences 
in life, alone, entitle it to corresponding importance 
in the university. It deserves to be classed among 
what were cnce called the •humanities,’ and its right 
to be regarded an element of the broadest, most hu¬ 
man culture need not be defended. No college can 
boast of giving a liberal education, in the fullest and 
truest sense, and at the same time exclude music 
from its course.” 
HARVARD UNIVERSITY. 
PROF. JOHN K. PAINE. 
The aim of the Division of Music is twofold: (1) 
to provide a thorough training for students who in¬ 
tend to follow the musical profession as teachers and 
composers: (2) to offer a course of technical study 
to those who wish to devote themselves chiefly to 
musical criticism and literature and the cultivation 
of musical taste. 
Courses of study are offered in harmony, counter¬ 
point, history of music, musical form, canon and 
fugue, advanced canon and fugue and free composi¬ 
tion, and instrumentation. 
The work in harmony consists chiefly of written 
exercises on figured basses and the harmonization of 
given melodies, which are played over and then cor¬ 
rected by the instructor out of the class-room; ex¬ 
ercises are also done in the class-room on the black¬ 
board. Shepard’s "Harmony” is used as basis of the 
instruction; Jadassohn's and Prout’s treatises for 
reference. 
The work in counterpoint consists principally of 
written exercises on given themes, and simple forms 
of free composition: Organ-preludes, songs, part- 
songs, etc. 
The instruction in history of music is given in the 
form of lectures. Vocal and instrumental illustra¬ 
tions are performed in the class-room. An aeolian 
oreliestrelle is used to illustrate the works of the great 
composers. 
With the work in musical form is combined analysis 
of the works of the great composers. Busslcr’s, 
Jadassohn's, and Prout’s works on the subject are 
used as text-books. 
In the study of canon and fugue Jadassohn’s text¬ 
book is used. In the advanced course exercise is given 
in free instrumental composition, such as the prelude, 
song without words, nocturne, march, minuet, scherzo, 
rondo, piano sonata, etc. 
The course in instrumentation consists in exercises 
in orchestration, analysis of the most important works 
ol the masters, and lectures on instrumentation. 
The works of Prout, Berlioz, and Jadassohn are 
used in this course. 
The university library contains a large number of 
musical works and scores. 
Harvard University does not grant a special degree 
in music, the course being simply one of a number 
leading to graduation. 
YALE UNIVERSITY. 
PROF. HORATIO W. PARKER. 
Yale University has two courses, one theoretical 
and the other practical. The practical course consists 
of instruction in piano, organ, and violin-playing. 
Members of classes in advanced work may become 
candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Music. „ The 
candidate for this degree must give satisfactory evi¬ 
dence of proficiency in the theory of music, and any 
two of the following languages, either Greek or Latin, 
and one modern language, French, German, or Italian. 
An original composition in one of the higher forms 
is also required. 
The courses of instruction are in harmony, counter- 
point, history of music, strict composition, instru- 
mentation, and free composition. 
For the work in harmony, Chadwick’s text-book will 
be used this year. In the absence of Professor Parker, 
Prof. Harry B. Jepson, of the department, writes us 
as follows: “In the other courses no text-book is used, 
almost no time being spent in theorizing. The pupil' 
is compelled to begin immediately and write; criti¬ 
cism and suggestion then being made on his individual 
work. The class-room work consists in working at 
the board some composition taken for example, each 
pupil being called up to work in the presence of the 
class and his work criticised on the spot.” 
Work done in music counts for a student in the 
university on an equal rooting with other subjects 
toward his degree of B.A., if he is not working espe¬ 
cially in music. 
WELLESLEY COLLEGE. 
PROP. II. C. MACDOUGAI.L. 
The courses of study at Wellesley College arc as 
follows: 
A course in harmony, open to sophomores, juniors, 
and seniors, covering the usual ground; a course iii 
counterpoint for those passing in harmony; one in 
musical form to succeed counterpoint; a course in the 
history of music; and one entitled “The Development 
of the Art of Music.” This last is open to all except 
freshmen, and is intended to develop musical percep¬ 
tion and the ability to listen intelligently to music- 
in other words, a culture course. 
Any good text-book (Emery, Chadwick, Goodrich, 
Goetscliius, Richter, Jadassohn, Gow, Bussler, Weitz- 
mann) is recommended for use; of much more im¬ 
portance than the text-book are the enthusiasm and 
grasp of the subject displayed by the instructor. 
The courses at Wellesley are three-hour courses; 
that is, there are three lessons a week. If a pupil is 
obliged to work fifteen hours a week, or, rather, to 
choose courses which require fifteen hours of recita¬ 
tion a week to obtain the B.A. degree, anyone of the 
music courses will count one-fifth. In other words, 
work in the music courses counts toward the BA. 
degree just as work in Greek, mathematics, or any 
academic study. 
In addition to the courses outlined above, belonging 
to the purely academic side of musical work, pro¬ 
vision has been made for the needs of those pupils 
who wish to “keep up their music” during their col¬ 
lege course. Wellesley has a Music Hall, with ample 
facilities for piano, organ, violin, and vocal students, 
as well as those who wish to study other branches 
of music; but work of the sort just described does 
not count toward the degree of B.A. 
There is still another class of students whose wants 
are provided for at Wellesley, namely: those who 
wish to have a good general education and at the 
same time acquire a musical one. For these students 
what is termed a five-year course is arranged, so that 
on successfully completing the academic and musical 
courses the graduate has her B.A. and a certificate 
of the Department of Music. 
In regard to the place of music in college-work, it 
is enough to regard the very gratifying fact that those 
responsible for the curricula of our colleges are recog¬ 
nizing heartily the value of music in any scheme of 
general education. The danger is that musicians may 
not differentiate the musical education suitable for 
a music student per se, and that suitable for a stu¬ 
dent who is in search of a well-rounded general edu 
cation. 
Many schemes designed to create an interest in 
a music department may be set in operation, but 
we doubt whether any excel in effectiveness the bring 
ing of the pupils face to face with beautiful music- 
TUFTS COLLEGE. 
PROF. LEO R. LEWIS. 
1. At Tufts College we offer a full course in theory. 
Harmony is recommended as a subject to be taken 
for “general information,” but only those with spe¬ 
cial aptitude and interest are urged to continue w> 
counterpoint, etc. . , 
No instruction in instrumental work is given, an 
no vocal instruction except in chorus. 
We have courses in general history of music, an^ 
offer opportunities for extended special research, wi ^ 
fine library facilities, including the remarkabe 
lection of two thousand volumes and pamphlets^ ^ 
merly owned by Frederic Louis Ritter. We 
full course in acoustics. ^ 
We have somewhat developed, and are turt e ^ 
veloping, opportunities to hear frequently tbertp 
sentative compositions of all epochs, in good ^ 
ments, with analytical and historical commen 
music courses are elective. imti&i&I 
2. I believe that text-books should be e^a.^#jr 
changed, to avoid “ruts.” Most text-books ^ 
excellencies and their weaknesses, which a 
instructor must “modify.” [I am not at wor 
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"ideal” text-book. Theoretically, nobody ought to 
write a text-book until he is sixty, and then his ideas 
are out of date. Hence, all text-books must neces¬ 
sarily be imperfect. 
3 Most of our individual subjects occupy three 
hours a week for an academic year. 
4 Music stands on exactly the same “credit” foot¬ 
ing as any other subject. One A.B. of the class of 
1U00 had taken four full-year courses and one half- 
year course in music. 
Though such an arrangement is not yet completed 
at Tufts College, I believe that the functions of the 
college department should include: 
j Xhe development of the power to compose. 
2. The training ol critics. 
3. The development of general taste by analytical 
lectures and “much hearing” of music. 
4. The training of teachers in public-school music, 
especially for the position of supervisor. 
But vocal and instrumental training should not be 
undertaken, if the college is in the vicinity of a large 
city. The college department should not become a 
conservatory if it can help it. 
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY. 
PROF. P. C. LUTKIN. 
We give a four years’ course in the theoretical 
study of music. This course is obligatory upon all 
students looking toward a certificate or diploma in 
the School of Music. The various subjects (with few 
exceptions) are also electives in our College of Liberal 
Arts, and credit is given toward the degree of B.A. 
Instruction is given in harmony, dictation, ear-tests 
and chord-reading, sight-reading, liymn-tune analysis, 
counterpoint, canon and fugue, free composition, 
orchestration, form and analysis, and history of mu¬ 
sic. Text-books are only used incidentally. 
The writer has found difficulty in interesting the 
students as a whole in the study of music. A certain 
number belong to our Choral Society and attend our 
school-recitals and lectures, which are free, but the 
proportion is small. On the other hand, I might say 
that no direct attempt has been made to do for the 
student body as a whole, as all energy has been bent 
to the development of a thorough professional school 
upon a sound educational basis. 
With the coming year a more direct attempt will be 
made to interest the students at large in music, prin¬ 
cipally along the line of popularizing siglit-singing and 
choral singing. It will also include popular lectures 
and lecture recitals, and a special course of lectures 
on church music for the more particular benefit of 
the theological students. 
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA. 
PROF. H. A. CLARKE. 
Tiie course of music pursued at the university, being 
a special course, has no relations with any other 
university course. It grants the degree of Bachelor 
of Music. Candidates for this degree must pass the 
entrance examinations in English, required of fresh¬ 
men in art and science. After this year three courses 
in English language and literature will he required. 
Such students are also recommended to take a two- 
year course in physics, and a special course in history 
of music included in “Courses for Teachers.” 
The work extends over a period of four years. The 
first year is given to harmony, the second to studies 
in melody and rhythm, the simpler musical “forms, 
strict counterpoint and double counterpoint; the third 
year to the larger “forms,” modern counterpoint, 
canon and fugue; the fourth year to the orchestra, 
orchestration, and analysis of scores. 
I do not use a text-book, but recommend the read- 
■ug of all recognized works on theory and composi¬ 
tion as soon as the pupils are sufficiently advanced 
to do so with profit. 
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY. 
PROF. EDWARD XIACDOWELL. 
Tile several courses in music may be counted towai d 
the degrees: B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. Music may be 
selected as a major, or a3 one of two minor subjects. 
Literature, modern languages, physics (sound), and 
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psychology are appropriate minor subjects for stu¬ 
dents whose major subject is music. 
The General Music Course treats music historically, 
and esthetically as an element of liberal culture. The 
courses in harmony, counterpoint, orchestration and 
symphonic form, and in free composition are designed 
to train musicians who shall be competent to teach 
and to compose. The courses in musical dictation are 
intended to afford practical ear-training. The courses 
in music are open to the public, special students and 
auditors being admitted. Auditors are not examined 
upon their work, neither are they considered as stu¬ 
dents. 
In a letter to The Etude Professor MacDowell 
says: “I use no regular text-books, but our steadily 
growing library of already over 500 volumes, for our 
music students’ exclusive use, contains all the mate¬ 
rial available in this regard.” 
A number of other institutions afford opportunity 
for music study. The University of Michigan and the 
University of Wisconsin both have thoroughly organ 
ized departments of music, which are on an equal 
footing with the other departments. There is no regu¬ 
larly established department of music at Cornell Uni¬ 
versity at present, but we understand that plans are 
under way looking toward such an end. 
There is a course in history and theory of music at 
Princeton, which does not, however, count toward an 
academic degree. In the West the tendency has been 
toward establishing schools of music rather than the 
organization of courses leading to a degree. 
Thus, there appears to be a number of institutions 
in which music receives £. gratifying recognition, as a 
study which properly belongs to the “humanities." 
It goes without saying that the conditions described 
in the foregoing replies would be very materially 
changed for tlie better were the departments of music- 
endowed as heavily as are the majority of other de¬ 
partments in the universities. There should be suffi¬ 
cient funds to pay the professor in charge a salary at 
least equal to that paid to the other professors of the 
institution; to afford good library facilities; to give 
opportunity for the frequent hearing of the master- 
works of music; and to provide opportunity for re¬ 
search by tlie students. It is most earnestly hoped 
that tlie day is not far distant when these conditions 
will obtain in all the colleges and universities in the 
country, and the ambitious student of music may have 
opportunity to acquire a broad know ledge of the 
art under the stimulating influence of an institution 
devoted to liberal culture. 
THE LIBRARY OF C0NGRES8: MUSIC 
DEPARTMENT. 
BY MYBTA L. MASON. 
)urinq the occupancy of the library in the capitol 
musical copyrights were received, recorded, and 
idled away where they could not interfere with 
>k-spacc; so that, during that time, the music was 
accessible to anyone. After the finishing of the 
r library building the appropriations of Congress 
ignated the Music Department, among others, with 
orce of four for its development, and, as it now 
nds, it is the recipient of many queries as to “what 
t?” 
t may interest musical readers away from Wash- 
ion to know something of the wanderings of a 
sical publication and the resultant department, 
e publisher, and sometimes the composer, of a work, 
,o matter how short or small (two bars of a hymn, 
.„) -should send to the Copyright Department two 
lies and a printed title of the comp^tion w.th « 
plication for copyright aeeomp.n.edby a fee of 
cents, if a citizen of the United* £ 
•ner who is privileged to copyright, $1.00 If cer 
cate is desired, 80 cents additional m each case. 
»fter a certain routine form for record, one of the 
Copies is sent to this 
——- 
Music Department, a repository for this music, which 
is filed in such a way that tlie musical public, by 
applying to an assistant, can at any time secure any 
composition copyrighted, to read, or can be taken to 
the piano-room and studied a certain length ol time 
(governed at the office). In other words, it is an 
extensive musical library, including (since the Inter¬ 
national Copyright Law in 181)1, with thirteen coun¬ 
tries) a large percentage of foreign copyrights which 
seem to favor, as to quantity und quality of composi¬ 
tion, this order: piano, vocal, violin, orchestra, and 
band. The advantages of the Music Department are 
these: foreign selections which oftentimes never 
reach other than the claimant's representative on this 
side, and the Music Department; many things un¬ 
heard of and unknown in the vast music houses of 
tha cities in America. 
The assistants serve the public as in any library. 
Members of clubs have a paper to write and they 
coine here for reference of every kind. The addition 
of a reference catalogue upon data, biography, arti¬ 
cles, sketches, and all sorts of musical material is 
constantly growing; also a musical-portrait cata¬ 
logue which enables us to fiud a musician's picture, 
in several attitudes, at a brief notice. The depart¬ 
ment contains the latest dictionaries, musical and 
biographical, and, with the yearly issue of the cur¬ 
rent books upon the subject, give ample reference for 
musical essays. The department could be of use to 
all musicians through correspondence for musical in¬ 
formation, and, like all other departments in this vast 
and beautiful building, the assistants are cheerfully 
willing to secure for the public all information which 
is accessible. 
The vast amount of material obliges a great num¬ 
ber of classifications to meet the general demand of 
the public. The accessions to the department average 
15,000 a year. The large classifications are the instru¬ 
mentation, which include material for a drum or tri¬ 
angle up to a full military liand, or full orchestra, and 
all instruments between. Then secular and sacred 
vocal, from solos to nonets. These are subclassificd, 
so that, should one call for a gavotte for band, a 
minuet for piano, a song accompaniment for orchestra, 
or an Ethiopic selection for mandolin orchestra, the 
assistants can locate the matter at once. 
Opera scores to the number of several hundred. 
Orchestra scores numerous and valuable. 
Ballads from all countries. Comic, Ethiopic, recita¬ 
tion, children’s songs, distinct from kindergarten, 
lullabies, opera, and excerpts. 
American and English ballads are coming in about 
evenly. German, French, Italian, Russian, etc., re¬ 
spectively. 
The complete scores of all of Perosi’s works add 
to the interest of a student at oratorios. Wagner 
opera scores are well thumbed, and the magnificent 
collection of operas edited by Verdi—edition de Luxe, 
of which only fifty sets will l« made—are rare and 
exquisitely illustrated volumes of photogravures and 
half-tones in the browns, reds, and blues, with an in¬ 
teresting sketch of the plot, of the opera, and the 
composer. Such unusual abundance of material could 
only be at such a place. There may be collections 
of special works in other libraries, but not the great 
variety which the Library of Congress contains. 
The publications of Jos Aibi, of Munich; Sirarock, 
of Berlin; Ricordi, of Milan; Boosey, of I-ondon; 
and Breitkopf and Hilrtel, of Leipzig, all contribute 
quality of material that is little known in America. 
The recent writers of song that are becoming better 
known are Max Reger and Alexander von Fielitz; 
some charming productions come from their pens. A 
few writers that are little known, both for song and 
instruments, are P. Jullien, W. Wolstenholme, Hor¬ 
ace Wadham Nicboll, Paula Szalit, Oreste Ravanello, 
and Rudolph Niemann, and a rich store of organ 
music to choose from. 
There are many classifications I have not mentioned, 
being unwilling to tax the patience of the general 
reader. Those desiring particular information will lie 








For our more serious stu- 
REGARDIN’G dents September ushers in a 
PROGRESS. new season of serious work 
and grave responsibility, 
combined with numerous musical pleasures. It is a 
time of the year when the memory is keenly reproach¬ 
ful for past neglect of duty; when the student’s af¬ 
fection for his fiddle is most lavishly demonstrated; 
when he whispers to his first-beloved the most solemn 
vows of unalterable attachment; when the mistakes 
that have been made, and the penalties that have 
been paid, anguish the mind and compel a thousand 
resolutions of betterment and reform. 
Yes, September is the month when the student, in 
solemn self-ecmmunion, consoles himself with the 
thought that this year, at least, the winter months 
will prove neither barren nor disheartening; that 
actual progress will be made from week to week; that 
the fragrant spring will shower upon him her sweetest, 
choicest blossoms. 
Sincerely do we hope that regrets and disappoint¬ 
ments may be few next spring. With equal sincerity 
do we wish to impress upon our students their great 
need of learning what true progress really means—of 
learning to differentiate between the glaze of super¬ 
ficiality, and sterling, healthy growth. 
Among the many allurements to the average stu¬ 
dent, not one is more pernicious, more deadly to actual 
progress, than the mass of attractive instrumental 
literature which seduces him from vital requirements. 
He yearns to grasp what lies outstretched before him, 
seemingly within easy reach; and, with sorrow be it 
said, too often his teacher encourages him in this 
sickly striving, even to the point of musical and in¬ 
strumental suicide. 
Progress does not mean a scampering through in¬ 
numerable etudes. It is not indicated by the number 
of difficult pieces that have been gormandized, but 
not digested. True progress is dependent upon a 
process which commonly deceives and disheartens be¬ 
cause of its apparent slowness. In reality, this process 
is a rapid one, having the inestimable advantage of 
being also the surest one. It consists of tenacity, of 
patient toiling with the thousand and one details of 
musical and instrumental difficulties—in short, it 
means tireless, intelligent work, directed by courage 
and insatiability. 
Like true worth in anything, progress is not appre¬ 
ciable to the unobservant mind. Its evidence should 
not be sought in a prodigious consumption of notes. 
Ungovernable voracity usually results in an acute 
form of musical indigestion. 
This view of progress, unfortunately, is not clearly 
understood by the pupil who has set his heart on 
playing Paganini’s “Caprices’’ after two or more years 
of desultory study. He lacks the courage calmly to 
dissect his work, to apply the knife of criticism with 
surgical precision, to train his mind to regard con¬ 
certos with indifference, to take hold of cold, dry 
technical facts and mold them into something beauti¬ 
ful and artistic. 
Then, again, not every player is capable of recog¬ 
nizing the minute links in the endless chain of prog¬ 
ress. The vaguest ideas prevail in the student-world 
respecting the manifestations of artistic development; 
and often a painstaking pupil is disheartened at a time 
when there is much reason for rejoicing and encour¬ 
agement. 
Extreme conscientiousness and fortitude are requi¬ 
site virtues in the struggle for exceptional ability; 
and the strength of these virtues is generally propor- 
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tionate with the pupil’s musical endowments. At 
least, the more gifted ones apply the lash of self-criti¬ 
cism unsparingly. Each day they endeavor to di¬ 
minish the great distance which separates their work 
from artistic excellence, thus creating for themselves 
higher standards, and intensifying their perception of 
what is beautiful. 
On the other hand, those of meagre capacity and a 
low' order of talent are constantly shrinking from just 
and accurate self-measurement. Perhaps they are not 
always pleased with what they have attained, but 
they have the weakness to stop at mediocre per¬ 
formance. They foolishly imagine that others will 
not perceive their incompetencies, and that Time, the 
great and merciful rectifier, will generously smooth 
their musical wrinkles. 
No artist, however great, has discovered a royal road 
to success. On the contrary, all artists have encoun¬ 
tered huge obstacles in the rugged path of art—ob¬ 
stacles that yield only to intelligent, courageous, and 
persistent effort. Without rigid discipline and count¬ 
less sacrifices, it is well-nigh impossible to achieve 
what is worthy of respect and admiration. And who¬ 
soever hopes to gain merited distinction by a road that 
is short and free from toil and pain is doomed to bitter 
and inevitable disappointment. 
* * * 
To the carelessness of 
SOME MUSICAL composers who write for the 
SIGNS AND TERMS, violin may be attributed 
much of the confusion 
caused by some of the signs employed in bowing. 
While it is easily possible, in some instances, to im¬ 
prove upon our present system of indicating the char¬ 
acter of stroke desired, the difficulty of clearly com¬ 
prehending the various signs is materially increased 
by the indifference with which this subject is treated 
even by our violinist-composers. It requires but few 
illustrations to enable the novice more accurately to 
distinguish between the nicer shades of meaning which 
frequently, but inadequately, one sign may be em¬ 
ployed to convey. 
Ordinarily, the above bowing should be, and is, re¬ 
garded as the staccato stroke, the notes being firmly 
detached in one bow. But the sign is used quite ar¬ 
bitrarily, and often incorrectly; for, occurring in an 
adagio, it is, with rare exceptions, intended to be of a 
different character than when it is employed in a 
vivacious or energetic movement. In the former, it 
might—indeed, in all probability would—be intended 
to mean 
cr 
It will thus be seen that experience and musical 
intelligence are required correctly to determine the 
composer's intention. 
Again, the very same staccato sign is utilized when 
it is obviously intended to mean a light, bounding 
stroke; that is, the so-called saltato. But the de^ 
cision rests with the musicianship of the player; and 
he must be guided in such decision wholly by musical 
content and the peculiar character of the figure to 
which the staccato sign is applied. The same sign is 
employed to indicate ricochet bowing; but here the 
player can usually (though not always) depend upon 
the assistance of the word “ricochet,” more especially 
if the composition is the work of a practical violinist. 
When the staccato sign is used without the slur. 
it may mean either a firm stroke or the lfoht anl 
brilliant bowing termed spiccato. Its significance U 
best determined by the tempo and character of the 
figure; but the arbitrariness of the sign is apt to mis 
lead even the experienced player when the character 
of the figure does not clearly point to the desirability 
of the one or the other stroke. 
Similar confusion has resulted from the careless or 
unintelligent usage of the slur. When only one slur 
is used, no misapprehension can possibly arise. But 
the requirements of phrasing frequently necessitate 
the employment of both an inner and an outer slur- 
and often, as in the following illustration, it becomes 
a question of some nicety correctly to determine the 
composer’s intention. 
Here the inner slur clearly indicates the grouping of 
the figures with respect to their separation one from 
the other; but, since there is little or nothing in the 
character and rhythm of the phrase to show that such 
special grouping is either desirable or imperative, the 
intelligent musician naturally hesitates in choosing 
between the above and the following bowing; 
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A WORD ABOUT 
STRINGS. 
The selection of strings 
is a question which now, 
even more than formerly, is 
regarded in much the same 
light as the selection of a teacher for the beginner. 
The opinion prevails that almost any kind of string 
will “answ-er the purpose,” and that it is a useless ex¬ 
penditure of money to buy the high-priced strings of 
Italy. Ever since the introduction of the high tariff, 
w hich has so materially increased the cost of strings 
in this country, the temptation—especially to the be¬ 
ginner—to purchase the inexpensive productions of 
Germany and the United States is as great as it is 
easily appreciated. The fact remains, however, that 
such economy is, to say the least, an injudicious one; 
and so far as it concerns advanced players, it often 
proves decidedly detrimental to their instrumental 
progress and their general musical interests. 
The wide-spread preference for the strings of Padua 
and Rome is not the result of prejudice or vogue. If 
extreme conscientiousness in their manufacture i» left 
entirely out of the question, these strings still hate 
the significant advantage of being made under climatic 
conditions strongly favorable to success condition* 
which neither we nor the Germans can bring to the 
assistance of such an industry. Similar climatic a 
vantages may be found to exist in some portions or 
the United States; but we cannot wrest from nature 
that which she has lavished on Italy, but denied ti 
other lands. 
The practical advantages of a fine Italian string are 
obvious to all experienced violinists. While the Ita ran 
makers do not profess to attain perfection in 
work, a large percentage, nevertheless, of the s*nDrj 
with which the best manufacturers of Padua atr^ 
Rome supply the world yearly are found to 
superior quality; and a reasonable percentage vr 
as evenly and perfectly as any human being is Ju 
fied in expecting from mortal sheep’s convert 
tines. Then, again, the Italian strings (unlike^1' 
of German manufacture) are exceedingly plian- ^ 
a test of durability, they might easily be outfit® ^ 
by the cheapest Markr.eukirchen brand; but 'v icn^.0 
used at the seashore they render excellent seme 
from the stand-point of durability. _ __ 
The “prepared” string cannot be warmly 
mended despite the advantage it appears to ^ 
in the minds of all those players who are 
troubling themselves with the selection o 
strings. The present process of “preparing 3 
is such that both quality and character are nece5- 
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sacrificed to perfect vibration. This, in itself, seems 
sufficiently condemnatory; but in addition to the 
-prepared” string’s thin tone and shrieking propensi¬ 
ties its powers of endurance are not to be relied upon. 
For' the public performer, the “prepared” string is a 
dangerous experiment. 
In placing German and American strings among 
comparatively inferior manufactures it must not be 
presumed that it is my purpose entirely to discourage 
their use, or that I fail to recognize such merit as they 
actually possess. The point I wish to make is that 
the best Italian strings are infinitely better than those 
produced by other countries; and that their usage, 
alike by inexperienced and advanced players, is a 
.'reater aid to purity of tone and perfect intonation 
than is ordinarily believed. 
* # * 
When the general scheme 
PHRASING. °f this department was briefly 
outlined, some months ago, 
my readers were told that phrasing would be dealt 
with in detail, and that an effort would be made to 
elucidate its principles and practically demonstrate its 
uses. Since then, several correspondents have urgently 
requested me to “explain phrasing,” but for various 
reasons I have been unable more promptly to gratify 
their wish. 
A clear knowledge of phrasing does not come to the 
average, normally constituted musician, like the sud¬ 
den and rapid onslaught of an avalanche. It is not 
the acquirement of a day or a month or a year; nor 
can even the most musically gifted hope to phrase 
correctly and beautifully without that special knowl¬ 
edge required by the art and rewarded by patient in¬ 
dustry. 
Phrasing is such a serious branch of music-study, 
and is, withal, so greatly influenced by endless and 
ever-changing conditions, that nothing less pretentious 
than a volume specially devoted to its intricacies could 
possibly do it justice. But in this, as in all other sub¬ 
jects related to violin-playing, it is not my purpose to 
weary my readers with a long treatise, uninterruptedly 
setting forth my own views and the opinions of other 
musicians. Such a plan would hardly prove welcome 
to the many, though it might win sympathetic ap¬ 
proval from the few. 
On the other hand, it must not be imagined that a 
brief and rapid survey of any question touched upon 
in these columns is intended to be a final word. The 
same questions, with new phases, will be constantly 
arising, and these new phases will naturally suggest 
some point untouched in previous reflections. 
Our first venture on the subject of phrasing is in¬ 
tended to be purely of an introductory nature. For 
the benefit of those readers (and there are many) who 
have only a vague idea of the significance of phras- 
ing, it would be well first to define, in general terms, 
the true position of phrasing in the art and grammar 
of music. 
All consistent musical utterance has a more or less 
definite plan of construction. Like the sentences of 
most other languages, a musical sentence has its dis¬ 
tinctly recognizable form, its subject, its predicate, its 
object,—so to speak. That we do not enter into such 
detailed grammatical dissection of a musical sen¬ 
tence as our language surgeons in general seem to 
delight in is easily understood when the nature of 
our immaterial art is taken into consideration. It 
should always be remembered that music is born of 
that which is so convenient for us to designate as 
musical feeling. Though its best, its most perfect ex¬ 
pression is dependent upon the refining process of in¬ 
tellectual force, the actual birth of a musical idea is 
mrely> If ever, assisted by purely intellectual effort. 
Music s first and most direct appeal is to our sense 
'd sound, primarily captivating or repelling us not in 
accordance with the thoughts it awakens, but rather 
m agreement with its effect on our musical and emo- 
bonal natures. Though imbued with distinct, national 
characteristics of thought and feeling, the inherent 
universality of music brings it within the compre¬ 
hension of all intelligent, civilized peoples. Whatever 
may be argued against the idea of music’s universality 
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(an argument that would destroy this idea simply be¬ 
cause appreciation of all musical creations is largely 
influenced by existent conditionsj-whatevcr effort 
may be made to circumscribe its sphere of influence, 
the fact remains that a beautiful musical thought- 
wherever and by whomsoever it may have been 
created—impresses itself upon musical people most 
remote from it both in period and in place. That be¬ 
tween different ages and different countries there can 
be no absolute agreement as to the higher tcarth of 
a musical creation hardly affects the question of 
whether music is or is not a universal language. 
Of this universal language, phrasing forms an es¬ 
sential part. It either veils or clarifies the meaning 
of every utterance, according to correct or incorrect 
application of its principles; it imbues a musical 
sentence with charm, strength, and dignity, or renders 
obscure, and even meaningless, the brightest and 
clearest musical thought, in accordance with the in¬ 
telligent or unintelligent, precise or slovenly, manner 
of its presentation by both composer and player. It 
is so closely allied to the very essence of musical 
thought, that at no time is it separable from, or un¬ 
important to, lucid musical expression. 
For the violinist, it assumes chiefly the distinguish¬ 
able form of a variety of bowings which either con¬ 
nect or separate, divide or subdivide, the various parts 
of musical speech. But it must not be presumed that 
its manifestations are limited to such bowings, how¬ 
ever numerous or skillful may lie their application; 
for united with this inherent and transparent form 
of phrasing is one which, strongly suggestive as it 
usually is to the enlightened musical mind, rarely 
points the way to intelligent comprehension by the 
inexperienced or uninitiated. 
This subtler form manifests itself in the grouping 
of figures, the succession of ideas, the logical connec¬ 
tion between the various members of a musical sen¬ 
tence—in fact, it is composed of the natural elements 
of musical expression, and characterized by the in¬ 
dividuality of the composer and the player. Often it 
is not of sufficient tangibility to render possible a pre¬ 
cise or immediate decision as to its signification. 
Often it causes perplexity because of the actual, or 
apparent, possibility of two or more varying concep¬ 
tions, each violating neither musical principles nor 
the composer’s peculiar intentions. 
This is the more delicate phase of phrasing. It is 
that branch of the art which, unaided by long and 
earnest study, remains enigmatical to the average 
player. Without attempting, at the present time, a 
minuter analysis of the subject, I wish to present sev¬ 
eral practical illustrations of phrasing, and hope that 
even so slender a thread of light will prove an encour¬ 
aging ray to all those who have yet made no attempt 
to unravel phrasing’s maze of delicate meanings: 
Ip -ii" -* 
„ all probability, the phrasing in the first two 
,11, more or less logical and natural .white t- 
rd and fourth will at once seem repulsive, unmm 
U and inconsistent. Here, the grouping of the 
’ u strnnelv suggestive of appropriate phasing: 
THE CREMONESE MASTERS AND 
THEIR ART, 
BY OEOUOE l.EHUANN. 
II, 
The Guarnerius family possessed all the elements of 
greatness. Its earliest traceable member was Andreas 
Guarnerius, who was born about the year 1026. Both 
in mode] and workmanship, all of his instruments be¬ 
tray the influence of his master—Nicholas Amati. 
His varnish is excellent in quality, but its application 
was frequently unskillful. 
His son, Petrus, compounded n varnish of siijierior 
beauty, and many consider it quite the equal of that 
of the best Cremonese masters. In point of brilliancy, 
the tone of his fiddles is not inferior to tlieir varnish; 
but his instruments lack Stradivari's classical and 
sympathetic quality. Joseph Guarnerius, the brother 
of Petrus, was unquestionably talented; yet he made 
no special effort to outrank his predecessors. 
The greatest maker bearing the name Guarnerius 
was the Joseph, called “del Jesu.” He was the only 
formidable rival of Antonio Stradivari. Indeed, some 
of his instruments equal, both in quality and volume 
of tone, the very liest that Stradivari made. It is 
known that he was born in Cremona, October lfl. 
1087; but, aside from this meagre information, it 
seem* impossible to gather any interesting details 
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bearing on his life, or to learn where he acquired his 
art or exercised his profession. 
Some players prefer the del Jesu fiddle* to those 
made by Stradivari; but the greater variety of tone 
of which the latter’s instruments are capable is un¬ 
questionable proof of their superiority. The "F hole*’’ 
of all the del Jesu instruments are strikingly exe¬ 
cuted. They suggest the early type of “F hole,” and 
have something of the Gothic in their character. 
Guarnerius chose wood of the finest quality, often of 
a grain uncommonly broad. As to his varnish, his 
best specimens were never surpassed by any Cremonese 
master. 
It seems that the life of Guarnerius was neither a 
happy nor fortunate one; and that hi* misfortune* 
extended even to his fiddle* is evidenced by many au¬ 
thentic accounts of their destruction. A plausible 
story is told by a lover of violins who accidentally ran 
across a magnificent del Jesu fiddle. The instrument 
was owned by two brothers—impoverished villager*— 
who had no idea of its worth, and, for years, had left 
it hanging on a nail in their comfortless old kitchen. 
The narrator paid many visit* to these brothers, but, 
with a collector’s cunning, never betrayed the real ob¬ 
ject of his friendliness. Fearing, however, that acci¬ 
dent might rob him of a treasure on whose possession 
he had set hi* heart, be determined, one evening, no 
longer to postpone the attempt to purchase this in¬ 
strument. After some general and uninteresting con¬ 
versation, he cautiously began to look about the old 
kitchen, but could see the fiddle nowhere. Thoroughly 
alarmed, yet endeavoring not to evince particular in- 
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ti-rest or concern, he said: “And what has become of 
the o!d fiddle?" 
“Well,” ait id one of the brothers, "nobody ever p'ayed 
oa it, ao one night we lighted the fire with it." 
The list of capable fiddlemakers who learned their 
art in Cremona ia ao long a one that here we can 
consider only those of uncommon excellence or super¬ 
lative merit. Among the latter was Carlo Bergonzi, 
a pupil of Stradivari during the most successful period 
of that artist's long career. Bergonzi's workmanship 
closely resembles that of Stradivari and Nicholas 
Arnati. Though his instruments were sometimes small, 
he invariably chose the so-called grand pattern. Uis 
varnish was always rich in quality, and very fine in 
color. 
Many of my readers have doubtless seen the picture 
of a venerable man with long, white beard, holding in 
his hand a fiddle cn which he has dreamily fixed his 
gaze. While the picture does not pretend to be a 
truthful representation of the man, it is intended to 
show the greatest Cremonese master in his workshop, 
surrounded by his fiddles. In many respects, Antonio 
Stradivari was one of the most remarkable men in the 
history of art. We find him, early in life, in the work- 
rhop of Nicholas Amati, little dreaming that his 
•*enius was destined to bewilder the musical and 
jcientific world of a future century. Think of the 
marvelous vitality of this man—the perennial glow of 
his artist-soul—the undimmed faculties which, at the 
ag.* of ninety, still enabled him to create those match¬ 
less instruments. Stradivari must have worked for 
his art with a love and passion such as few men feel 
o.- eveu understand. That he was misunderstood by 
bis contemporaries and townspeople is unquestion¬ 
able. He was quite generally regarded as a mis¬ 
anthropic miser; and when the poor and ignorant 
folk alluded to a man as being “rich as Stradivari,” 
they intended to imply that he was possessed of enor¬ 
mous wealth. It is only ’ atural that Stradivari should 
have acquired moderate wealth. His whole life was 
centered in his art, he labored incessantly, and for 
luxuries he had neither time nor thought. Even in 
his own day the popularity of his instruments resulted 
in a patronage astonishingly wide. The wealth and 
aristocracy of England manifested great appreciation 
of Iris fiddles; and he sent many a quartet of instru¬ 
ments across the channel, some by special order, others 
merely on speculation. It is a matter of history, how¬ 
ever, that many of the latter were returned to him, 
because the price he asked for the violins—twenty 
dollars each—was pronounced exorbitant. (Nowa¬ 
days, a well-preserved fiddle of Stradivari’s last period 
can easily be disposed of for five thousand dollars, 
and during the past few years several good specimens 
have been eagerly purchased at prices ranging between 
five thousand and ten thousand dollars.) 
Stradivari’s instruments clearly evidence three dis¬ 
tinct periods in their maker's artistic career. By the 
first period may be understood those years that were 
qx-nt in Nicholas Amati's shop, and all other years 
preceding 1G90. The instruments of this period are not 
of the robust and original character which we expect 
to find in Stradivari's workmanship. Here the in¬ 
fluence of his teacher is yet very strong. The out¬ 
lines are tender rather than forceful, the arching ia 
somewhat high, the tone has not yet attained great 
depth, though it is noble and sympathetic. 
The second period began about 1090, and terminated 
in 1700. During these ten years Stradivari experi¬ 
mented with a model which is now termed the “long 
Strad.” He added half an inch to the length of the 
instrument, thus giving the entire body a length of 
fourteen inches and a half. But the experiment proved 
unsatisfactory, and the long model was abandoned and 
never re-adopted. This long model was the bridge of 
Stradivari's destiny. When he had crossed this bridge, 
all doubts were settled forever. 
The “grand’’ model marked the return to a shorter 
measurement of body and the abandonment of all 
high arching. Many of the instruments of this period 
are reminiscent of Stradivari’s earlier work; but it 
is obvious that he strove to make his “grand" model 
a monument of strength and dignity. 
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At an age which few men attain, this Colossus was 
carving those magnificent scrolls whose beauty and 
symmetry have since been the admiration of the whole 
violin world. And when Stradivari was laid to rest- 
in 1737, at the age of ninety-three—the glorious light 
of Cremonese art began to flicker, and soon was dead. 
THE COUNTRY MUSIC TEACHER. 
BY THALEON BLAKE. 
Conditions and practices are so vastly different 
in the rural districts from what obtains in the cities 
that it is hard at first sight to believe that the teach¬ 
ers at the extremes arc workers in the same vineyard, 
but each in his own way and sphere. Think of coun¬ 
try teachers having studios, where every modern me¬ 
chanical appliance for the development of technic may 
be found, where their pupils come to receive lessons, 
paying several dollars for the 20 or 30 minutes allotted 
them! Or of teachers in New York City, for in¬ 
stance, keeping a horse and “buggy’ wherewith to 
visit their pupils, giving lessons of one hour or more 
at fifty cents (maybe twenty-five), traveling over a 
territory as large as Manhattan Island in two or three 
days, the next well into Long Island, closing the 
week’s work over in New Jersey, through all kinds 
of weather, rain or shine, through all extremes of tem¬ 
perature, from the sickening heat of dog-days to the 
zero-weather of midwinter, over dirt roads usually 
cut up by heavy wagons, knowing nothing of the 
mysteries of claviers, technicons, or other muscle-de¬ 
velopers from personal use (perhaps never saw one) 
and you get a faint idea of the contrast. The ex¬ 
tremes of the profession know nothing whatever of 
each other unless they have taken special pains to 
investigate for themselves. 
All praise is due the country teachers, the true 
heroes and heroines of music,—art missionaries,— 
carrying love for sweet concord under many diffi¬ 
culties, with meager reward, along the frontiers, 
among the mountains, over the plains, in the new 
settlements and backwoods, to the outlying hamlets 
and villages away from the main paths of human 
activities, administering to the natural cravings for 
the enchanting art, which is not a monopoly of any 
class or locality. They are doing good work, often 
arduous, and as well as circumstances permit. 
What urban worker would voluntarily give up the 
multitudinous advantages of his city home, no mat¬ 
ter how many its toils, and go out and labor in the 
humble sphere of the country teacher, with its actual 
hardships and lack of inspiration? Talk about art 
atmospheres! There is an infinitely greater gulf be¬ 
tween our frontiers and our metropolis, than between 
the latter and the most musical continental city. 
T et, many of the older teachers would not change the 
field of their labors from the country to the city if 
they could. There is, in the freshness of the country, 
the nearness to nature, the daily association with a 
simple, honest, confiding people, many opportunities 
for pleasant work which have a positive, restful, 
charm to the observer from the city, accustomed to 
a life highly conventional and artificial, and a popu¬ 
lation usually cold, suspicious, and mercenary. 
The elder type is fast becoming extinct. With the 
last of them will go the traditions and the spirit of a 
sturdy race without a parallel among the musicians 
of any part of the world. An interesting book of 
romance might be collected in the by-paths of the 
musical field from the lives of these ancient pioneers. 
But all of the country teachers are not middle-aged 
or old; indeed, the majority of them now are young 
people. Many are natives to the region where they 
teach, and have had the advantage of a year or two 
of musical training in the nearest large town or city. 
Some are giving lessons to earn money enough to con¬ 
tinue further their own advanced studies. Later a 
few will go to the towns and cities to locate, and fill 
places of usefulness all the better because of the ex¬ 
traordinary experiences of their early careers. Quite 
a number of our prominent educators were born in 
the country, and gave their first lessons to neighbo,- 
children. 
No teacher should ever go to the trouble of ex 
cusing work done in a limited field or with few 
portunities, under the idea that some one might con 
sider it ridiculously insignificant. Spheres of useful 
ness are limited in size sometimes, but never in chances 
of doing good, thorough work, and such chances fifily 
utilized makes any work creditable. Some one has 
to do it, and, the better it is done, the better for 
teachers everywhere. 
What is a collection of farms to-day may be the 
thriving center of organized industry to-morrow; and 
who shall say now how much good and far-reaching 
influence may then be traced to the duties consent 
tiously performed by a faithful teacher whose entire 
life was passed in unheralded efforts to spread among 
the people some knowledge of the beauties of the most 
beautiful art known ? 
THE VALUE OF THE CONCRETE IN 
TEACHING. 
BY A. J. JOHNSON. 
It is the concrete that appeals to children, and we 
must bear this in mind in all our teaching. If they 
look upon their lessons as merely so many pages of 
printed notes, which they are to learn to execute cor¬ 
rectly, they will do their work but perfunctorily at 
best. 
We must try to make them feel that the music has 
a meaning; that it is the expression in musical form 
of the thoughts and emotions of the composer, as 
literature is the author's expression of himself. 
Try to make the pupil bring out the composer's idea, 
and show him that it is capable of as many false con¬ 
structions as any sentence in the reading book, if the 
punctuation is disregarded or the accent thrown on 
the wrong word. Take some paragraph as a com¬ 
panion piece to the musical passage you are consider¬ 
ing, and illustrate with it. 
An aid to awakening the child's interest in the sig 
nificance of the music is to arouse an interest in the 
man who wrote it. Make him, if possible, a real per¬ 
sonality. Make his life more than a record of dates. 
Fill it with personal detail and anecdote. The lives 
of our great composers are far from commonplace. 
Almost every one is full of romance. Consider the 
lives of Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Schubert, Chopin, 
Mendelssohn, Wagner, and many another. The career 
of each one is as interesting as a novel. 
Tell the children of the privations of Mozart’s life: 
of his struggle to keep body and soul together, and 
of Schubert, who was so poor that he had to sell his 
songs for a few pence apiece. Contrast the lot of these 
men with those more highly favored, like Men¬ 
delssohn, who had every gift of fortune, and let them 
learn the lesson that genius rises superior to eircum 
stances or environment. 
It is a good plan for the pupil to have a blame 
book in which to note important points, and it a 
very much to the interest if the notes are prefaced J 
a picture of the composer whose life is being studi 
In these days of illustrations it is not difficult to pro 
cure cuts from the magazines of everything and every 
body, and many pictures can be obtained in this 
without going to the expense of buying ph°t°gYajp ^ 
If the pupil makes copious notes, he will find hia ^ 
valuable for reference, and a record of the wor^ ^ 
is studying with the accompanying dates w 
interest later in life. >nndnct 
Of course, the teacher has not the time to 
any exhaustive study in this line, but if he can ^ 
a real interest in his subject, he sows seed "hie 
bring forth fruit. 
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AN THE VALUE OF THE STUDY OF INSTRU¬ 
MENTATION TO THE PIANIST. 
by e. r. kkoeger. 
By the term “instrumentation” is meant the knowl¬ 
edge of the various resources of the orchestra. The 
earnest student of a particular instrument is very apt 
to become so interested in it that lie is liable to be 
one-sided. For instance, comparatively few amateur 
(and, indeed, professional, also) pianists are to he 
seen at chamber-music recitals. Let a well-known 
piano virtuoso perform, and behold! all the piano- 
students in town will be sure to be there. Singers, 
also are too prone to attend song-recitals, operas, and 
oratorios at the expense of piano, chamber, and or¬ 
chestral concerts. In the line of study, every serious 
student should acquire some knowledge of form, har¬ 
mony, counterpoint, the history of music, etc. And 
yet an instructor of piano-playing or singing will tell 
you that the number of his pupils studying theoret¬ 
ical branches is comparatively small. 
It is difficult to understand why there is so much 
superficiality in musical education in this country, 
where there are so many really good teachers, but it 
seems to arise largely from a desire on the part of 
the student to "make a show” as soon as possible. 
Young ladies of ability wish to appear before music 
clubs when they are by no means "full fledged,” and 
young men announce piano-recitals with programs 
ranging from Bach to Liszt when they are but half- 
ripe. The principal feature to admire in their per¬ 
formances is a uniform amount of finger dexterity. 
Of musicianship, there is none,—unless there be a 
reflection of the ideas of some well-known instructor. 
If the average piano student is thus deficient in the 
branches of harmony, counterpoint, and composition, 
lie is even more so as concerns instrumentation. And 
yet, unless he is born with a great feeling for “tone- 
color,” he can profit greatly by a thorough study of 
orchestral instruments and their resources. Such a 
knowledge will cause him to invest his playing with 
thousands of nuances which otherwise he would never 
employ. 
If merely to play notes were the Parnassus of a 
pianoforte performance, the pianola would do so well 
that human competition with the machine would seem 
weak and ineffective. But the many varieties of touch 
and dynamie shading, and the effects produced by the 
proper use of the pedals cannot be obtained on any 
machine. There the human being is essential. There¬ 
fore, to invest his performance with the utmost in¬ 
terest, and to avoid letting it lapse into monotony, 
he must constantly strive to obtain tonal variety. 
The study of instrumentation will greatly aid him 
here. In certain passages the influence of the broad 
singing quality of the violins, or the crisp staccato of 
the same instruments can cause him to try to obtain 
something of the same effects on the piano. The 
melancholy of the viola, the sonority of the 'cello, the 
gruff tone of the basses, the crystal clarity of the flute, 
the limpidity of the clarinet, the pungency of the oboe 
and bassoon, the brilliant fanfare of the trumpets, the 
solemnity and majesty of the quartet of trombones 
and tuba, the veiled beauty of the horns,—all can be 
kept in the mind of the player and can have a great 
influence upon his interpretation. Even the kettle¬ 
drums, long and short drums, and harp can be imi¬ 
tated to a certain extent. 
That instrumentation has influenced some of the 
greatest composers is proved by the common belief 
that Beethoven and Schumann thought orehestrally 
"hen they wrote for the piano, and everyone knows 
ihat Liszt almost turned the piano into an orchestra. 
Indeed, it is said that of all great composers for the 
piano, Chopin was the only one who consistently wrote 
a pure piano style. Many excellent piano pieces have 
been transcribed for orchestra with great success. 
Merely to cite an illustration,—Berlioz's arrangement 
of Weber’s “Invitation to the Dance” is considered 
one of the most effective small orchestral pieces in 
existence. 
Mow, in order to develop this sense of tone-color to 
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the greatest extent, it will be necessary lor the stu¬ 
dent to take up a course of instrumentation in order 
to know the character and capacity of each individual 
instrument in the orchestra, and then not only to 
study scores, but also to do some transcribing of piano 
pieces for orchestra. This will not be so difficult as 
may appear at first, for let his imagination beeome 
excited, and give him a fair acquaintance with the 
different instruments, it may be predicted with cer¬ 
tainty that an acceptable result will ensue. 
To mention a few examples, let us first take a por¬ 
tion of the last movement (prestissimo) of Beethoven's 
“Sonata in F-minor,” opus 2, So. 1. The first three 
chords may be given to the wood wind bund, above a 
rapid figure allotted to the violas and 'cellos. The 
next three chords will be played by the violins. The 
repetitions of the first two measures in measures 3 
and 4 will be treated as at first. In measure 5 the 
melody can be taken by a solo clarinet. In measure 
9 the first violins can take the melody. In measure 
22 the melody in the left hand will be suited to the 
violoncellos, while the upper strings may play the 
rapid accompaniment. 
Let us now take the largo ol the next sonata, opus 
2, No. 2. The first measure opens with the stringed 
quartet, the violoncellos playing the low notes pizzi¬ 
cato. In the eighth measure the clarinet announces 
the new theme,—accompaniment by the second violins 
and violas. Many charming effects can be introduced 
in the following measures, especially where the climax 
is worked up in measures 17 and 18. I si ter on. when 
the D-minor episode appears, the full orchestra will 
be essential. 
Take the finale of the “C-major Sonata," opus 2, 
No. 3. The delicate staccato theme with which it 
opens will sound most charmingly if given to two 
flutes and a clarinet. When the figure work begins 
it will be found to be very acceptable to the violins. 
This entire movement will make a most brilliant 
■ffect if scored for orchestra. 
Now, we will look briefly at the opening of Schu 
jert's lovely “Sonata in A-minor,” opus 42. The first 
theme will be rendered by the first oboe and first 
bassoon. The sequence of this theme will be treated 
likewise, and then followed by strings and afterward 
the full orchestra. In the tenth measure the alternate 
E's will be played by the horns, the strings coming in 
in the twelfth measure. The alternate E s later on 
taken up by a horn and a clarinet, the strings and 
the full orchestra following in order. 
A good example for orchestral arrangement is the 
andante which precedes Mendelssohn's "Rondo Cap**- 
eioso” The first four measures, which arc a kind of 
prelude, may be played by the strings. Then come, 
the principal melody, which is delightfully su.ted to 
the first clarinet. In measure 9 the run may be di¬ 
vided between the clarinet and the first flute. The 
clarinet resumes its solo in the next measure. n 
measure 12 the little questioning «*"•*“* J 
Placed by the first violins, and the full orchestra M 
lows in the following measure. In the fifteenth meas¬ 
ure the E's in the left hand will exactly suit the horns, 
while the violins play the figures above. In measure, 
18 and 19 the full orchestra is employed. Th, -do 
,|.,M Win «»««1 ”"l'r 
violas and violoncellos. The smngv. 
close the andante in a series of ascending WW* 
In the rondo part, fine effects of light and -hade «m 
be had by judicious treatment of the strings, wood 
te atve^mp.e* are merely selected to gi £ *e 
an id., o, ,h. nSfttZ 
..... ,:~ 
But the point he wishes player's “color- 
.nd ?hn. h. -ill - 
scheme will be g interest in hi, performance 
able to create much more differ 
than be "ill without such -tudy. 
ent kinds of touch will lie increased; Ilia feeling for 
new contrasts and for effects of light and shade will 
be intensified, and his use of the pedals will be much 
improved. 
He will also find a knowledge of the orchestra to 
be valuable to him when he takes up the study of tot 
great piano concertos, and his performance of them 
with orchestral accompaniment will be Is-1ter with 
such knowledge than without it. 
THE THINKING ART. 
Thomas B. Reed. ex-Sjs-akcr of the National House 
of Representatives, wrote a very interesting ps|s-i for 
a Philadelphia weekly, in which he said: “When we 
have to think out ways of doing things, things come 
hard.” 
The value of thinking to musicians cannot be over¬ 
estimated, and there is never a time when then- is not 
something to learn by even the most advanced. Herein 
lies the beauty of all arts. How stupid would life la‘ if 
there were nothing more to learn. 
Probably no man in American politics has done more 
thinking than Mr. Reed, but he never shirked a duty 
because it was "hard,” and he thought out “ways of 
doing things” that certainly reflected credit iqum him¬ 
self. He could not afford to stop thinking. Neither 
cau young musicians. The more you think for your¬ 
selves, the more you ran inspire others to think. To 
know how to think is to know how to study, and 
studying is simply the concentration of one's mental 
faculties ii)M>n a certain subject for a specified time. 
One gets into the thinking habit before lie is aware, 
and after a time it becomes comparatively easy. On 
the other hand, one gets into a state of desultory mind 
wandering before he is aware, which is not conducive 
to progress in any sphere. 
To concentrate one'a thoughts it is necessary to 
think of only one thing at a time. For instance, you 
are perfectly aware of the fact that when you study 
your little exercises at home—no matter how simple 
they may be—you are not to allow your thoughts to 
wander away off to some wonderful possibilities in 
the future. These are things that do not concern you 
now, and they w ill come to you all the quicker if you 
pay the strictest attention to the work in hand. For 
the time being, whether fifteen minutes or half an hour, 
direct all your thought-force to the seemingly unim¬ 
portant duty before you. This is your first lesson. It 
will be hard at first, very hard, for the thoughts even 
of those who have reached adulthood have a way it 
flitting about that is rather unaccountable. Keep 
trying, for your persistence in holding your thoughts 
to one subject is splendid training not only for your 
mind, but for your body, and you are unconsciously 
educating yourself in a practical manner. If there is 
music in you R will surely manifest itself sooner or 
later. 
No one can learn a lesson of any kind unless he 
goes about it earnestly and with a determination to 
win. and the value of study to amateur musician, can 
not 1* measured. Do not try to do too much at a 
time. Slow growth is best, a* we have claimed for 
years, and it is not so much how long you study as 
it is how thoroughly.—W. //. 1. in Thr Urtn.m,me. 
According to the Hayrcuthcr ItUittrr. there «e.re 
1342 performances of Wagner's lyric dramas in Ger 
man in the year beginning July I, 1898. against 1232 
in the preceding year. “Tannhaousrr” was given 2HO 
times, “Lohengrin" 277, “The Flying Dutchman” lt» 
“I>je Meiatersinger” 23tJ, “Die WalkOre 12<5. Rhein 
gold" 88, “Gotterdammerung” 79. “Siegfried 77. "Ri 
enzi" #1, “Tristan und Isolde" 47. and the Nibelungen 
tetralogy. 40. There were 183 performance, in other 
languages, most of them in French. Berlin gave 74 per 
formances. Hamburg «0, Dresden VS. Vienna 55, Frank- 
fort. 52. Graz 51. Isdpzig and Munich 47 each. Breslau 
44 Wiesbaden 53. Prague 29. Cologne 28. Cartaruhe. 
London, and Mayence 24 each. There were 34 per¬ 
formances of Wagner's operas in New York during the 
season just dosed. 
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FIVE-MINUTE TALKS WITH GIRLS. 
BY HELENA M. MAOU1BE. 
Musical. Bugaboos. 
Does it ever frighten you a little, the way some 
musicians write and talk of the awful music life, of 
the insurmountable ditliculties, and the trials and 
tribulations of the poor music teacher or the poor 
concert pianist? Although 1 believe you are too brave 
to be made faint-hearted by these warnings and com¬ 
plainings, 1 know that they have often made a girl’s 
music study seem more difficult when viewed under 
the shadow of their influence, and that they are apt 
to blunt the keen anticipation with which a girl would 
otherwise look forward to a musical life. This is what 
makes one so indignant with people who complain. 
If you are a musical girl with a normal temperament 
your are bound to find music a source of happiness, 
all the Job's prophets in the world notwithstanding. 
There w ill be difficulties to encounter, to be sure, but 
if one is of the right sort, overcoming a difficulty will 
always bring a high sense of exhilaration. It is only 
those who have made the meaner choice and allowed 
the difficulty to conquer them who are unhappy. 
I feel that of late a rather unwise prominence has 
been given to the difiiculties of music. If a poet, or a 
painter, or a sculptor were to devote an afternoon to 
the reading of musical magazines, I am sure he would 
be rather amused at the solemn way in which musi¬ 
cians, one after another, declare that music is quite 
the most difficult of all the arts. This is not only 
amusing, but it is not altogether true, and I should 
be sorry to have any girl begin with such an im¬ 
pression, for these erroneous ideas grow like weeds, 
and you would be apt to finish by believing yourself 
as much a martyr as the teacher of the famous epi¬ 
taph—“Hell hath for me no terrors; on earth I was 
a music teacher.” 
If you were to take up the study of any of the other 
arts, you would find numberless other people ready to 
tell you that that particular branch was quite the 
most difficult of all. This reminds me of a magazine 
for young ladies w hich devotes one page to literature, 
one to music, and one to painting, and on each of 
these pages, “about once in so often” as Mrs. Ruggles 
would say, the young reader is kindly, but firmly, 
advised to adopt some other means of livelihood, as 
any other will be less difficult than the one under pres¬ 
ent discussion. The natural inference would be that 
all the arts are, separately and individually, the most 
difficult. The truth is that one can see only the 
difficulties of the particular work to which one is de¬ 
voted. Every study, music included, carries its own 
burden of difficulties, and it is a foolish tendency 
w hich gives such prominence to these difficulties as to 
make the study seem a colossal undertaking. 
Doubtless you each have your own besetting diffi¬ 
culties. and perhaps you are a little tired of being 
told that they are “the stepping-stones to success,” 
and “the stuff of which you are to build your char¬ 
acter,” etc. All this philosophy is very good, and I 
sincerely trust that you have drawn all the inspira¬ 
tion therefrom which was possible, but in the mean¬ 
time we have got to prove that these difficulties 
neither frighten nor discourage us, and the only way 
to do this is,—just to conquer them. 
They are conquerable, whatever pessimists may say; 
I want you to remember that. I have never known 
a successful musician who has not surmounted one 
or more of the obstacles before which many students 
sit down and wail; inefficient hands, ill health, poor 
instruments or worse instruction; so I know that, 
having the will, one can overcome. And surely now, 
after your summer rest; with hearty, vigorous, winter 
near at hand; with all the errors of your short past 
behind you, and with all the promises of a long, all- 
possible future waiting, warm and lovely, for fulfill¬ 
ment, you are ready for the test of strength and have 
not the least fear for the result. 
And now for the inevitable bit of advice, which is 
meant to help you in your task,—take advantage of 
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your teachers knowledge and experience. You know 
that when we have free access to a fund of knowledge 
we are apt to value it lightly, and that we often make 
but poor use of what is given us unsparing y. Do not 
let it be so with you. Suppose we liken these budgets 
of helpfulness which your teacher has ready for you, 
to “hair-pins.” 
Some of you have already reached “hair-pin age, 
and those who have not are rapidly approaching it, 
and will have to learn that there are “ways and ways” 
of putting in hair-pins. 
Some girls just thrust them in and are satisfied if 
a glance into the mirror show s a pretty effect. Then 
they start out looking very nice, but exercise soon 
loosens the carelessly thrust-in pins, the hair slides 
lower and lower, a pin or two drops to the ground 
or slips slyly into her collar; the knowledge that her 
hair is coming down takes her thoughts from things 
about her and fastens them upon herself (in other 
words, she becomes self-conscious), and she is some¬ 
times even compelled to make her toilet in public. 
Now, if she is a wise girl, she learns that the secret 
of it all is in the careful placing of the pins; she 
makes a habit of finding the best places for insertion, 
and then sends them carefully through until sure of 
a “grip” on the other end. If she is not a wise girl, 
why, then, of course, she goes through life with the 
tumbling-down hair, and what is more distressing than 
a disorderly woman? 
Now, to apply this hair-pin talk. Every lesson 
means a transferring of your teacher’s ideas to you; 
every etude embodies a musical idea. Your teacher 
had a certain idea in mind when selecting the piece 
she gave you; in fact, the music lesson might be 
called a set of ideas, put forth and illustrated for the 
benefit of the pupil. Some are the same old ones with 
which you have been familiar almost since your first 
lesson. Others are new and prick your interest for the 
moment, but old or new as they may be to you, they 
are the result of careful thought, and pretty sure to 
be good; but if you receive these ideas and, like your 
hair-pins, thrust them, hap-hazard into your “gray 
matter,” and are satisfied with the “general effect” of 
your playing, the result will be that your playing, 
like your hair, will soon become loose, and the ideas, 
so carelessly thrust in, will slip into oblivion or lose 
themselves among alien ones. 
Therefore, the thing to do is to make a place in 
your busy young brains for a careful insertion of 
musical ideas, and to place them therein so carefully' 
that they will “get a good hold” and fasten the fine 
little precepts, principles, and theories of each lesson 
into a compact whole. If you do this you will have 
a mental stock from which to draw whenever a diffi¬ 
culty presents itself. All the will in the world could 
not conquer a difficulty without the assistance of 
mental strength, and the best way in which to ac¬ 
cumulate mental power is to stock up, lesson after 
lesson, the ideas presented to you, and to put them 
carefully away for the time of need. 
Pupils’ Moods.—How refreshing is the pupil who 
comes for the lesson with a cheerful spirit, ready to 
grasp new ideas with a responsiveness that calls out 
the best and most sympathetic powers of the teacher? 
On the contrary, how depressing is the pupil who 
comes in a fault-finding spirit and who seems to feel 
that heaven and earth must bend to every petty foible. 
Truly such require wonderful tact on the part of the 
teacher. One must be constantly on the defensive, 
constantly build bulwarks, so to speak, in order to 
meet any emergency. 
pupil wnose temperament requires change of r< 
Often where such pupils show a reluctance to 
the lesson with mechanical exercises and studie 
whose nerves through some disturbing cause ha 
the right tone, an entire change of program ad< 
tenally to the interest of the lesson. Reading 
pupil in such cases has a quieting influence, 
after a pleasant anecdote or bit of musical histoi 
regular lesson is resumed with increased inte 
Florence C. Acton. 
THE BEGINNER S DIFFICULTIES 
BY CHARLES W. I.ANDON. 
Have you ever considered the many difficulties that 
the beginner encounters when commencing the stud 
of piano-playing? lie must recognize the letter nam« 
of notes, a new use of letters to him; then the new 
use of letter names for the required and unfamiliar 
keys which he is to play for the given letters on the 
page. He reads the time-length of the note, which 
is a rather new idea to him, and a new use of count¬ 
ing—the measuring of sound lengths. And then with 
ail effort of the will he puts down and holds down a 
key the correct number of counts. The key to he 
played demands a certain finger, and he is unfamiliar 
with number names for his fingers, and naturally 
calls the little finger of his left hand “One,” and the 
thumb “Five,” for do not the fingers of the right hand 
number upward? And he is recommended, or per¬ 
haps required, to hold his wrists, hands, and fingers 
in a certain position, and while doing this difficult 
thing he is advised to hold them loosely, while not yet 
being able to recognize a loose hand from one that is 
tense and rigid. And, lastly, he must play with both 
hands at once, though he is not accustomed to using 
both hands at a time, nor has he ever thought music 
finger-wise, but only by and with his voice. 
The child comes for a lesson that he may hear and 
enjoy music. Let the eader cast his mind over the 
above list of things simultaneously required of the be¬ 
ginner, and ask himself where there is any opportunity 
for the child to listen to the tones he makes, or to get 
any of the gratification real music gives, he not yet 
being able to play musically. 
One thing at a time, and let the mind and fingers 
become skilled in doing that before adding another, is 
the fundamental rule for right teaching. 
But how to do so with the beginner on the piano 
is the question. Here is the idea that the above is 
an attempt to illustrate: when there is but one thing 
to do, then the mind can concentrate the entire force 
of will, mental attention, and muscular effort upon 
that single thing, resulting in soon conquering it and 
bringing it quickly into the control of that power we 
call habit. 
To illustrate: suppose there was a croquet post to 
be driven in place; a few well directed and well laid 
on blows of the mallet sink it deep enough into the 
ground to make it serve its purpose, while hours oi 
light taps—and few of those hitting the mark—would 
not drive it deep enough to make it stand against 
the first storm of wind and rain. So, when the pupil 
is required to do many simultaneous things, his forces 
are so scattered that almost nothing is accomplished, 
and no wonder discouragement and soon bitter hatred 
of practice develops in the child. 
How to teach these many simultaneous things neces¬ 
sary for the playing of the simplest phrase is of prac 
tical interest. However, that is not the purpose of 
this article. To put before the pupil one thing at * 
time and to lead him to put the full force of his at 
tention, will-power, and effort upon that one thing 
until he is skilled enough to do it correctly with ease 
is the problem, and there is more than one way 
working it out. The musical kindergarten is a step 
in the right direction, a d another is to play with one 
hand at a time on one thing until it goes right wrt^ 
ease and becomes an established habit; then try * 
ing another item toward completeness, and later 
ing the next thing of importance, withal being suffi- 
iined > 
ciently patient to wait until the child has gal 
skill that finallv allows him to do all simultaneou-. 
.gner sent the first act of “Die Walkure 
lr Schopenhauer, the philosopher, for his *** 
Following the German theatrical rule, ^ 
nds great explicitness in the matter of 5 
ions, Wagner wTote in the margin of the P* 
hich the act concluded: “Here the curtain 
Iy,” . _ ^ 
lopenhauer returned the manuscript wi 
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the “SEVEN AGES” OF A MUSICIAN. 
BY MABEL WAGNALLS. 
The Second Age. 
During this age the young musician, in very truth, 
“creeps like a snail unwillingly to school.” He has 
small affinity for mathematics and grammar, and 
school, on the whole, seems to him a waste of time; 
it interferes with his “career,” as he now confidently 
calls his art. 
It is the musician’s age of supreme complacency, 
for he never again is quite so sure of his ability as 
during his early ’teens. 
He plays acceptably at church entertainments, and 
is even encouraged to give a recital to raise money 
for a sojourn in Europe. The returns for this venture 
are so generous that he looks upon his earning ca¬ 
pacity as very great, and entertains some thought of 
going into the concert field at once—under the im¬ 
pression that there is not much more for him to learn. 
He plays the same pieces “other artists” do; plays 
them from memory and correctly, what more can be 
required! He recognizes a commercial value, how¬ 
ever, to the name and “atmosphere” of Europe; so 
for this reason he decides to hide his light under a 
bushel yet a year or two and take a term abroad. 
It may be that, together with his instrumental art, 
he has developed a good soprano voice, in which case 
he evolves into that creature entirely unclassified and 
apart from the common throng: a choir-boy. 
This is a phase of music-study that belongs to the 
experience of many of our most famous composers. 
The choir-boy leads a peculiar life; he sees himself 
pictured in every art window as an angel and sur¬ 
rounded by clouds. He wears a gown and surplice 
o Sunday and stands in the softened light of stained- 
glass windows, backed by a citadal of gold organ- 
pipes that in themselves suggest the “New Jerusalem.” 
And amid these surroundings he voices the grandest 
words and literature of our language. His “Glorias!” 
“lfallalujahs!” and “Joys Everlasting!” reverberate 
through the domed nave and chancel, thrilling many 
a heart. 
There is a ring of spirituality and innocence to the 
tones of a boy’s pure soprano, profoundly impressive 
for church music. The listener who is religiously in¬ 
clined will imagine the choir-boy is almost reared in 
Heaven itself because of constantly voicing spiritual 
truths and words from Holy Writ. 
As a matter of fact, the average choir-boy is very 
little impressed with the text of his service. Though 
he sings like an angel and looks like one, he is think¬ 
ing not nearly so much of what “the Heavens are tell- 
lng, ’ as of his next syncopated measure and the ap¬ 
proaching high note. 
the boy-soprano must guard his voice as much as 
a mature singer. He bundles his throat and avoids 
a draught with all the care of a chronic invalid, and 
d is as good as a play to hear him talk of his 
troubles with the organist” and of “the substitute” 
he must furnish when he cannot sing. 
He is very much older than a boy, and equally 
younger than a man. He is not a woman in spite 
°f his Sunday robes and “liigh-C” voice, nor is he 
quite an angel! 
Altogether out of the ordinary are these few years 
01 Ufe, but in them he makes broadening strides 
ln ^'s art, learning to read music in a manner that 
makes the average piano student throw up his hands 
ln ''esPair. It is the age of unbounded expectations; 
|"ite free from apprehension and knowing not the 
word despair. 
The Third Age. 
fhe third age of the musician usually finds him in 
ermany, where every other person is seen carrying 
a -Vusifc Mappe,” and every open window emits 
pounds of a “Klatier.” During his sojourn there each 
*• speeds away on the wings of endeavor; his last 
‘ought each night is to begin in the morning before 
m hears “the piano next door.” 
Ue livc8 in a whirl of enthusiastic work, sometimes 
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elated, and sometimes depressed over the difficult task 
of concentrating his mind on tempo and rhythm, ac¬ 
curacy and strength, memory and phrasing, delicacy 
and touch. 
He practices furiously the whole forenoon till he 
sees by the clock it is time for a lesson. His hands 
are cold and his heart beats fast as he mounts the 
conservatory “golden stairs”-or “Via Dolorom"-us 
the case may be. If he feels himself very nervous, he 
envys the pupils he meets coming down, though often 
even they are not gay. 
“The Professor called me a fool to-day,’ one rue- 
fuUy remarks to another. 
That’s nothing,” is the comforting reply; “last 
time he said ‘Donnerwctter,’ and told me I played like 
a donkey!” 
The German pupils do not mind being scolded, but 
it is hard on the sensitive American. 
Once inside the class-room, a solemn silence pre¬ 
vails; an expectant hush preceding the arrival of the 
great professor. When he at last appears he sum¬ 
mons to the piano one of the waiting pupils: a lad 
who is known to the class as “the fellow with the 
Brahms variations!” Nearly all the students become 
in time identified with some composition whose dif¬ 
ficulties have occasioned unusual struggle. 
But our musician is yet only known as “dcr jungcr 
Amerikaner,” though his lesson to-day gives promise 
of forever associating him with the Mendelssohn “G- 
minor Concerto.” 
His troubles begin when he is suddenly asked to 
play Chopin’s “F-major Etude,” a piece he has not 
touched for three weeks. This is a favorite trick of 
the professor’s to test one’s memory and nerves. Dcr 
junger Amerikaner does not shine under the ordeal, 
but his performance is allowed to pass and ho turns 
with more confidence to the new concerto, starting off 
at once with much spirit. 
“Halt!” cries the professor, loudly. “How can you 
endure to hear the key of G-minor directly after F- 
major? The one is as much out of place with the 
other as a tropical bird near a glacier! You must 
modulate—modulate into the key. That places a piece 
in the right perspective, like showing a picture in its 
proper frame. 
But our chagrined musician finds himself unable to 
modulate with any degree of taste into the required 
key. He has in times past studied harmony and 
written on paper some fairly correct modulations, but 
this is the first time he has been called upon to prac¬ 
tically apply them. No teacher before had impressed 
him that it was a misdemeanor to play compositions 
one after another without connecting the keys. 
His lesson goes badly from beginning to end, and 
he returns to his seat in despair, but greatly advanced 
in hie art, although he cannot realize it now. 
After a brisk walk home, when again alone in bis 
room, he sits down to work at his piano like a 
weaver spinning cloth at a loom. Four hours, five 
hours, five and a half, six! The last hour goes slow, 
but he is goaded on by the persistency of “that player 
next door,” and the fact that one of his class-mates 
is known to work nine hours a day. Scales in 
staccato, like tape from a ticker, he reels off with 
infinite accuracy. Double sixths and double thirds 
he rolls down the keyboard like balls in a bowling 
Then this toiler of the keys is done for the day 
strolls out to a “Sinfonie” concert, buying his 
let at the door for 75 pfennigs (17 cents): a won 
ful bargain, he thinks, as lie listens to the perfect 
formance. Although the men drink beer and the 
men are knitting, the entire audience has an air 
repose which is, or should l»e, the handmaiden of 
at all times. He is surprised the next day to hear 
m his landlady that “you were foolish to pay 75 
nnigs; buy your tickets at the cigar-stores; they 
them for 60.” 
Ie does so the following week, and marvels still 
re at the music to be heard for the price. Imagine 
amazement when told by a classmate to “ask for 
cks at the conservatory, they let you in for 20 
He does not at first know how to par 
ticipate in all the possibilities of German student- 
life. 
But “dcr jungcr Anurikaner” learns, in time, the 
Bohemian joy of going to the opera with a numlier 
of others who take “standing seats” in the gallery. 
Only “Cook’s tourists” and aristocrats ever sit below, 
he is told. The opera begins at six thirty, and it is 
daylight outside when they take possession, one hand 
apiece, of the railing around the top row of seats in 
this stuffy old gallery which has been the resort of 
eager musicians since the time of "Frederic the Great.” 
lliey all know the score of the ojiera, and are pre¬ 
pared to enjoy every note. Between the acts they 
sit down on the floor and plan to come again the next 
night. When our musician returns home, at ten 
o’clock, bis feet are heavy, but bis heart is light He 
finds his supper on a platter in his room: rye-bread 
and butter, green cheese and cold meat. “Du llcbcr 
Himmeir how good it tastes! Thoroughly tired, but 
h*PPy. he prepares for the night by giving a shake to 
his small German pillow and huge feather bed, from 
the depths of which he soon snuffs the candle and then 
closes his eyes, feeling very much like "//an* in gliick." 
He is often homesick, however, and discouraged; 
but if this is overcome, if be keeps bis health, if his 
funds hold out, if he protects his hands from any 
muscular strain, if his memory never fails him, if no 
unforeseen emergency calls him home, why, then, 
after four or five years our musician is pretty sure 
to make some kind of a European debut. His teacher 
will probably instigate and superintend this. 
But the fact that he has played in public as a child 
and succeeded as a choir boy soloist is no sign that 
his spirit will rise to this occasion. Even after a 
promising opening, with sweeping climaxes and 
splendid accuracy, the debutant may lose his poise, in 
which ease "it were that man bad never been born,” 
so far as his own feelings go. 
But if he actually clears the hurdle at a bound, be 
lands upon a new earth; the applause is new music; 
the future is new life; success- ah! it is new wine! 
Ills little German feather pillow can't begin to hold 
hi. head that night. 
GOLDEN THOUGHTS FROM RUSKIN. 
The great art critic Buskin, whose words of wis¬ 
dom arc part and parcel of the stock of nearly every 
writer, penned many thought of si«cial value to the 
musician. A short time before his death he wrote to 
a young friend words of advice which could well be 
bunted into the hearts and minds of all who may 
read them. 
I want you to feel that long and steady effort, made 
in a contented way, does more than violent effort 
made for some strong motive or under some enthusi¬ 
astic impulse. 
I am afraid of this prize getting temjier, chiefly, I 
suppose, 1 treatise 1 have suffered much from it myself, 
vanity of various kinds having caused me the waste 
of half my life, in making me try to do tilings better 
than I could, or to do things that I couldn’t do, or to 
do them in ways that would bring me credit instead 
of merely in the pro|trr way. It is not by sny effort of 
which you can possibly be vain that you will do great 
things. 
A long article might easily be elaborated from the 
above thought, but there is no need to add to the 
words. There ia sterling advice to the student of 
music who fails to give due weight to the value of 
steady, concentrated endeavor. The foundations of a 
strong character and of permanent success are not 
the result of spasmodic endeavor, no matter how ener¬ 
getic, but of the "long and steady effort” which is 
the working principle of all great men whose labors 
have left an enduring mark upon hiatory. 
Similarly the young teacher must be willing to 
work along cheerfully, yet earnestly, in the belief that 
neither “violent effort” nor “enthusiastic impulse” 
are safe principles of action. A man’s character is 
the result of his habits of thought and action, and 
success must be built there just as in other lines of 
work. 
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A PIANIST S LIBRARY. 
BY FRANK H. MARLING. 
II. 
Lives or Great Pianists. 
The study of the lives of the great masters of the 
piano is, perhaps, one of the most fascinating depart¬ 
ments of musical literature. There is a peculiar in¬ 
terest attaching to the career of the gTeat virtuosos, 
which appeals to nearly all music lovers. An excellent 
work in brief compass on. this subject is “Great 
Violinists and Pianists,” by George T. Ferris. In a 
dainty little volume the author, in glowing style, 
which is sufficiently engaging to interest the most in¬ 
different reader, traces the story of the great pianists, 
lie begins with dementi, the first of the great virtu¬ 
osos who may be considered distinctively composers 
for, and players on, the pianoforte, and discusses in 
order Moscheles, the Schumanns, Chopin, Thalberg, 
Gottschalk, Liszt, Rubinstein, Billow, concluding with 
the greatest living pianist, Paderewski A book cov¬ 
ering somewhat the same field, but in an entirely 
different manner, is “Celebrated Pianists," by a Ger¬ 
man writer, A. Ehrlich (also the compiler of a well- 
known work on celebrated violinists). This contains 
short biographies of ltil pianists. A distinctive feat¬ 
ure of the collection, and one of great attractiveness, 
is the addition of the portrait of each composer men¬ 
tioned. An American edition of this work has been 
edited by Mr. A. L. Manchester, and this possesses 
an advantage over the English edition in the addition 
of sketches of about twenty-five of the moet promi¬ 
nent American pianists, including Julie Rive-King, 
Macdowell, Godowsky, Burmeister, Fanny Bloomfield- 
Zeisler, Adele Aus der Ohe, W. H. Sherwood, and 
others equally famous. 
Those who are in search of facts and dates relating 
to pianists, without biographical details, will find a 
serviceable hand-book of reference in “The Pianists’ 
Dictionary,” by Ernest Pauer, an English author, who 
compiled a number of the volumes in Xovello’s “Series 
of Music Primers.” This has a very complete list of 
pianists and writers for the piano, and embraces many 
minor names not mentioned in other works. We must 
just here once more remind our readers of the ad¬ 
mirable biographical sketches of pianists in several 
of the w orks described in a previous article, such as 
Viard Louis’s “Music and the Piano,” Fillmore's 
“Pianoforte Music,” and Weitzmann’s “Pianoforte 
Playing.” 
Coming down to the lives of individual pianists, we 
must name first that musical classic, one of the most 
widely read of all volumes of musical literature, 
Liszt's “Life of Chopin.” This is disappointing as a 
biography, containing little information about the life 
of Chopin, but is to be valued chiefiy as a striking 
study of Chopin's art by his fellow-artist and friend. 
Other lives of Chopin which we must mention (as he 
is undoubtedly the most popular writer for the piano 
that ever lived) are those by Moritz Karasowki, and a 
more recent work by F. N’iecka, in two large volumes. 
The latter is an authoritative work, though unduly 
voluminous. In Huneker’s "Life of Chopin,” just 
issued, and mentioned in a previous article, the author 
avails himself of the studies of all those who have 
preceded him and throws new light on the composer’s 
character by his careful handling of the conflicting 
evidence regarding various portions of his life-history. 
Our own countryman, L. M. Gottschalk, the famous 
composer of “Tlie Lost Hope,” wrote a volume of 
reminiscences entitled “Notes of a Pianist.” describing 
his professional tours in the United States, Canada, 
and South America. Thi3 is not so well known to 
Americans as it should be, for it contains not only 
much interesting information regarding his own 
musical experiences, but incidentally contains many 
vivid pictures of life in this country forty or fifty 
years ago, for the author went everywhere, and seemed 
to see everything. 
Rubinstein is the name of another “giant” of the 
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piano who has attracted many to him and hi* woiki 
by the power of a strong “personality.” He has pub 
likied bis own thoughts on music under the title (in 
English) of "A Conversation on Music.” These, ul 
course, are of much interest as showing his marked 
originality and individuality. He also wrote his auto- 
biography (from 1»2» to 1HHS). This is in brief form, 
and is, of course, valuable for ita authoritative inlor 
mation. The student will do well, however, to read 
in addition the biographical sketch of Rubinstein by 
Alexander McArthur, who was one of his pupils and 
enjoyed special advantage* (from conversations with 
himself and in many other ways) of becoming inti 
mately acquainted w ith the composer's characteristics 
and views. 
Some of the most popular musical volume, ever pro 
duced have been the recollections and experiences of 
those pianists who have studied abroad. A notable 
example of this class is Amy Fay's “Musie Study in 
Germany,” first is»ued about twenty years ago, but 
still in steady demand. Such a long l.fe for a book 
in these days, when the new ones crowd the old oocs 
off the shelves in a few months, shows that it must 
have some permanently attractive qualities. And 
such, indeed, it ha*. It would seem that there ia a 
perennial interest for young aspirants in the atndy of 
music abroad, and Miss Fay's story of her youthful 
struggles and triumphs and her vivid account* of her 
experiences with such masters of their art a* Liszt. 
Deppe, Tausig. and others will retain their fascination 
for many years to come. A companion work to Miss 
Fny’s ia to be found in "My Musical Kxperienr**, 
by Bettina Walker. Miss Walker was an English 
lady who also went abroad for musical cultivation 
like Miss Fay, though some of the masters with whom 
she studied were different from Miss Fay’s instructors. 
They included Sterndale Bennett, Tausig, Sgsmhnti, 
Deppe, Scharwenka, and llcnselt. in addition to the 
great Liszt. Mi«s Walker's style i» vivacious snd 
agreeable and the book deserve* to be bar more widely 
read than it is. At the coneiusion of the volume is 
added an interesting sketch of HrnseU’s life and 
career, from the pen of IA Mara, a popular German 
writer on musical theme*. 
There has recently been brought out an English 
translation of n work colled the “Great Piano Vir¬ 
tuoso* of Our Time* from Personal Acquaintance.” 
This wa» written by a Frenchman, W. von lz*l, 
author of “Beethoven and Him Three Style*,” and in¬ 
clude* reminiscences and anecdotes (largely from per¬ 
sonal recollect ion* I of IJszt, Chopin. Tausig, and Hen 
selt. The author’s acquaintance with them masters 
gives the reader the feeling that be is getting informs 
tion about them at first band, and the volume is full 
of vivid descriptions and pen picture* which are of 
absorbing interest 
In a little book rntitled “Prelude* snd Studies,” by 
W. J. Henderson, one of New York’s most noted 
musical critics, there are some instructive chapters on 
the “Evolution of l*iano Music.” Among these ia a 
paper on some living piano-players which ia valuable, 
aa it deals with many contemporary pianists who are 
not mentioned in the ordinary biographirnl works. 
These men of our own day are here charade run) ami 
criticised by an intelligent critic who knows whereof 
he speaks and whose opinions are entitled to respect 
ful consideration. 
Probably the one pianist that tower* over all mm 
petitors » Paderewski. It may be a service t» mmr 
of his numerous admirers to inform them that Mr 
Henry T. Finek. of the New York Keening Pool ha* 
written a very graphic account of him in n small 
pamphlet, under the name of “Paderewski and III* 
Art.” This trace* in terse style the story of his rev 
mantic career, anil give* us those personal detail* 
about hi* character and habits which so many musical 
people naturally desire. Mr. Ft nek baa also added 
some valuable critical studies of his technical work 
aa a compoaer and player. 
Make more attempt*. Vmtnrrl Yon will b* sur 
prised how often you win succeed. 
SOME PEDAGOGICAL A8PECT8 OP MUSIC 
TEACHING 
by LO*villi itidui Eucnaos. 
The auuirs hat Ut frtrfcrd analogy hetscea Us- 
guage and music has led, in tbr teaching of the latter 
to some fundamental imm. Not U-raitse good pria- 
cl pie* id teaching language will not apply u> the 
teaching of ttiuatc, but breausr bad principle* ia h*. 
guage teaching have been to mwaws that. Bacon, 
aciouaiy. bad prtnriplea of teaching, in genres!, hate 
become aa habits. A teacher ut in lute of tea kwis. 
about pedagogy less than a definition of the word; 
and a mildewed metwwy of boa she am* taught Eng- 
tilth U her pedagogical stork in trade. 
To follow a definite plan let us consider our subject 
under the threw following heads: Kiret, knuwkdgt 
and power, second, part* and tbr «hole; third,erigt- 
nality. 
Knowlkisub Uti PovruL 
Knowledge must route before power. But in the 
agony of acquirement is obsruied tbr fact that knowl¬ 
edge is a means, not an rod. We forget that the only 
reason we have for knowing ia to be able to do. Kti 
we lose sight of tbr must important fart of all: that 
true knowledge ran only come with doing. 
In music we ter this eawsstantly exemplified, tad 
the result ta. for the pupil, .*<rtatdrrable knowledge 
about music, but no power to make music. Let the 
pupil be led in the right nuy and be will be able U 
make music almost from the beginning. I at him be 
Stimulate.) to express blusrlt musirally. aad in kb 
striving for the power he will gain the knowledge 
necessary. 1 ruler this regime:! a healthy growth b 
assured. Children show this. They bare a hrehhjr 
disregard for knowing, but whet* is the child thst 
ilor* not want to do something? The tracker showlf 
give them something to do ami see that they <k> it 
well, everything bring kept within the capacity of Ike 
pupil. 
I'aito aim the WhoUL 
ta language rach word bn* a definite mraniag. Tbb 
baa led to the teaching of language by beginning with 
word* In music ■■ must proceed differently. A W, 
a chord, baa no meaning by Itself; it b only when 
the tone oe chord la mnsidered in relation to other* 
that it ha* a meaning, and the meaning, it mnst *>* 
bn forgotten, is musie. 
Ho, in teaching music, we muat com Usenet with • 
complete musical thought tVimplet# in itself, ?«< 
simple enough to lie readily gt**|e-d by a rhild. Sore 
a simple ami empiric musical Men, yet an hire 
mental to all mush-. Is the scale. In being tangW “* 
use of the scale the pupil should writ* melodies, 
on tb* scale, reimplete in themselves. If we «*■*» 
any beautiful but simple mehsty. such a# the on* * 
tb* choral of llerthosen s "Ninth Symphony." umt “I 
tone, w# cannot get. by any p<i**iliilHy. •» *••'* »» ' 
Hs great beauty, frier and above tba simple BB 
it* tones the mebsly aa a whole pulsate* through 
irnniat being, bearing to us a message of divinity. 
Omul* AI.ITY. 
Originality ia the gift of all; bnt »nn» 
the gift Has Iren taken because of a narrow 
a nee of the letter, rather than the spirit. "I thr “ 
of imitation In the beginning one must 
Thin ss right. But n too close copy "f unimpona" 
details la death. .t. 
Consequently, teacher* of music must 1* ’ 
ratholie; providing the pupil «»Ui a field "P*** 
sufltrientlv Urge, snd ret not so large that Ik • 
he bnt in R; and they must see to It that U* 
ha* the wherewithal lo work with: sufficient 1 P” 
vide for his whole power, and yet not *® 1,1 
bewilder him with hi* wraith of material U 
principle* he taught, and if freedom i» ^ 
mensurate with the pupil’s power of using'*', 
liberty, rest assured as to the fostering and 
ing of originality. 
THE ETUDE 
A WONDERFUL BOY. 
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Conducted by Cj 
Thomas Tapper. 
TO THE TEACHER TO’THE CHILDREN. 
This page ia to be devoted to children. It wilt 
deal in the way*, means and material of the child’s 
uiusie training, using the word “training” ia refer- 
met to that which pertain* lo mind ownership, 
primarily, this page will be, la subsequent issues, foe 
children V0 rred But this, wc muat remember, is brat 
done when the teacher or the mother participate* ia 
the task. If the older uoe U the child’s judicious 
rompsBKJO in trading, the child will learn, bit by bit, 
that matron* are more replete with mraniag than 
a revealed by the first impression. This, indeed, is 
the lemon we are continually learning in our own in¬ 
tercourse with book* Words mean mote; and then 
we discover that all anting ia pervaded by a spirit 
which must be raid to nas into being from the 
author's intent This pervading spirit it the one 
essential thing for US lo rvalue, aad it ia that which 
children muat he taught to recognise both ia litera¬ 
ture aad in music. Thu. because it M tha only plane 
on which we come into rinse communion with the 
writer. 
I have raid that the spirit of literature aad of music 
come* from the author’s intent. It is dear that we 
most respond u> that latent In order U> quicken the 
spirit within oursclrea L'alsas the author proceeds 
from s loving intent, he fails to appeal to a lofty spirit 
And our first quest in literature and ia music must 
he to ascertain if the intent ia great. We learn that 
ia great work* it i* always loving; ia trivial works 
(that is, ia mean hooks aad in mean music) it ia 
always absent So aa come land children must ba 
taught) to recognise in the work of men’s kaads and 
brsias they mean the mae two thing*: (l) Mean 
ing. or latent, and (S) Knowledge, or how to express 
the latent 
These thought* occupy ut the more ia these day* 
heesusa music is no gearrvtly studied that it lake* a 
place ia Ufa similar to that taken by literature. It is 
not the task ia every individual mae to train n genius, 
h’or is it the tank to educate a teacher. Usually the 
**aiu* demands the right 1st ha; and the teacher i*. 
let u* hope, leas and lorn often aa accident; hut one 
trained to the calling; because that 1a what beat ax 
prtssra the seif. To the greater number, music tench 
ing must find ita purpose in opening the tone-world 
to the human bring « ho ta unaw are of it. And child¬ 
hood years are Use rare time for thin The child must 
hare that music ia thought, that men actually think 
“• ‘hat some of them lira the whole llfoactivity ia it 
•Ml they hare to ray has to be said ia tone- This will 
*T“inl him with musk a* a reality; something de¬ 
lightful to dwell with, aa suggestive at least a* wotd- 
‘hought. It will awaken him to the tact that know 
'“If thi* thought intimately gives life greater mraniag. 
Pfatar ponsibility. greater at tract irrneaa. Thi* new 
Pnawvsmn, the awakened music era**, is a life-enlarger 
*“<i » Utr htauUCer. 
Tkia, rather than the mere performance of tasks, is 
«or purpose with children. They tt»U must drudge, 
“•y Still must become impatient and fretful (so do 
**) I hut. instead of toiling hopelrraly along a dusty 
*hey are bravely climbing a mountain. I bare 
** tti* ,0rth here because it l» essential in every 
Tj* ** •■nugnrat* for children to he aware of the 
•“rite purpose The end of it all it real activity. 
JhOught, real life; ami whatever admits a child 
. * Worthy of the boat we may giva. fad u» 
freely. 
This i. to be your page. In the months to come 
there will be in it pictures and music, stories to read 
and lessons to learn. That means something for pleas¬ 
ure and something for work. We shall see what 
Talent is; what has been done by those having much 
of it and by those having little. The good of this will 
be that it w ill teach us to know ourselves. We shall 
know what is meant by the parable of the Talents in 
the Bible; how worthy it is to increase them; how 
sinful and easy to waste them. Of course, to increase 
a Talent means to use it, to decrease it we have only 
U> loae sight of it. Not a few people live a common 
life in just this way; they lose sight of their Talent 
Think of living in common ways when one has within 
that which permits of living uncommonly; finding joy 
in w hat we bear and see, and giving joy in what we 
say and do. 
The story of all great men tells us how to get away 
from common things. What is the end of such a life? 
It ia having done deeds for the good of all. Think of 
the beautiful tribute the world is paying daily to the 
writers of great books, to the painter* of great pict¬ 
ures, to the composers of great music. How is the 
world paying this tribute? Try to think it out. 
When we realize this, we shall take pride—not a 
low pride, but a lofty one—in our ownership of great 
men. I mean by this wliat we know of them, what 
works of theirs we have seen and heard, what books 
or music written by them we have in our homes. This 
ia the truest of all ow nership, that which is of the 
mind and that which helps toward storing the mind. 
It may seem curious to us at first, but it is true 
that every good book or bit of good music we know 
mentally grow* to be a greater pleasure the longer wc 
keep it The oftener we give it to others the more it 
i* our own. “The Emperor's Song,” by Joseph Haydn, 
which, perhaps, you sing in school today, will give 
you more and more joy in years to come. Why is 
this? The reason is simple snd deserves a separate 
Lra graph. 
To begin w ith, “The Emperor's Song” is one of good 
tent It U about something. This something w is 
mr to the heart of Joseph Haydn when he wrote it; 
,d. when be wrote it, he told just how fuU his heart 
as of that something. The popular song comes at 
win and is gone at night; it is forgotten just because 
me of three fact* are true of it It is about nothing. 
was never dear to the heart of anyone; no one 
ice sang it from a loving impulse. So it may go out 
. BO heart, and. finding no heart to go out to, it 
od, no resting place; and. finding no resting-place, 
cranes at noon only to be gone at night. 
Vow we are learning about music, and books, and 
1 that is the work of men's thoughts so as to dis- 
Lrwhat bit, her. and there, is worth taking up 
1<t keeping Like miner* turning over the sod for 
l Tow much soil there is and how little gold! 
ttit ie the gold alone that the miner puts in h.s 
«** Ubnr, painful, tarf. '«"« 
The life of a great man all made up into a book 
is well enough in its way, but it does not always make 
us think just what kind of a person it is ajl about. 
Was he like anyone we know, did he speak the same, 
was he happy and jolly? In short, how would he 
seem if we should meet him on the street, quite by 
chance, so that there would be plenty of time to take 
a good look at him? 
Of course, the very best way would be to have him 
stand before us while we read, so that every now and 
then we could look up and see if he is right, according 
to the book. But that could not be; for there are 
ever so many readers and they all would be sure to 
want him at the same time. And, as people go on 
reading year after year, it would not be fair to send 
the man around, because he would be changing; and 
then there would be disputes as to who had the right 
view of him. 
Perhaps there is a way which, if not so good as 
having the real man, will help us a little. 
Let us pick out from among our friends two bt>ys, 
one six and the other fourteen, and, looking hard at 
these boys, let us imagine that this is what happened 
to them. First with the boy of six: dress him in 
clothes of silk and satin, with a wig and a sword. 
Put him in a carriage and let him ride, day after day, 
until he arrives at a palace, with a king and a queen 
inside. They are waiting for him to come. He jumps 
into the queen’s lap (really she was called an 
empress—but it is quite the same) kisses her cheeks, 
and then the king takes him to the piano and lias 
him play. 
Now back to the carriage again and off to Paris by 
the way of home, hundred and hundreds of miles, with 
nothing but horses to pull one on. Then to London, 
to visit the queen (and the king), and home again 
by way of Holland, and Paris and Switzerland. And 
Father Mozart says, as he unlocks the front door: 
“We have been a long way, children, and you have 
done well. Now we will go in and rest and mother 
will make supper.” 
Now let us change boys and take the one that is 
fourteen years old. Look hard at him, too, because 
it is going to be difficult to believe that everything 
we see him do is possible when one is hut fourteen. 
Put the boy in Italy. He has been writing an opera. 
All the music is composed, the singers have learned 
their songs, and the players know their parts. 
Everybody in Milan knows about this opera and is 
hurrying as fast as he can to get his best clothes 
on to go to see it given. One after another they 
come into the theater, hundreds of them in fact. 
There are princes and princesses, merchants and poets. 
The orchestra players take their places, tune their in¬ 
struments and fix their lights. Now everyone is ready, 
the lights are low; the people are all expectation; 
no one moves. Then a little man comes in among 
the players, seats himself at the harpsichord, looks 
about him, gives the signal, and the overture begins. 
Every human being is listening and watching. And 
when the music ceases they shout and applaud and 
call the little man’s name. And he turns to them and 
makes a bow; his face full of smiles; but yet saying: 
“It is really nothing. I can make ever so much more 
music even better than this.” 
And then up goes the curtain and the singers come 
forth to play their part. The fourteen-year old boy 
(our boy, remember!) has his eyes everywhere and 
listens with all his might And at the end of each 
act the people cheer him more heartily than ever. 
No doubt what a great man once said is true: “Who 
would think there could be so much in such a little 
head?” 
Now having looked hard at our fourteen-year-old 
friend do we realize Wolfgang Mozart any better? 
As A pedagogue, I must search for three objects— 
root, flower, and fruit or for the mechanical, harmonic, 
melodic, and poetical contents, or for the gain offered 
to heart ear, and hand. 
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Gounod, who was a mys- 
ED1TORLAL. tie by nature and by train¬ 
ing, has quoted with great 
appreciation St. Augustine’s saying: “From without 
in, from within up.” 
In this month of September, the last month of 
vacation, we cannot find a better watchword for the 
new year. All of us are looking forward to the win¬ 
ter of energy and work, all seeking some means be¬ 
yond ourselves to strengthen our inner life in its 
struggle to make wish and will reality. St. Augus¬ 
tine’s exhortation was uttered at the dawn of our 
civilization, but centuries have only added the weight 
of experience to its potency In spite of this, how¬ 
ever, the world may still be divided into the souls 
that in all emergencies turn to themselves and their 
own inner powers for succor and those that keep their 
gaze fixed on what is outside them and become the 
‘‘victims of circumstances.” They are victims of their 
own imaginations. The world in which we move, as 
individuals, is the world we see, not the world other 
people see, and certainly not the one which God sees. 
Success is not what happens to us, but what we make 
happen. It is the result of our way of looking at 
things. 
We create our own accidents, our ora environment. 
Give one woman a tiny vantage-ground and she will 
get a footing, maintain it and presently possess the 
land. Start another in precisely the same situation 
and she will give up in a week. After the first plunge 
into a new environment we transform it by our own 
personality. The merry heart doeth good like a med¬ 
icine; all hands are with the hand that brings help. 
Exactness and unselfishness make a combination that 
the most disorganized society respects. Life is the 
answer that the laws of God make,—not to our 
wishes, but to our acts. If we have truth in us and 
love in us, we have beauty; for beauty, which is an¬ 
other word for success, is their offspring; and truth, 
love, and beauty are the whole of life. 
Nothing can withstand a man who has success in 
himself. Our large cities are full of young men who 
intend to “vote against corporations because they 
keep a man down.” But at the head of one of the 
largest corporations in the world,—the Metropolitan 
Traction Company of New York,—is a man who rose 
step by step from the position of brakeman in a 
branch of the road that didn't pay. He didn’t spend 
his time telling his acquaintances that “the road was 
played out”; that his own prospects were nil; that 
"his life-blood was being basely sucked by a soulless 
and bankrupt corporation which kept all its fat posi¬ 
tions for incapable youths who had a pull.” He 
worked hard to better the fortunes of rich people who 
did not even know of his existence. I quote his ex¬ 
ample because women are at the bottom of the social 
pyramid, and, were surroundings the rulers of life, 
would be particularly helpless. But they have the 
other half of Gounod’s saying to fall back on: "From 
within up.” President Vreeland's principle of loyalty 
and helpfulness is the one to help them upward. 
Loyalty and helpfulness belong to character. We are 
told that “people cannot rise without influence.” But 
what is influence but "a flowing in.” The word was 
toined when people believed that the forces of the 
universe could circulate through every human soul. 
Power came by “looking up,” by influence into the 
soul from above. That is very different from sitting 
down and saying: “Won’t some one boost me into 
an easy position.” 
Now, there is only one tiling above us, and that is 
light. Look up into the light, and you get power, for 
success is working with law, and not breaking it, and 
law is only the operation of a will that never changes 
because it knows and is The Light of Truth. Every 
time we get hold of The Truth we are infallible, as 
f_r as our truth goes; and that is success. 
It is hard to believe, but it is the fact, that light 
and love and truth are the same thing. Love is the 
fulfilling of the law, of every law, even the law of suc¬ 
cess. Therefore any woman whe reads this paper and 
knows she has love in her and is willing to abide by 
the truth need have no fear of what the winter will 
bring. 
* * * 
On the threshold of this 
THE PURPOSE OF new century nothing is more 
MUSICAL CLUBS. significant than the way in 
which woman is organizing 
and becoming capable of acting with power on so¬ 
ciety. If the new organism of the woman’s club is to 
be a healthy factor it must be so through its achieve¬ 
ment in the life of the community. If the National 
Federation of Musical Clubs seeks merely its own 
selfish ends, it will remain stationary; but if it has a 
purpose, an ideal, it will not only reach higher and 
higher forms in its own development, carrying with 
it those who constitute it, but it will, at the same 
time, prove a blessing to the social life of the period. 
Besides educating the performer, musical clubs can 
create a sentiment which will make municipalities 
support orchestras, bands, and dramatic companies 
with the feeling that they are doing as great a benefit 
as when they are voting for water and sewer bonds. 
If this be true, the National Federation of Musical 
Clubs should have definite aims, the accomplishment 
of which shall mean struggle and self-sacrifice. It is 
evident that the national organization can work only 
through local societies, and these will react according 
to their environments. No hard and fast program 
can be made. At the same time a few fundamental 
principles can be laid down as the aim of all work 
in clubs. This will give unity to the national organ¬ 
ization and make its influence felt throughout the 
country. 
Let me suggest two such broad lines of work. The 
first will seem like a platitude, yet the spirit in which 
it is intended will give it value. It is the performance 
of music for the sake of the music, and not for the 
sake of the performer. The tendency of our modern 
musical life is to lay greater and greater stress on the 
performance rather than on the thing performed. The 
result is that this is the age of wonderful executants. 
The stress is put on the one who does. 
The musical literature of the time is filled with the 
eccentricities and personalities of these doers. This 
tendency is peculiarly natural to women because of 
that which makes them the power that they are, viz.: 
the interest that they can take in the individual. 
This very quality which puts them so far ahead of 
men as inspirers and stimulators of art keeps them 
from becoming the creators of art. For art means 
the loss of the individual in the thing done. It is 
th; cultivation of more of this creative interest sepa¬ 
rated from the interest in the personality of the doer, 
and concentrated on the thing done that will give 
tone and vigor to the work of women’s clubs. It will 
color the choice of programs and their treatment. It 
will reduce the petty personalities that are such a 
disgrace to musical life. It wiU enable music to do 
what it is so wonderfully capable of doing—ta|a „ 
us out of ourselves, out of rivalries and comparison 
into the pure realm of art. 
The second point is a practical one dealing not so 
much with the production as with the preparation 
for a good production. This point divides itself into 
two heads: First, the preparation of the performer- 
second, the preparation of the listener. 
For the first we as a nation have done almost noth¬ 
ing. Realizing the value of a general education, we 
spend our millions upon it without a breath of criti¬ 
cism; but there is hardly a school in the country 
that has a respectable endowment for teaching any 
of the forms of art Yet there is no form of teaching 
that requires greater expense for its adequate presenta¬ 
tion. Take a practical illustration. 
The New England Conservatory of Music and the 
Massachusetts School of Technology. The latter is 
constantly getting endowments—aid from all sources, 
because, forsooth, it teaches practical subjects, better 
ways of getting bread and butter. But the conserva¬ 
tory is merely a music school and no one who has 
made his hard-won fortune feels like throwing it away 
on the teaching of so trivial a subject. 
Is not this state of affairs the result of a popular 
sentiment, a judgment toward the value of art that 
is wholly wrong? And yet the effect of the songs of 
a nation is admitted by all thinkers. It is right here 
that the suggestion as to the work of women’s clubs 
is made. They can, through their organization, do 
more to change this crude sentiment toward art than 
can any other factor in the nation, if, in every club 
throughout the land, definite effort is made to bring 
before the public the value and the importance of 
higher education in art and the absolute impossibility 
of carrying on such education by means of tuition- 
money. This will tend to throw some of the lavish 
sums which are used in duplicating universities and 
colleges all over the land toward endowing one or two 
institutions that can do first-class work. 
This leads into the second head: the preparation of 
the listener. How can a listener be prepared who can¬ 
not listen and how can he listen unless there are 
opportunities to hear? Who would think of teaching 
sciences purely from the text-book? Yet text-book 
work in musical art is all that is required in most of 
our best colleges. 
Is it not as legitimate for a great university to have 
its string quartet as to have its biological laboratory? 
Is it not as legitimate for a municipality to have 
organizations capable of giving works without pander¬ 
ing to the prejudices of those who pay gate-money 
as it is to form parks and boulevards without con¬ 
sulting the grumbling tax payers? Is the breath of 
fresh air for our lungs so much more important than 
the pure and noble enjoyments of a fine art for our 
emotional natures? There is not a town in the coun¬ 
try whose local band and other organizations would 
not be inspired to better work if they felt that back 
of them they had the organized, energetic support o 
the women of the land. However quixotic it may 
seem, there is not a city council that would not <> 
more toward encouraging the higher forms of art 1 
they felt the steady, concentrated pressure of the loea 
club backed by the national organization. 
The organized women’s clubs are a new and a power 
ful factor in the life of the community. They will not 
develop themselves only, but they will prove a ble-S 
ing to the community if they will energetically ta -e 
up the task of making higher aims in music an 
better preparation for its expression and appreciation. 
—Charles Hubert Farnsworth. 
• * # 
lx is being urged in some 
WOMEN AND quarters that Ruskin 
MUSIC. patronizing in his attitude 
toward womankind, s0’ 
women have hitherto enjoyed being patronized, for^® 
large proportion of the great writer s most intense a ^ 
mirers have been ladies. They have fulfilled ^ 
which Ruskin emphasized as woman's capital u 
when he said: “Her chief function is praise. 
tolerably clear that the “Master” did not think woman 
possessed of the highest creative faculty or intellectual 
*°But jn many departments of mental activity it must 
t, confessed that women have only lately had fair 
scope and opportunity. Her limitation has, however, 
applied rather to the region of science and philosophy 
than to that of imagination. With regard to her pro¬ 
duction in prose-fiction, in poetry, and in music, we 
do her no wrong by comparing her work fairly and 
squarely with that of man; in these departments she 
has certainly not been handicapped. In music she 
may even be said to have been placed favorably, for 
at a time when it was rare for a man to receive any 
musical training whatever, every girl was taught 
to play the harpsichord or pianoforte. And yet it is 
in music that w oman’s record fails most signally. 
It is impossible to find a single woman’s name 
worthy to take rank with Beethoven, Handel, Mozart, 
Rossini, Brahms, Wagner, Schubert; we cannot even 
find one to place beside Balfe or Sir Arthur Sullivan. 
As a writer in the Musical Times remarked nearly 
twenty years since, “A few gifted members of the sex 
have been more or less fortunate in their emulation 
of men, and that is all. Not a single great work can 
be traced to a feminine pen.” Nothing has been done 
since to lessen the truth of this remark. Year by 
year our great festivals produce new works; it is 
rare for even a minor production to be from the pen 
of a woman. 
A large part of all music proceeds from the emo¬ 
tions, and in this respect woman is supposed to be 
more gifted than man. But music clearly depends on 
something more than feeling, something that goes 
beyond sensibility; and in that something woman 
would seem to be lacking. She is like a poet who 
lacks “the accomplishment of verse”; the gift of utter¬ 
ance is not hers. She can interpret, but she cannot 
create. Fable may name St. Cecilia as the patroness 
of music, but the real gods of music are the Handels 
and Mozarts. It may seem ungallant to insist upon 
the truth, but in all inquiries such as the present we 
have to do with hard facts, not with fancy, specula¬ 
tion, or chivalry. 
As singers, women can hold their own against all 
male comers; as instrumental performers they fall 
little, if at all, behind the greatest; as producers, as 
composers, they have done nothing beyond second- 
best, and not much of that. It is an extraordinary 
thing that woman should thus fail in a department 
where a careless thinker might expect her chiefly to 
excel. 
The careless thinker would, undoubtedly, reason 
from wrong premises. He would regard music as 
merely a light exercise of the fancy and emotions; it 
is more than this—it is one of the deepest utterances 
of the soul, and one of the severest exercises of the 
mind. For some reason not yet understood, the femi¬ 
nine nature has never yet produced a Beethoven as 
it has never yet produced a Shakespeare. No true 
woman would think of contradicting this assertion; 
it is a matter of fact, not controversy. They have 
done good and useful work, not to be despised or 
underrated; but where is the female Mascagni or 
bvorik, or Tschaikowsky ? 
The plea of defective education, with regard to 
music, can hardly apply, for in music woman’s chances 
have been at least equal to those of man. Even now, 
though men are studying music increasingly, women- 
performers probably outnumber men by six to one. 
U we seek for what may be called the feminine 
element in music, we have to look for it among the 
works of men, for the simple reason that women have 
produced nothing that can be given serious considera¬ 
tion. IVe may detect a feminine tone in composers 
llke Corpora, or Schubert, or Robert Franz, or even 
to some degree in Mendelssohn; and thus, so far as 
music is concerned, males represent to us both the 
masculine and the feminine. In the world of musical 
composition the feminine sex can hardly be said to 
exist 
Possibly women have been on the wrong tack alto- 
Sether in their efforts at musical production. They 
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have had no pioneer of their own sex, and they have 
naturally followed in the footsteps of man. But if 
they are to accomplish anything great they must be 
distinctive; they must follow nobody, emulate noth¬ 
ing, but seek to embody the instinctive emotions of 
their own souls. As imitators of men in music, it 
must be recognized that they have failed; this does 
not prove that they are doomed to failure. It is use¬ 
less to theorize about differences between man and 
woman's nature. Science has not yet been able to 
explain any difference beyond a physical one, and how 
far that operates in the domain of intellectual crea¬ 
tion can only be judged by facts, not by dogmatizing 
or theorizing. It is easy to suggest that woman’ fails 
in the highest branches of imaginative work; it is 
not easy to account for her success in prose fiction 
and her complete failure in musical production.— 
A. L. S., in Musical News. 
* * * 
“The keynote of the 
THE present age is discontent.” 
WOMAN MUSICIAN. Everyone seems to be 
restless. Everybody must 
“come to town,” where they will have a larger life. 
Students of music sneer at the teaching profession and 
wish to be concert performers. You have heard of the 
Dutchman who saw the sign “Look out!” in a rail¬ 
way train and followed the injunction to the letter. 
He bumped his head and exclaimed: “In America, 
when you say look out, you mean look in1” 
That is just what women musicians do not do; they 
are restlessly looking out, as the Dutchman did. In¬ 
deed, we all drink in knowledge that we co not take 
time to assimilate. It was Bacon, I believe, who said 
that good books must be chewed and digested. So it 
is with good musicianship. It is not until we have 
assimilated our material, not until we have allowed 
our work to ripen, that we really become valuable as 
artists and teachers. 
How we Americans hate restriction! We are so 
free. We are always yearning for something in¬ 
tangible and unattainable. This is even more true of 
women musicians than of men. I believe that wre lack 
the power of concentration. We do not lack the 
capacity to receive discipline, but we lack the willing¬ 
ness to be disciplined. 
This is, indeed, a restless age, but it has its good 
side. Restlessness has much to do with individual 
and social development. There is a fussy discontent 
that never finds anything satisfactory. There is also 
well-disciplined discontent The latter means progress. 
We hear much of woman’s discontent in music. 
She wishes to attain to heights for which she is held 
to be physically incapacitated. She sees no reason 
why she should not command the same salary for the 
same work as any man. Sometimes she should! That 
depends on the woman. She is, indeed, much ham¬ 
pered by custom. Parents send their children to her 
until “they are ready” to go to a gentleman teacher. 
It is not that a woman may not be so broadly edu¬ 
cated as a man. Is it not that men sometimes make 
pupils work better? 
There are those who claim that sent.ment and emo¬ 
tion are abnormally developed in the woman of to-day. 
I believe it to be false. The professional woman de¬ 
velops strength and force. She has no tune to be 
sentimental- The college woman, mdeed often shows 
us the opposite extreme. She crushes the emotions 
in her endeavor to cultivate the intellectual side 
Does teaching and concerting tend to make a 
woman unwomanly? That is a serious question. 
Some of the finest women teachers whom I know are 
at onto womanly, aggressive, keen, and business-like; 
but never coarse and never masculine in manners nor 
'"woman is not now narrow mentally nor spiritually 
She is free Men meet her on common ground the 
ground of professional J^Td 
rade. They are -ure ct her bravery and 
sl.e looks up to them. i "^Xssion. They know 
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a friend. The professional woman often takes a 
broader view of life than other women. She stimu¬ 
lates and helps her men friends in their life-work. 
She seeks to help others. Not one moment does she 
waste in idle sentimentality. And the world calls her 
cold and hard merely because she has force of will¬ 
power to put her private griefs aside. 
It is true that a woman's nature is different from 
that of a man; she is naturally more dependent. 
You know how dependent George Eliot and Mrs. 
Browning were, and yet they were women of great 
force of character. In professional life a woman grows 
more like a man only in this respeet—she learns to 
rely upon herself. George Eliot's beautiful poem 
“Armgart’’ offers another phase of artist life. The 
woman loved her art and valued it above the devotion 
of her lover—a true man. She lost him and then she 
lost her beautiful voice. She learned too late that 
she loved her art only because it brought praise and 
glory. Madam Nordiea was once asked to give a 
reason why so many women aspired to go on the 
operatic stage. She replied "Because they love ad¬ 
miration.” She was probably correct. Love of art 
for art’s sake is not always the leading motive or in¬ 
centive to musicians. 
A noted opera-singer married a German pianist. I 
rode in the same coupi with the sister of the pianist, 
on a German railway-train. She was very communi¬ 
cative. “I believe that musicians should never 
marry,” she said. “Indeed?” I queried. 
“Yes,” she continued. “My poor brother! His wife 
will not leave the stage; men send her flowers and 
letters still. She is not indifferent to it. Oh, they 
are so unhappy, those two!” 
Concert artists are spoiled and petted. They have 
never learned unselfishness. The public loves them 
too much. They are capricious, vain, and willful. 
But when all is said, they have their good points, and 
I confess that their caprices often seem to render them 
attractive. Could they make a man happy? I don't 
know. That depends on his ability to play the de¬ 
voted lover all his life! 
Many times has the question been asked: Shall 
women musicians many? Many professional women 
love an exciting and varied life, and such women 
often seem quite unfitted for domestic life. M ho can 
tell? The true woman—professional or otherwise— 
values the honor and privilege which comes to her 
in the love of a true man. The true woman often finds 
more happiness in the commendation of her husband 
than in all the applause of the multitude who praise 
her art. She need not give up her art when she 
marries. Neither need she neglect her home. Her 
husband may well be proud of her art when it causes 
no estrangement between himself and her. 
I believe that a great many of our composers and 
artists in general have been at some time in their 
lives under the influence of noble and intelligent 
women. Every virtuoso whom I have known had in 
the earlier years of study a mother or sister or perhaps 
a teacher who watched his development closely. I 
believe, indeed, that the art which a woman musician 
loves will throw a halo around the whole marital re¬ 
lation, if she chooses to marry. In every case in which 
the professional woman is unhappy after marriage I 
suspect that she misses the praise which has pleased 
her vanity in her public career, or else that she cannot 
really have been in love. 
I do not think that a woman's art need to be first 
after she marries. She may keep it up and still be a 
good homekeeper. It is said of Frau Herzog, the well- 
known Berlin opera-singer, that she was once sum¬ 
moned before the “Old Emperor” to sing at some Court 
festivities. In greeting her the Emperor did not praise 
her voice nor laud her art to the skies. He said: “I 
am glad that so gifted a woman as you are has be¬ 
come a good mother. How is your little child?” 
That is the German idea. I like it. The best type 
of a woman musician is, indeed, a woman still. Her 
heart throbs with passion; her soul cries out for 
sympathy and with sympathy, but she puts her 
shoulder” to the wheel and goes into her profession 
with all the bravery of a man.—Edith Lynwood Winn. 
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I AM requested by a corre- 
VARIETY OF spondei.t to give some sugges- 
COMBINATIONS IN tions for obtaining a variety 
A SMALL ORGAN, of combinations on a small or¬ 
gan. Take the following spec¬ 
ification, which is more or less identical with a major¬ 
ity of the small organs built in the last decade, for 
example: 
Gbeat Organ. 
Op. Diap. 8 Ft. 
Melodia . 8 “ 
Dulciana. 8 “ 
Octave . 4 “ 
Pedal Okgan. 
Bourdon.10 Ft. 
Flute. 8 “ 
The usual couplers. 
Swell Organ. 
Bourdon.10 Ft. 
St. Diap. 8 “ 
Viola (or Salicio- 
nal). 8 “ 
Harmonic Flute... 4 “ 
Violina .4 “ 
Oboe  8 “ 
The nomenclature of stops varies with different 
builders and a different selection of stops will be 
found in different organs of this size. One may find 
a elarabella, or hohl flote in place of the melodia. The 
dulciana may be marked “dolcissimo.” The soft stop 
in the swell may be dulciana, keraulophon or salicional 
instead oi viola. (I have intentionally omitted the 
aeoline, which has a tone so soft as to be inaudible in 
combination with any other stop.) The 4-foot string- 
toned stop may be a fugara or even a gambette, in¬ 
stead of a violina. The harmonic fiute may be labeled 
“flute har.,” “tlauto traverso,” or “travers flute.” 
The word “combination'’ is ambiguous. It literally 
means “combining two or more,” and many organists 
make use of the latter part of the definition. They 
imagine that they must draw “more” stops to obtain 
a pleasing tone, and hence draw every stop in the 
above swell, precluding, at the start, any possibility of 
variety. 
Now, the most beautiful effects of organ-registra¬ 
tion are generally obtained by using single stops, com¬ 
binations of two or three stops, and occasionally of 
more than three stops. In forte or fortissimo pas¬ 
sages only does one draw all the stops at command. 
In the above specification there are ten manual 
stops, every one of which can be used (more or less) 
alone. The 4-foot stops Bhould be used with short 
passages in close harmony, playing an octave lower 
than the printed music, selecting such passages which 
do not run below tenor C. When using the bourdon 
alone, play an octave higher than written. 
What is the result? We have four different flutes, 
—melodia, st. diap., bourdon (octave higher), and 
harmonic flute (octave lower); two string-toned 
stops,—viola and violina (octave lower); three stops 
with organ tone,—open diap., dulciana, and octave 
(octave lower); and one reed,—oboe. 
For combinations of two stops we have, in the swell, 
thirteen useful combinations and one questionable 
combination (oboe and violina; this is occasionally 
effective, but generally not) and in the “great” three 
combinations. By means of the swell to great coupler 
we add seven more combinations,—twenty-three in 
all. 
For combinations of three stops we have seven in 
th- swell and five by means of the coupler,—twelve in 
all. 
It will be seen that in this small organ there are 
forty-five distinct “combinations” of one, two, or three 
stops each. All these “combinations” have a recog¬ 
nizable difference of tone-color. About fifteen com¬ 
binations, which do not differ (audibly) from others, 
have been omitted; for example: adding the dul¬ 
ciana to the melodia coupled to the oboe would not 
give an appreciably different combination. 
The forty-five “combinations” are: 
1-10. Each one of the manual stops used singly. 
11. St. diap. and viola. 
12. St. diap. and flute. 
13. St. diap. and violina. 
14. St. diap. and oboe. 
15. St. diap. and bourdon. 
10. Bourdon and viola. 
17. Bourdon and flute. 
18. Bourdon and violina. 
19. Bourdon and oboe 
20. Viola and flute. 
21. Viola and violina. 
22. Violina and flute (octave lower). 
23. Oboe and flute. 
24. Melodia and dulciana. 
25. Melodia and op. diap. 
26. Op. diap. and octave. 
(By means of swell to great, Nos. 27-33 and 41-45.) 
27. Melodia and bourdon (swell closed). 
28. Melodia and st. diap. (swell open). 
29. Melodia and viola (swell open). 
30. Melodia and flute (swell open). 
31. Melodia and violina (swell open). 
32. Melodia and oboe (swell closed). 
33. Op. diap. and oboe (swell open). 
34. Bourdon, st. diap., and flute. 
35. Bourdon, viola, and flute. 
36. Bourdon, st. diap., and violina. 
37. Bourdon, st. diap., and oboe. 
38. St. diap., oboe, and flute. 
39. SL diap., viola, and flute. 
40. St. diap., viola, and violina. 
41. Melodia, bourdon, and st. diap. (swell open). 
42. Melodia, bourdon, and flute (swell open). 
43. Melodia, bourdon, and violina (swell open). 
44. Melodia, st. diap., and flute (swell open). 
45. Melodia, st. diap., and violina (swell open). 
There are numerous other possible combinations, 
but they are more or less similar in tone to some one 
of those mentioned. 
One must not overlook the important point that 
every conceivable kind of a musical phrase will not 
sound well on every one of these combinations. 
For soft solos with dulciana accompaniment nearly 
every one of the swell combinations will do, remem¬ 
bering that the solo must range in the upper three 
octaves if the bourdon is used, and that the swell 
should sometimes be closed and sometimes partially 
on Nos. 11, 12, 13 (possibly 14), 20, 21, 38, 39, and 
The swell to great coupler is useful at times wl 
Playing a melodia solo with accompaniment on t 
awe on some organs, on account of the voicin 
some stop (flute, 4-foot, for example) being shrill 
coarse, and many combinations are much mor, 
fective on one organ than on another; but the 
gestions given may assist the student in pickino 
a variety of effective “combinations” on a conn 
lively small organ.—Ererett E. Truette. 
NEW CENTURY 
CHURCH MUSIC 
The twentieth cenhirr 
is well upon us. Few old 
things have passed awav 
and few new things have 
had time to prove their value. 
It is needless to enlarge upon the importance of 
the music in the great services of the church. With 
growing culture and refinement the music becomes 
more and more an integral part of the worship. From 
the few detached and irrelevant hymns of the erode 
frontier or rural meetings to the imposing, well-or¬ 
dered, and dignified cathedral service there is as wide 
a step as there is from the ignorance and bigotry 
of the preacher who has a scheme to formulate laws 
to regulate the private affairs of his neighbors to the 
slow-going prelate whose impersonal sermons are as 
“balm of Gilead” to all sorts and conditions of the 
“smart set.” 
All of us may remember periods when some zealous 
pastor would urge upon his flock the duty of congre¬ 
gational singing. Yet, now we seldom encounter any¬ 
thing akin to congregational singing. It is an open 
question if this is to be regretted. 
One bad voice tells on a chorus with sad results; 
many voices in the congregation are not good; yet, 
if all worship really, all should sing, if it is worship 
we aim to have in the service. Quartet choirs, chorus, 
vested chorus of men and boys, in severality, seem the 
fashion. 
Is there a choice? Is the country or frontier ideal 
with all “j'inin’ in” to be preferred to the always de¬ 
ficient quartet, the generally ill-balanced chorus, or 
the vested choir, of which m rc in detail farther on? 
It used to be a stock subject for the minister to re¬ 
proach us about, that the people would not join in 
the singing. When, even at this date, we read of the 
lusty Boers singing a chorale in the regular approved 
style of that classic, Teutonic masterpiece of church 
music, we feel that the Boers are the strong men. 
The chorale is a brave thought. Its sublime words, 
to begin with; its full tones, its hold on the last of 
a phrase, its effective syncopations,—it stirs heart and 
soul to have part in it. Luther’s hymn—“Ein Ftslt 
Burg”—is glorious. “Cast Thy Burden on the Lord,” 
as it is in the oratorio “Elijah,” is a high light, surely. 
But rarely in a ehurch is there a body of tone that 
suffices to give any effect to this, the greatest form 
of church music. Never was the chorale intended 
for aught but fire, sword, enthusiasm, earnestness, for 
the height and depth of what true worship of 
Almighty God can proximate in our human effort, 
effort even at this best savoring of weakness, affecta¬ 
tion, and sentimentality, as, for example, if the Boers 
have their first thoughts on the big noise they make 
together, and then the other thoughts on their wor¬ 
ship and thanksgiving for what they consider they 
have to give thanks for. 
At present, as the people “join in” in the usual run 
of fashionable ehuiches, for us to try a chorale is a 
pitiful effort. In the Jewish temples a “precentor 
leads the singing, and also there is a quartet choir or 
a double quartet, and the singing is fair, with sonic 
reservations. 
The quartet choir of the various denominations i* 
often composed of voices that are thoroughly well 
cultivated and that blend well, while the organist 
more and more shows good schooling and leads the 
singing in a satisfactory way. 
In the Roman Catholic Church a chorus choir is * 
necessity when the masses by the great masters are 
part of every service, where music is much in erl 
dence. The chorus choir of this sort, with a solo 
quartet, and organ and often orchestra, are, of course, 
the best church music we have at present 
As to the vested choir, about as much may be sai 
for it as in its disparagement. It i3 churchly, it open- 
and closes the service by coming in and going oJ 
with the clergy in a convincing manner that quite ap¬ 
peals to the eye, if nothing more. On festival ooea 
sions, when dressed in seasonable regalia, with a 
bearer, with other signs and insignia dear to the l 
Church mind, marching in vyith robed bishop »n 
clergy, it is all splendid, imposing, and can also »P 
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al to the spirit cf devotion among the people. At 
{he same time the R man Catholic Church, with its 
chorus choir and its highly ornate altar, its acolytes 
and its gorgeous clergy, is much more imposing as a 
mere spectacle. 
With a good organ, and when well drilled, the vested 
choir makes very good music. It has to do its work 
under a constant disadvantage that is very serious 
from a musical point of view. It is an orchestra with 
only piccolos for the soprano, opposed to bass-viols, 
drums, ’cellos, oboes, violas, and what not for the 
other parts. In ordinary church music, the infantile 
voices of the soprano boys give a pure and beautiful 
quality of tone, and the ear will, on occasion, ignore 
what is deplorably wanting in the choir. The soprano 
is the leading voice, and in all musical work it must 
dominate in the long run. In the vested choir, and 
at its best, the soprano always is, and always must 
be, only a piccolo against the heavier instruments of 
the orchestra; the wood-wind, the strings, the brasses 
are nil. This is a fatal defect. 
To urge the “passionless” quality of the boy voice 
against the voice of the adult trained voice of the 
woman singer is trivial and absolutely silly. How 
would any singer sing “religioso?” There is only one 
way to do it. A trained minister does not read the 
lessons of the day as he would a Petrarch sonnet. We 
should give him, as well as the soprano, credit for 
common sense. 
The worst of it is that the singers of this decade 
absurdly sing all things religioso, their voices show¬ 
ing all too rarely any hint of warmth or passion in 
their well-schooled, even, rounded tones; and the 
concert-rooms really from this very lack of tone-color 
in all the voices, both of men and women, are dull, 
not to say monotonous. It is not from the religious 
feeling innate in the singers themselves we haste to 
add, it is a deficient style of singing which most affect, 
and one which should be done away with. 
A chorus of sopranos and a few adult altos that 
would not detract from the churchly effect by march¬ 
ing in, but have a place in the chancel, would add to 
the vested choir the tone-quality lacking. 
Then the church music as we begin the new cent¬ 
ury is not satisfactory from another cause besides 
the limitations of the singers. As we turn from the 
great masters the music itself is dull, or has other 
causes to make it worth little commendation. Take 
the “Te Deum,” for example. Some composers with 
whom I have spoken on this subject say that this 
hymn is too long to handle in a satisfactory way. I 
do not agree with that. But the conventional way of 
“handling” it is the despair of the minister, or should 
be. 
The trouble with this hymn is that it never seems 
to occur to the composer to take a theme for hb 
work. Now, Beethoven takes a subject for his sym¬ 
phony, doesn't he? Handel has a subject for hb 
“Messiah,” hasn’t he? Surely a glorious subject 
But look at the “Te Deum.” It comes in with an 
aimless crash, it goes on soft, or loud, high or low, 
in a series of absolutely epbodical phrases. The 
solos are generally written to the poorest words of it 
all, and have no visible reason for existing so far as 
connection with the rest of the music goes. 
But aside from the “Te Deum,” modern church 
music generally bears the stamp of no great genius, 
a fatal defect, for it is stupid and dull from this 
cause. When it b considered that, perhaps, nine- 
tenths of the music of the masters is hidden away in 
the various archives of Europe because there is no 
demand for its publication, surely it is the fault of 
the church if its music is stupid as we begin the new 
century. 
if God gave great genius to men to light the way 
toward a truer and better way of divine worship, and 
We ignore both genius and its music, we have our- 
s*lVes to blame for uninspired services, stupid music, 
and the fact that not ten, not five, great works were 
Kiien in the Protestant churches of this country dur- 
mg the last days of the nineteenth or the first of the 
twentieth century.—Fanny Grant. 
THE ETUDE 
lx a little brochure enti 
ACCOMPANYING tied "On Organ Playing,” by 
CHANTS AND Arthur Page, F.R.G.O., may 
HYMN-TUNES. be found good sound advice 
for the young organist on 
the above subject. After giving numerous suggestions, 
with illustrations, for playing certain phrases of or¬ 
gan music, the author proceeds with the subject of 
chants and hynm-tunes. 
“It has been pointed out that notes should not be 
tied together unless so marked in the copy, but in 
playing chants and hymn-tunes thb is no longer quite 
the case, and here we have a fruitful cause for much 
bad playing, for the habit acquired in clianta, etc., of 
joining all notes that can be joined becomes such a 
matter of course that players do the most absurd 
things of this kind without knowing it. We once 
heard the national anthem rendered with every re¬ 
peated note tied. 
“In playing chants only experience can teach when 
it is desirable to tie notes, and the student must on 
no account acquire the habit of joining them for no 
other reason than that they can he joined. 
“A fairly experienced player will be able to produce 
a perfectly legato effect without tying, but with the 
beginner it is different, and to avoid a ‘choppy’ effect, 
ties in all but the melody may be introduced occasion¬ 
ally. 
“In early attempts it will be advisable to make the 
music complete with the hands only, using the pedals 
to duplicate the bass part, either in the same octave 
or an octave below, and leaving all idea of obligato 
pedaling for a later stage; but care must be taken not 
to break up—or spoil—the flow of the bass, merely 
because it is possible to get a note an octave below. 
“The only safe rule for duplicating the bass in the 
lower octave is, never break a step of a second. When 
the part skips, it does not so much matter whether 
we skip upward or downward, always remembering 
that, whichever octave we are using, we are supposed 
to be producing a singable part, not a succession of 
disjointed sounds. 
“There is no objection to ‘filling in as it is called, 
but the chords must not be too ‘thick,’ and special care 
will be required to avoid filling in too near the l»a*s 
part. 
“But the duty of the accomplished organist consists 
of considerably more than playing the given notes of 
chant or hymn-tune. Variety is to be obtained in 
very many ways, among which are the following; 
“The melody may be played as a solo on one man¬ 
ual, the alto and tenor on another, and the bass on 
the pedals. 
“The melody may be played as a tenor solo. 
“Besides using the melody as a special solo effect, 
th* alto or tenor part may be made prominent bv 
being given on a separate manual. 
“Again. A free part may be played in either the 
treble or the tenor octave on a separate manual. 
“At times it may be advisable to play massive 
chords, thus ‘doubling’ nearly all the voice part*. 
“An inverted pedal (sustained note in the treble) 
is always effective if used sparingly. 
“In certain verses the choir should sing in unison. 
“If the choir can be trusted, there should occasion- 
all- be verses without accompaniment. This beautiful 
effect is much neglected, although it has a very great 
ving out’ the chant or hymn-tune is, so far a* 
ganist is concerned, playing over the chant or 
tune, to let the congregation know what is o 
starting a chant or tune it i* sometimes adris, 
o strike the treble note just before the rest of 
ord, as this helps both choir and congregation 
lrt together. Some organists put down the 
note Lt, and either plan is better than wiring 
first chord. 
, orthodox method of ending a chant tune, or 
L^ is somewhat singular. H it » • 
,e s'tops are put in until only the softest is left: 
hYUt chord is relinquished by taking up the 
ne last uv. . .. „ „„ until only 
the pedal-note is left sounding. We should call this 
an absurd ending if applied to an orchestra or chorus. 
"The old fashioned method of making a pause at 
the end of every line of a hymn is ridiculous, and 
irritating to an intense degree to anyone who has any 
feeling for rhythm. 
“It must be remembered that in accompanying 
voices the organ takes second place. Its functions are 
to support the choir, to encourage the congregation, 
and to assist in the necessary expression of the words. 
Sufficient power must always be used to keep the 
choir up to pitch, but it should never overpower, or 
even obscure the vocal parts. If the choir is even 
reasonably well trained there will not be much diffi¬ 
culty in keeping the voices together, but there is al¬ 
ways the danger of either flatting or sharping. 
“On a cold morning the former will be very likely 
to occur; and at evening service, when the gas is on 
and the temperature has gone up, sharping wilt lie a 
greater danger. An experieneid player feels instantly 
when more support is wanted, and as often as not is 
able to prevrnt flatting. The addition of a 4-foot atop 
is often enough; if not, and if the flatting has un¬ 
doubtedly ‘set in,’ the only tiling to be done is to 
put on a lot of power so as to pull the choir up to the 
pitch at once. It ia a painful remedy for a moment, 
but it is soon over, and, lie it remembered, delay is 
fatal. 
“If there ia a tendency to sing sharp, the addition 
of a 16 foot manual stop may avert the danger. All 
the brighter stops should be put in and the accom¬ 
paniments kept low in pitch. Bhould the choir still 
sing sharp, the only thing to lie done is to leave off 
playing altogether. Now, being without support, the 
chances are in favor of the choir sinking again, so 
that the accompaniment can be resumed. 
“To mention such obvious truths as the above may 
seem quite unnecessary, but our experience of the 
average amateur (and sometimes professional) or¬ 
ganist is that too little attention is given to the spirit 
of the rendering, and far too much to showy execu¬ 
tion." 
Mn. Wai ter Russell John- 
M1XTURES. stox, organist of 8t. Paul’s M. 
E. Church, New York, for over 
forty years, died August 8th. Hi* musical career be¬ 
gan when he was only eight years of age, when he 
played in St. Mary’s Episcopal Church; and at the 
age of twelve he played in Tremont Temple, Boston. 
He was born in Leith, Scotland. 
• • • 
It is indisputably a prejudice and a fallacy to say 
that the power of an organist consists in mere ra¬ 
pidity of execution, for experience has shown but too 
often that rapid and brilliant players, though they 
astonish u* by the flexibility of their Angers, produce 
no effect whatever on our feeling*. They surprise the 
ear without pleasing it; they overpower the sense* 
without satisfying it 
• • • 
R. V. Hearse's Gbeat Magical Discovery. 
Stops ‘ciphering*,” squeaking, and groaning of the 
bellows action; in fact, every known (or unknown) 
disorder of th* organ. Put up in pound bottles, #1.00 
per bottle. 
Directions: Sprinkle on* tablcspoonful of the dis¬ 
covery on the bellows and add one pint of kerosene. 
Apply a lighted match. Repeat the dose every five 
minutes, till the cipher stops. No case ever known to 
withstand more than three dose* of the Discovery. 
Agent* wanted. 
• • • 
A* the capacity of hi* voice influence* the method 
of a ringer, so does the quality of an organ affect the 
execution of an organist. In endeavoring to conceal 
its defect* and bring out it* merits, an artist will play 
composition* which are most suitable to that instru¬ 
ment. and thus bis whole method will become sub¬ 
servient to hi* instrument. It follow* that the com¬ 
positions of a virtuoso often reveal not only hi* own 
peculiarities, but those of his instrument. 




“What are you going to 
A CONVERSATION. study at the conservatory 
next winter?” I heard a gen¬ 
tleman ask a young lady at a concert the other even¬ 
ing. 
“Piano, voice, and violin/' she replied. 
The man, who was evidently somewhat versed in 
musical afTairs, reflected a moment and then, prob¬ 
ably as much with the view to point a moral as to 
gratify his curiosity, added: “And do you not find 
the effort to do justice to all these studies quite a 
drain upon your strength?” 
“Yes, sir; that is, to do them justice; but papa 
insists that I must have a diploma to show for all 
the money he has spent on my musical education, and 
I cannot get that unless I pass on three subjects.” 
“Does the school specify as to the subjects?” was 
the next question. 
“Not emphatically,” said the girl. “I am supposed 
to take theory and two other subjects; but I have 
no taste for theory, and so long as I never expect 
to be a composer, I decided to take something tangi¬ 
ble, something that other people can enjoy, too, and 
since papa didn't object, I selected the violin.” 
“What did the conservatory directors say about 
that?” 
“Nothing in particular, except that it was excep¬ 
tional for a pupil to attempt so much; and,” she 
added, half-laughing, “I fancy they were just as well 
pleased, for the price for violin lessons is just double 
that of theory.” 
The cohversation was interrupted here by a violin 
number of great beauty; not only was the tone pure, 
but of that exceptional sort that seems to carry well 
without much effort on the part of the player, and 
it was delivered with an earnestness that carried con¬ 
viction. The player had selected two movements of 
the “Kreutzer Sonata,” the Andante being sustained 
with a fine display of temperament, and the Allegro 
that followed was equally good, the technical facility 
being fully equal to the demands made by the com¬ 
poser. 
When the applause had subsided, the conversation 
was resumed by the gentleman, who said: “Which of 
the studies do you enjoy most?” 
“Oh, the singing, by far, she replied; “my voice is 
fairly good, and so much more obedient than my 
fingers; I could never play like that if I should prac¬ 
tice until forty years old.” 
They both smiled, and the last number of the pro¬ 
gram began. 
As the audience dispersed, I noticed them walking 
out together, and they were still conversing busily, 
and I am quite sure, from the grave look and earnest 
manner of the gentleman, that this is what he said,— 
if not, he should have: 
“When you resume your work at the conservatory, 
I strongly advise you to drop your violin and take 
up theory. You say you have an excellent voice and 
like to sing. Very well, specialize; make that your 
principal subject, and pursue your piano and theory 
as accessory subjects. The field for singers is not only 
broadening every day, but it pays well as a profes¬ 
sion. You play the piano some, advance yourself in 
that sufficiently to meet the ordinary demands of so¬ 
cial life, and thus make sure of always having an 
acceptable accompaniment to your singing; and as 
to your theory, the reason you dislike it is that you 
have not given it a fair trial. One does not follow 
theoretical work solely with the idea of becoming a 
composer. By omitting it from your list of subjects, 
you are shutting yourself out from the greatest 
charm of musicianship. The personal sympathy be¬ 
tween yourself and the composer whose music you 
both sing and play cannot be perfect unless you are 
able to grasp clearly the means by which he intends 
you to gain your effects; and, besides, there is the men¬ 
tal discipline. It is as helpful to the end of gaining 
concentration as a course of Latin and Greek, and I 
should not be surprised some day to hear that col¬ 
leges and universities have placed theory of music 
and the dead languages side by side as optional for 
purposes of mental discipline. For these and many 
other and even more cogent reasons, theory should 
be the accessory to any principal subject, if not the 
principal subject itself. A singer or player to com¬ 
pete successfully in the musical arena requires all the 
physical endowment possible for technical growth, 
even in one branch. If the strength be equally ex¬ 
pended upon two that require technical skill, each 
must suffer at the expense of the other. The theo¬ 
retical side of the art can still be pursued with no 
loss of time or sacrifice of force, since technic is not 
included in its pursuit. Do not omit theory from 
your scheme of musical culture.” 
The man of many operas, 
\ ERDI. of enduring fame, who lives 
to-day, who eighty-six years 
ago was snatched out from the reach of the bloody 
bands of the Russian horde almost as by a miracle, 
and for what? That he might yield to the world the 
full measure of his talents. Who can comprehend the 
influence of his matchless genius, the hearts warmed 
by his tuneful sentiment, the souls stirred by his 
masterful power, the voices tuned to give expression 
to his artistic fancies? His was pre-eminentlv the 
wand that conjured up from every experience in life 
a musical analogy and gave it a scenic background. 
It must not be supposed that his voyage from ob¬ 
scurity to fame was one blessed always by favoring 
gales. His first great disappointment was a refusal 
for admission to the conservatory at Milan. The next, 
the appointment as organist at the church, which 
position had been made vacant by the death of his 
first master; but with the courage of his convictions 
that he was destined to great ends, he persevered, and 
we have, as the result of that perseverance, “Lom¬ 
bardi,” “Rigoletto,” “Hn Ballo in Maschera,” “Don 
Carlos,” "H Trovatore,” “La Traviata,” “Les Vepres 
Siciliennes,” “Aida,” the “Requiem” mass, and many 
other works of singular merit. 
What an object-lesson for the youth of to-day! 
Have you talent, and shall you bury it? Remember 
that what is worth doing at all is worth doing well. 
To create worthily is to live thrice, as a Person, as 
a Personage, and as a Personality, the last in the 
lives and hearts of those who come after you. 
THE FUTURE OF 
COMIC OPERA. 
future of comic opera ?” ws 
the question asked us th 
. , . other It is with grav 
fear of being called conservative that we venture 
reply: “Show us comic opera of to-dav and we wil 
predict for you.” It does not appear to us that, out 
side of “Robm Hood” and “Serenade,” real comic oper; 
is in vogue any longer, or. at least if it is in vogu. 
it is not supplied. 
Take, for instance, the first opera mentioned abovi 
From beginning to end it has a very clever and seriou 
plot with a consistent vein of humor running throu* 
it. But what does the “comic opera” plot of to-day- 
of 1899-1900—consist of? It were better to say 
it doesn’t consist of anything, but is simply a f00e*. 
story carried through the first act and perhaps Mrt 
of the second, but playing no important part in the 
finish and affording no opportunities for climax, either 
serious or humorous. 
The fault of opera to-day is not so much in the 
music as in the poor librettos furnished the composer 
Inspiration is dependent on many conditions, ami the 
most important is that there be something on which 
to build. The spectacle of a very awkwarddookin. 
person upon a bicycle is not particularly conducive of 
ideas to a person about to write an essay upon the 
poetry of motion. We firmly believe the eminent com¬ 
poser who told us recently that the future of operatic 
music lay in the hands of the librettist.—Afu«torjf 
Review. 
Walter Hayle Walsub, 
ON DRAMATIC M.D., of London, makes some 
SINGING. valuable contributions to lo¬ 
cal literature in his book on 
“Dramatic Singing Physiologically Estimated,” from 
which we quote as follows: 
A voice forced up artificially (as a contralto to a 
mezzo-soprano or this to a soprano, or baritone to 
a tenor) always betrays in the superadded notes a 
want of volume, and a relatively defective, nonde¬ 
script timbre in the new or artificial range. 
Excess of compass beyond the average standard, in 
an upward or downward direction, signifies large di¬ 
mensions of the larynx, coupled with unusual activity 
on the part of the laryngeal muscles, enabling them 
to shorten or lengthen, to an unusual extent, the 
vibrating portion of the vocal cords. 
Volume, sonorous roundness and mass, with power 
and intensity of tone in level singing or declamation, 
is one of the distinctive attributes of the highest and 
the most impressive forms of vocal excellence. 
The faculty of maintaining fullness of tone through 
the whole of a vocal effort—whether an operatic part 
a dramatic scena, a florid cavatina, a simple cantabile 
aria, or a declamatory recitative—is very unequally 
bestowed upon singers. Voices of the more delicate 
classes, tenors and light baritones, exhibit the great¬ 
est tendency to failure in this direction. 
Equality of power and of fullness of tone through 
the entire range of a voice, one of the rarest of gifts, is 
probably never possessed in an absolute sense, includ¬ 
ing the chest and falsetto registers. 
There is as great diversity in the timbre of human 
voices as in the character of human faces: as no 
two human faces were ever actual casts of each 
other, so also no two voices ever possessed exactly 
the same timbre. 
The timbre ot the speaking does not of necessity 
strictly coincide with that of the singing voice in the 
same individual. 
The trustworthiness of a voice—that is, the surety 
that it will on any particular occasion possess in their 
fullness of perfection all its highest attributes is far 
from being uniform among singers. 
The charm of youth of voice is as great as of ,voul 
of person; and as in the latter case, so in the former, 
the progress of failure is fortunately so gradual at 
first as to be scarcely perceptible. 
The causes of wearing of the voice are dynamic am 
statical. Overwork, careless exposure to atmospheric 
vicissitudes, and overindulgence in smoking beionr 
to the first class. Statically, degenerative tissue- 
changes are the destroyers of the voice. The T 
cords grow rigid; the laryngeal cartilages lose el 
e'asticity, eventually ossifying, and the intrinsic 
cles probably (but this has not been demonstre, 
undergo partial oily metamorphosis. And. 
the condition of the resonance-cavities must su 
gradual change,—though from the slow implies 
of timbre they are probably later in suffering te 
decay than the larynx itself. at 
Singers of the very highest grade are not , 
all times and all seasons from the serious de 
faulty intonation,—failure in the direction of 
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ne93 being greatly more uncommon than in that of 
flatness. 
Well-developed flexibility of voice must depend on: 
Terfect elasticity of the vocal cords; extreme perfec¬ 
tion not only of the structure, but of the muscular 
sense of all the laryngeal muscles, intrinsic and ex¬ 
trinsic; and instantaneous readiness in response to 
motor nerve-stimulation. 
The particular style of a singer represents the sum- 
total of a number of components: the manner of pro¬ 
ducing and uniting the notes; the use of the legato 
and the staccato; the esthetic modification of the 
time: the posing or balancing of the voice; sustain¬ 
ing, intensifying, or lessening the amount of tone; 
the employment of the piano and the forte in giving 
lmht and shade; the steadiness of phonation; and 
the amount, variety, and brilliancy of ornamentation. 
The value of crescendo and diminuendo, as means 
of musical expression, whether in solo or concerted 
song, cannot he overrated; and the faithful delivery, 
or the reverse, of the gradually increasing or grad¬ 
ually decreasing mass of tone is a winning grace or 
an unhappy blemish. 
Accumulative national culture must widen the 
range, and thereby stimulate the power of vocal ex¬ 
pression. 
We all owe a debt of gratitude to those fortunate 
individuals who, endowed by nature with some of its 
richest gifts, are enabled to interpret with eloquent 
voice, esthetic fitness, and intellectual truth the words 
of the great composers. 
* * * 
When I was quite young, 
THE TECHNIC OF and had just caught my first 
GENIUS. attack of Wagner fever, I 
looked with supreme con¬ 
tempt on opera-singers of the old school. Even when 
I was not so young—when Jean de Reszke made his 
debut here as a tenor in “Lohengrin,” some thirteen 
years ago—I still held to the crude Wagnerite ideas 
of the lyric art. For me artists were divided into two 
classes: those who could declaim and those who could 
only sing. Jean de Reszke seemed to me to be a mere 
singer, which, I dare say, was more a fact then than 
now. Gradually I grew out of that limited idea of the 
lyric art, and now I would rather say that the man 
or woman who cannot sing cannot declaim artistically. 
I think my original view was that declamatory sing¬ 
ing was undramatic if too musical, and this was based 
not on a mere fad, but on a real esthetic misappre¬ 
hension of the limits of music-drama; for I then ad¬ 
mired the ultra-Wagnerian declamation such as you 
will find in “Die Walkiire” and parts of “Siegfried”— 
declamation which was more or less an experiment on 
"agner's part and more or less of a failure; whereas 
now I see that such declamation oversteps the line 
which separates music-drama from speech-drama, and 
that Wagner himself must have been aware of that 
fact, since, in his later works, in “Die Gotterdam- 
merung’ and “Parsifal,” he returned to the more vocal 
and melodious style of “Tannhiiuser” and “Lohengrin. ’ 
I know not how much harm has been done to the 
art of singing by the modern assumption that the bel 
uinto school was separated by a hard-and-fast line 
from the modern expressive school. It possibly might 
be shown that a deal of harm has been done, for cer¬ 
tain it is that many a half-baked singer, who has not 
had the industry or character to master thoroughly 
the art of singing, has betaken himself to semide- 
clamatory methods. Those who do not look below the 
surface eall such singers great interpreters, and draw 
a distinction between singing pure and simple and 
interpretation. 
And now c-omes M. Edouard de Reszke with an 
article in an American magazine giving quite a dif¬ 
ferent idea of the bel canto school from that which 
is generally held. “The current notion,” he says, ‘ is 
that adepts of bel canto pure and simple eared merely 
about beauty of tone, vocal gymnastics, and dodges in 
Joice-production.” That was not a fact at all, for 
they all knew how to underline their phrases with 
a cents, variety of expression, and coloring of the 
voice.” 
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By “coloring the voice” M. dc Reszke means that 
the character given to each vocal phrase is so distinct 
that the sense of the emotional situation is conveyed 
to the hearer even though lie may not understand 
the words used. M. de Reszke goes on to say that 
when once you have obtained mastery of your voice 
so that its full range is under the completest control, 
then you must apply yourself to this expression side 
of the art, paying special attention to articulation. 
i do not put this quotation forward as containing 
absolutely novel ideas, but have referred to it as a 
kind of preface to some remarks on technic. For, after 
all what does M. de Reszke mean except that you 
must have learned so to control your voice that it 
twists and bends to your will and brain? Until it 
is capable of doing that it is absurd to speak of a 
singer as being a great interpreter. 
He may give a very good rough idea of how a song 
should be sung, but unless his voice has practically 
been trained in the bel canto school it is not a sensi¬ 
tive instrument; it will not convey all the shades of 
meaning which his brain conceives, and, on the purely 
musical side, it will not realize ail the beauty of the 
melody. 
If you go to the opera this month you will see what 
I mean in comparing the styles of the different sing¬ 
ers. And some one, possibly one of the many pro¬ 
fessors of the curiously empiric art of voice-produc¬ 
tion, will probably whisper in your ear that Jean de 
Reszke, the Melba, or the Calve, has such wonderful 
technic. In a moment of enthusiasm, you may have 
exclaimed, “How beautifully expressive,” not having 
thought of the voice as a voice. The professor of voice- 
production will damp your enthusiasm by replying; 
“Ah, yes, what marvelous ease of technic,” as if there 
could be any technic worthy of the name which is 
not easy in effect! 
The fact is, an artist such as Jean de Reszke or 
Melba is far above mere technic. They do not have 
to think of it at all, so thoroughly have they mastered 
their art. I have purposely placed these two singers in 
juxtaposition because their gifts are so different that 
they in themselves illustrate what I mean by tech¬ 
nic. Each has thoroughly mastered the voice; Melba, 
like Madam Patti, sings as easily as a bird, and Jean 
de Reszke never gives you a sense of effort in mere 
voice-production. And this is quite apart from the 
naturally good quality of the voice, although that 
quality, of course, is, to a great extent, conditioned by 
the ease of production. The difference between the 
two singers is mainly one of temperament: the kind 
of music which appeals to M. Jean de Reszke docs not 
appeal to Madam Melba. 
And why can both get so much individual expres¬ 
sion into their voices? Because in each case the artist 
has obtained such technical mastery that emotion is 
expressed with utmost ease. There does not seem 
any barrier between the artist’s self and the audience. 
You do not hear a mere voice—a disembodied voice- 
production, as you hear in so many singers who are 
supposed to have a fine technic.-Mward A. liaughan 
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Shall the singer take lib¬ 
erties with the composer's 
work; Gardner thinks this 
is sometimes justifiable, ami 
says: 
3 sing with taste and expression, many qualifica- 
are required: first, as music, vo.ee, ear. and 
ition: secondly, -s language, enunciation m.mL 
iction. These, when combine,! with a just fe*l- 
constitute the highest point of vocal 
a blend the singing and speaking voice, to unite 
artificially in song, is a great achievement. 
„ who are endowed by nature with a fine voice 
entlv have little power of showing it ^ertbe 
rint which words impose. It is a simple opera- 
be done, the composer must have a just conception 
of that alliance which subsists between words and 
sounds, so as to render tlie composition suitable for 
the voice; without tliis connection tlie piece cun never 
be either effective or pleasing. A composer may have 
a quick sense of the beauty of melody, without a cor¬ 
responding taste for the beauty of language. In such 
cases he is satisfied by the charm of tlie music, and the 
words are left to shift for themselves. Here the singer 
has a task to perform, sometimes to substitute other 
words, and occasionally so to alter their pronuncia¬ 
tion as to make them accord with the musical expres¬ 
sion; on the other liand, when no exception can lie 
made to the words, to lengthen some notes and 
shorten others, as the syllables may require, but never 
at the risk of deforming the melody.” 
R. B.—Madam Rudersdorff, 
QUESTIONS AND like many another successful 
ANSWERS. teacher, would have denied 
that her work was based upon 
any new discoveries or unusual ability on her part. 
Her training had been thorough, her experience wide, 
and, combining those advantages with force and tact, 
she made a successful teacher. It is usually the pupil 
(not the teacher) who claims that the method by 
which she is being taught is the only and most won¬ 
derful method in existence, and her dear teacher in¬ 
vented it and no one else knows it, etc., etc. Bless the 
dear loyal pupils, would there were more Rudersdorffs 
for them to canonize 1 
J. I. K.—Begin and follow them in about the order 
named: “Bohemian Girl,” “Martha,” “II Trovatore”; 
take the tenor rOlcs entire; the recitatives afford ex¬ 
cellent practice in putting tlie tone, in phrasing articu¬ 
lation, in fact, all of the elocution of singing. 
2. You cannot do better for your repertory than to 
get Ditson’s two volumes of songs for tenor or 
Schirmer’s four volumes of “Modem Lyrics.” 
C. R.—Mr. WilliAm Shakespeare is said to be a de¬ 
scendant of the great dramatist by the newspapers, 
but he told me himself that lie is not. 
2. Staccato notes arc not made with what is gen¬ 
erally understood as a stroke of tlie glottis. If they 
are, they are made badly. Neither is the diaphragm 
enlisted to any appreciable extent; I mean by that, 
voluntarily. If you will speak the word “ah” three 
times with perfect naturtlness, you will have discov¬ 
ered all that can possibly be enlisted to perfect the 
singer's staccato. 
3. Runs and trillB are usually rendered in half- 
voice, and should therefore be practiced in half-voice. 
T. A. McC.—Stainer's “Sweet Good Night” should 
answer the purpose, or Buck's “The Silent World is 
Sleeping"; try them both, and, if they suit, I will 
name others. 
2. You can get a note book and learn to read rap¬ 
idly in six months, if you go about it seriously and 
keep at it. 
B. C.—If a pupil's voice loses its quality after a 
little use in the upper register, there is something 
radically at fault in bis placement. The test you can 
apply to determine that is rapid skips from lower 
octaves. If a notable change takes place in the sur¬ 
face-conformation of the throat, he is probably work¬ 
ing with some muscles that he has no business to. It 
rests with you to get them out of the way. When 
that is accomplished, scales and written exercise, and 
vocalizes written for tenor will do. Sieber's advanced 
vocalizes are good. 
M. K. 8—You have no right to sing “about an 
hour.” It is small wonder you are hoarse. The tone* 
of which you complain as being weak are the sick 
tones in 95 out of every 100 sopranos. Treat them 
kindly: give light work to them, and don't push, but 
poise them; then practice 3) minutes and rest 20, and 
they will gradually acknowledge your consideration 
by behaving themselves. 
G. McK.—If a pupil sharps, I give anodyne*. If 
she flats, stimulants: In other words, granted that 
the tone- are correctly taken, nerve-control and bal- 
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a nee, either in increasing or diminishing tension, meet 
the needs. If the method be imperfect, which is usu¬ 
ally the case where the intonation is persistently 
faulty, correct it. If the ear be at fault, return her 
money, and tell her to buy a good sewing-machine. 
It will pay better and be a biassing to her friends. 
2. I am well acquainted with the work of volunteer 
choirs. What do you wish to have me explain con¬ 
cerning them? 
Kttie B.—I should say, with all respect possible, 
that the fault was with the teacher. One of the claims 
made by experienced teachers of tone-placement is 
that, if one tone can be perfectly placed, the others 
are comparatively easy. While the voice of which 
you speak may not fall within this general classifica¬ 
tion, for purely idiosyncratic reasons I am inclined 
to the opinion that the good notes may be extended 
to the compass-limit if no change of condition is per¬ 
mitted. Try the free use of “oo” in the upper voice 
and “aw” and “ah” in the lower. 
MELODY WRITING. 
BY THOMAS TAPPER. 
Tuts is an element in constructive music so new as 
to be generally unfamiliar. And being unfamiliar, 
nothing is easier than to misunderstand its purpose. 
The teacher trained in the belief that the royal road 
to music is by the successive gateways of harmony, 
counterpoint, and composition only, is apt to recog¬ 
nize in melody-writing a process valuable in the 
domain of composition, but fairly useless before one 
reaches that stage; or he may argue thus; good 
melody being possible only out of good harmony, it 
is purposeless to attempt to teach the former before 
the latter has been acquired. Both these observations 
are right to an extent; but both betray a misinterpre¬ 
tation of the work and of its purpose. 
We are coming slowly to believe that the possibili¬ 
ties of attainment are evinced better by children than 
by adults. We are discovering, furthermore, that a 
method which one may pursue with a child, finding 
it right and natural, will prove, when applied to an 
adult, to be confusing and unnatural. And having 
discovered this, we proceed to construct a method for 
the adult which aims to fit his incapacity. The trouble 
here is apt to be that the main purpose—the very 
reason why the method exists—is left out. 
In the matter of melody-writing, however, we find 
that the method and its application are the same with 
children as with adults. Long-continued experience 
proves this to be right. The friction is, as one would 
suppose, greater with the older person; the results 
less rapid and decisive. But the habits resulting from 
the study are equally valuable; they assist in every 
other music-process, and prepare the way so that har¬ 
mony, counterpoint, and composition are done from 
within-, or, if they are never taken up, the power of 
tone-thought exists, within, to help in every music 
activity that arises. 
The fundamental purpose of melody-writing is then 
clear: It is to enable one, young or old, to hear tone 
within, to think tone, to group tones in order in the 
mind as one groups words in order to realize what 
tones say when one sees their symbols just as one 
interprets word-symbols. We see that this power is 
one, the acquirement of which is not to be deferred 
in the case of young or old. It puts every other music 
activity on a plane of being understood; just as the 
absence of it leaves us incapable of comprehending 
many simple things in music. 
The teacher desires to know these facts: 
I. If the child, or adult, knowing nothing of har¬ 
mony, begins to write melody, out of what material 
does he construct it? 
II. In what form does he write? 
III. How does he come by this form? 
IV. What gives him an intimate knowledge of it? 
V. Of what value has this work proved to be in 
conjunction with instrumental and theoretic branches? 
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I. The probability is wholly favored by science that 
the human race began its experience in tone-expression 
by the use of to -cs successively; that tones used 
simultaneously, used with a definite artistic intent, 
were a development. When we bring the child to re¬ 
peat the race experience we guide him in the matter 
of tone-choice by making him acquainted with the 
simplest unit of successive tones that we have, a unit 
complete enough to be sensible, a unit that is con¬ 
stantly employed, and a unit that to his mind is small, 
direct, comprehensive, and capable of infinite varia¬ 
tion. This unit is the major scale. He must learn it, 
at first, by rote, there being no other way. He must 
practice it until its melodic character is firmly estab¬ 
lished. Any theoretic knowledge of it is useless to 
him. “Whole step” and “half step,” or anything else 
one may say of it, is as foreign to his use and pur¬ 
pose as the history of the letter A is to his powers 
of conversation. If he is taught the scale properly, 
he will realize that there are not many major scales, 
but that there is one which may take i s beginning 
from anyone of the twelve pitches in the octave. Let 
it begin where it may, it is always the same major 
scale; just as easy for him to sing from one pitch 
as from another, so long as the tone-range is within 
hi voice. 
II. Now, the learner will become infinitely more 
familiar with the scale if he sings it in the form of 
short melodies than if he is practiced on its tones, up 
an ! down in order. Such melodies as are found in 
every excellent music reader made for public-school 
use are referred to. And these he must sing, until he 
literally owns them with his mind. They must pre¬ 
sent to him a clear idea; a definite purpose; a line of 
motion that is convincing, moving from a point of 
rest, through a region of unrest, back to the resting- 
point. It is not meant that he is to sing a few of 
them. They must be -ssigned him for study with 
every music lesson he takes; and he cannot complete 
his task save in many years. But if it chances that 
he has but little of it, it will be his in the form of 
power, not in the form of abstract, non-active knowl¬ 
edge. What he does with the voice he knows. This 
practice, covering many years, will bring to his view 
melodics which show every variety of length, char¬ 
acter, tone-procedure, and combination resulting from 
the variations produced by different meters, rhythms, 
and chromatics. 
III. The reply, then, to the third query is simple: 
He gets his form from the material which he learns 
with his voice. This is the natural process. It is ex¬ 
hibited in his speech. He gains speech-form, just as he 
gains other forms, from what he is familiar with in his 
surroundings. There is no other way open to him. He 
acquires by imitation in word, action, mode, thought. 
Nor does this result in making him a copyist, pure 
and simple. The very act he must perform is to copy 
good models. Will it destroy his originality ? No; it 
will destroy nothing. Indeed, he is often so entertain¬ 
ingly original that he has to be led into conventional 
lines by a persuasion that may not for a moment re¬ 
lax its firm persistence. But, the teacher exclaims, he 
may copy, in his writing, note for note what he sings! 
It makes no difference. As a matter of fact, he will 
not copy always. Let our object never slip from sight. 
Never let the purpose be lost to view. We are teach¬ 
ing the child to think tone. We are assisting him to 
become conscious of the inner sensation of tone and 
to connect it with (that is, represent it in) its nota¬ 
tion. Therefore, the main thing is the thought with 
such intimate knowledge of it that its expression on 
paper is simple, natural, and easy. Bit by bit, he will 
gain this power to an extent beyond our belie’f. That 
his first experience in it is in trying to express familiar 
tunes is all the better. We are not called upon in 
this work to make him compose, primarily; he will 
do it, but the main object is something else. How 
much writing? Just as much or more as singing- he 
will gain the habit from countless efforts, not from 
counted efforts. In brief, every musie lesson must 
have its writing task. 
IV. The preceding paragraph answers the fourth 
query. He acquires intimate knowledge of form and 
of process by such an abundance of practice in sin 
ing and in writing that there is an accuracy 
lished which is reliable. Few of us realize what enor 
mous activity, all of it consciously directed once lies 
back of the skill of the right hand. 
V. The value of the habit needs no defense. It 
establishes thought in the material of mimic. Thu 
means the mental operation which thinks music 
away from an instrument. The pupil, having written 
the simplest melody, has begun to know music con¬ 
structively. 
This is the first step toward reading music and en¬ 
joying it, with the eyes unassisted by an instrument, 
as we read, every day of our lives, literature with the 
eyes, unassisted by the voice. There are other items 
in the gain. Having constructed music leads one to 
seek lines of construction in the music one studies- 
knowing laws of construction helps the hand, the 
memory, the processes of reading and of interpreta¬ 
tion. In brief, there is not an activity in any depart¬ 
ment of music study that is not directly affected. 
In a continuation of this article I shall explain how 
the child employs the scale, how he may write melo¬ 
dies on an harmonic basis coincident with elementary 
lessons in harmony. And how the harmonically-con¬ 
structed melody may be advantageously taken up be¬ 
fore the study of harmony is begun. 
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE CLASS-ROOM. 
BY HERMAN P. CHELIUS. 
39. The graduates who cannot teach ought never 
to impose themselves on a credulous and ignorant 
public until they can. By doing so they retard the 
present generation, and hold it in blindness regarding 
the true conception of art. It will require gigantic 
efforts on the part of many good teachers to bring 
those back who have been led astray from the true 
and cardinal principles of art students. 
40. First strive to learn the principle, then get the 
application of the principle. All this before wasting 
a moment of precious time trying to do what you 
know nothing about. 
41. Teachers, as a rule, mean to teach correctly, but 
students often do not value or appreciate their ad¬ 
vice, much less follow it; hence lamentable failures 
are numerous. 
42. The teacher ought to drill the student thor¬ 
oughly, each lesson, on a few bars, finishing them 
perfectly, as it were, which will serve him as a model 
for the remainder of the piece. 
43. The motive is the germ which produces in its 
development the composition. Look up these motives 
intelligently, and see how beautifully they unfold, in 
a composition of a master. 
44. Train the eye, ear, brains, and fingers, m one 
ness of purpose and principle. Do not allow one 
get ahead of the other, or to fall behind; if you °‘ 
stammering will result at once. 
45. Do not be greedy, and fancy you are not re¬ 
ceiving time or attention enough; the honest teacher 
will always deal justly by you, and give you what he 
thinks you can learn and digest. 
46. Practice hand-culture exercises every day; 4 ,e? 
make muscle and develop the fingers, wrists, knuc <*• 
elbow-joints, hands, and arms alike, as nothing esc 
can or will. 
47. Endeavor to broaden out the knuckle-stro 
Strike firmly, see that each key strikes bottom, 
not raise the key until the full sound is brought ro 
the strings, and listen closely whether the tones ar® 
equally rounded, by an equally well deve ope“ 
knuckle-stroke. 
48. Artistic playing must not be confound ^ 
simply getting over things in a glib way, ^ ^ 
students do and are apparently well satisfied * 
Artistic playing calls for the fullest use of a 
faculties, refined in the crucible of the most 36 
discipline. 
A TALE OF A WOULD-BE MUSICIAN. 
BY RICHARD WAGNER. 
['Ibis novelette, begun in The Etude for July, 
was written while the composer was in Paris, him¬ 
self in great want and distress, and published under 
the title, “An End in Paris.” The principle character 
may, in a measure, represent the author himself.—Ed.J 
m. 
I would have spoken, but speech failed me. “Let 
me go on,” said the dying man. “It is easy for me, 
and I owe you an account of many things. I am 
i-ertain that 1 shall not be alive to-morrow; so hear 
mv history to-day. It is a simple one, my friend; 
very simple. When I think of it, and consider the 
circumstances in which you now find me, I feel it un¬ 
necessary to assure you that my fate has not been a 
brilliant one. Indeed 1 hardly need to tell you the 
details of those events among which my enthusiastic 
credulity met its ruin. Shall I tell you how it hap¬ 
pened? Why?—You see me succumb; let it suffice 
me to say that 1 was not conquered on the field of 
battle—but—how vile it is to tell!—1 died of hunger 
ill the antechamber. They are terrible—these ante¬ 
chambers:—and do you know, there are many of 
j|i,m_very many of them, in Paris—with benches of 
velvet as well as of wood, heated and unheated, paved 
and unpaved! 
“In these antechambers,” continued my friend, “I 
have dreamed away a bright year of my life. I 
dreamed much and strangely;—wild, fabulous things 
out of the ‘Arabian Nights’—of men and cattle, gold 
and dross. I dreamed of gods and contrabassi, of 
diamond snuff-boxes and prime donne, of satin coats 
and admiring lords, of songstr sses and five-franc 
pieces. Between my dreams it often seemed to me as 
though I heard the complaining, ghostly tones of the 
hautbois; the sound stirred through all my nerves 
and penetrated my heart. One day when I dreamed 
most wildly, and this hautbois tone thrilled through 
me most painfully, 1 suddenly awoke and found that 
I was mad. I remember, at least, that I forgot what 
I had so often done,—to make a deep reverence to the 
servent as r left the antechamber,—the reason, by the 
bye, that I never dared to go back to that one,—for 
how would the servant have received me? 
“So I left the asylum of my dreams with an un¬ 
certain step; on the threshold of the building I sud¬ 
denly fell. I had fallen over my poor dog, who made 
kin antechamber in the street according to his custom, 
and waited for his fortunate master, to whom it was 
permitted to have his antechamber among human 
beings. This dog, I must tell you, was of the greatest 
service to me, for 1 had to thank him and his beauty 
that the servant at the antechambers now- and then 
cast a glance of consideration upon me. Unfortu¬ 
nately he lost his beautv with every day for hunger 
raged in his vitals as well. This arave me great 
anxiety, for I saw that it would soon be all over with 
the servant’s favor; alreadv a scornful smile played 
about his lips.—As I said, I fell over my dog. I do 
not know how long I lay there; I did not notice the 
kicks that I perhaps received from the passers-by; 
but at last the gentlest kisses awakened me—the 
warm tongue of the poor animal. I rose; and in a 
lucid moment I saw what was the most important 
duty before me—the feeding of my -dog. A discrimi¬ 
nating old-clothes merchant gave me a few sous for 
my wretched waistcoat. My dog was fed, and what 
be left—I ate. This agreed thoroughly with him, 
but 1 could no longer digest. The revenue derived 
from one of my treasures, an old ring of my grand¬ 
mothers was sufficient to give the dog all his lost 
beauty back again. He flourished again—destructive 
prosperity! 
“In my own brain it grew worse and worse;—I 
hardly know what went on there, but I remember 
that one day I was seized with an irresistible desire 
to discover the devil. My dog accompanied me, bright 
with beauty, to the doors of the concert Musard. Did 
1 hope to meet the devil there? I hardly know. I 
watched the people going in—and whom should I see 
among them? The vile Englishman,—the same, just 
as he used to look, quite unchanged,—just, as he w as 
when he so nearly ruined me with Beethoven, as I 
have told you. 
I was horrified; I was prepared, it is true, to meet 
a spirit of the under-world—but not to see this earthly 
spectre. What were my feelings when the wretch at 
“nee recognized me! I could not avoid him, the crowd 
pressed us together. Involuntarily and in decided 
opposition to the custom of his own country, he was 
forced to sink into the arms that I had raised to force 
“>>• way through the press. There he lay, pressed 
“>;t to mv breast, that thrilled with a thousand 
■>orrihle emotions. It was a fearful moment! But we 
"ere soon more at libertv, and he freed himself from 
E embrace with a certain disgust. I would have 
ed. but it was impossible. . 
'welcome, mein Herr!’ said the Briton; ’It is 
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charming to find you always in the path of art! Let 
us go this time to Musard.’ 
“Furious with rage, I could say nothing in replv 
but‘to the Devil!’ V3 
“‘Yes,’ he replied, ‘they say it is rather devilish 
there. 1 made a composition last Sunday that I want 
to present to Musard. Do vou know him? Will you 
introduce me to him?’ 
My detestation of this spectre changed into a 
terrible anxiety; urged on by this, I succeeded in 
escaping and lied to the boulevard; my noble dog 
sprang barking after. 
In an instant the Englishman was again at my 
side; he arrested me, and said excitedly Sir, ihxw 
that splendid dog belong to you?’ 
“ ‘Yes.’ 
“ ‘Ah—but he is a fine one! Sir, I will give you 
fifty guineas for that dog. You know it’s the proper 
thing for a gentleman to have a dog of that sort, 
and I have already had a good many in my Jio-'I --ion. 
But, unhappily, the beasts were all unmusical; they 
could not endure to have me play the llute or the 
horn, and so they all ran away. But now 1 must 
assume that since you are so fortunate as to be a 
musician, your dog must be musical also. 
“ ‘I venture to hope, therefore, that he will stay 
with me, too. So I offer you fifty guineas for the 
beast.’ 
“ ‘Wretch,’ I cried, ‘my friend is not for sale for all 
Britain!’ 
“With this I ran hurriedly away, my dog la-fore 
me. I turned into the side streets leading to the place 
where I generally passed the night. It was bright 
moonlight; noYv and then I looked fearfully around, 
to my horror I fancied that 1 saw the lank figure of 
the Englishman following me. I redoubled my s|>red, 
and looked around still more anxiously; sometimes I 
saw- the spectre—sometimes not. Panting, I reached 
my asylum, gave my dog his food, and stretched my¬ 
self hungry upon my hard bed. 
“I slept long, and had frightful dreams. When I 
awoke—my noble dog was gone. How he got away 
from me, or how he was seduced away through the 
door—albeit this was but badly locked is still in¬ 
comprehensible to me. I called, searched for him, 
until I sank down with a groan. 
“You remember that I saw the villain again one 
lay in the Champs Elyst-es,—you know what ex.r 
ions I made to regain possession of him; but you 
to not know that the animal knew me, but fled Iran 
tie and from my call like a wild beast of the w ilder- 
less! Yet I followed him and the satanie rider till 
he latter rode into a gateway which shut clanging 
>ehind him and the dog. In my rage I thundered 
it the gate; a furious barking was the answer, 
stunned, and as though utterly annihilated, 1 leaned 
gainst the gate, until at last a horribly executed 
a-ale on the French horn, that reached my ears from 
he lower story of Uie elegant hotel, and was followed 
>v a subdued" complaining howl,—aroused me from 
ny stupor. I laughed aloud, and went my way. 
"Deeply moved, my friend paused; however easy It 
vas for" him to talk, his excitement was a ternble 
drain upon him. He could no longer sit erect in bed. 
-he sank back with a light groan. Th®rc was . long 
Kiuse; I looked at the poor fellow with the kc. nest 
listress; that soft Hush appeared upon to 
hat is peculiar to the consumptive. He had 
lis eyesf his breath came in light and almost ethereal 
“wited anxiously for the moment when 1‘ 
renture to ask him in what possible wav I could help 
,im. At last be opened his eyes again; a soft, smgu 
ar brilliancy was in the look he turned upon me 
“51v poor friend,” I began; “you *ee »*\**ide 
you with the sad request that you will let U* 
|-ou in some way. If you have a single wish tell it 
^HeT'answwfi1 smiling—“So impatient for mv will, 
friend1 Give vourself no anxiety; you »re i* 
nay fnen . . BOt hear how it hap- 
Mmed^hat'your^ioor brother came to die? You - 
peneu mat jr I known to one single soul, at 
s‘s re.? .1... hi™-.. 
rhout me—unless it be you. too 
, T^t^fer I hat-“ifficulU in brea.hing 
^is easy^ me to talk. Besides, you ~ I fi«ve 
bU^'e ““"‘rine'that after that point at which I 
, t Rprided to die quickly. 
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my end was near. How- happy 1 was at the thought! 
How the prospect of a speedy dissolution cheered me, 
—the feeling that 1 suddenly experienced in every por¬ 
tion of my wasted frame! Unconscious of sll outward 
surroundings, and not knowing where my uncertain 
step* were leading me, 1 had reached the heights of 
Montmartre. I bid the “hill of martyrs" welcome, 
and decided that 1 would die there. 1, too, die for 
the purity of uiy faith and so I also ran call myself 
a martyr, even though this belief of mine be opposed 
by nothing- - but hunger. 
“llt-re then I, the homeless one, took up my dwell¬ 
ing. asking nothing hut this bed, and that the mure* 
and jui|»is 1 hail left in a wretched nook in the city, 
should be brought to me; for unfortunately I hud not 
succeeded in making use of them anywhere as a pawn- 
pledge. You see, I lie here, sud have divided to die 
in God and pure music, A friend will close my eyes; 
the little that I leave la-hind me will suffice to pMy 
my debts, and I shall not want for an honorable 
grave.—Tell me, what could I wish for more?” 
At last I gave expression to my pent-up emotion. 
“What”—I cried—“could you only make use of me 
for this last sad service? Could your friend—be he 
ever so powerless- serve you in no other way than 
this? I beseech you, tell me one thing -was it mis¬ 
trust of my friendship that kept you from asking of 
me—from telling me sooner of your fate?” 
“Ah, do uot reproach me,” said he soothingly; 
“don't reproach tin- if I confess to you thst I had 
fallen into the insane idea that you were my enemy. 
When 1 found that vou were not, mv brain was in 
surh a condition as deprived me of ail responsibility 
for my own will. I felt as though I had no right to 
any communication with sensible beings. 1'anlmi me, 
and be kinder to me (ban I was to you! Give me 
your band, and let this debt of my life lie paid!” 
I could not refuse; I seized his hand and burst into 
(ears. I saw that my friend's strength was fast ebb¬ 
ing away. He could no longer raise himself in ls-d; 
the changing flush grew dimmer on his pallid checks. 
"One little matter of business, my dear friend,”— 
he said; “call it my last testament!—I desire, first- - 
that mv debts be paid. The poor people who took 
me in hare nursed me w illlngly and dunned me but 
little; they must lx- paid A few other creditors, too, 
whose names you will find put down on this paper, 1 
devote to these payments all my property -my com¬ 
positions there, and here my note-book, in which I 
have entered my musical memoranda and fancies. I 
leave it to your skill, my experienced friend, to have 
as much of this legacy as possible sold, snd to devote 
the receipts to the )tnymcnt of my worldly debt*.— 
“I desire, secondly that you will not beat my dog 
if you happen to come across him. 1 take it for 
granted that he has already suffered fearfully through 
the Englishman's French horn, as a punishment for 
his faithlessness.—I forgive him!— 
“Thirdly. I desire that the story of my life in Paris 
shall be published (my name being suppressed), that 
it may serve as a wholesome warning to every ford 
that is like me— 
“Fourthly, 1 ask for an honorable grave, but with¬ 
out ornament or excessive show. A few |arsons only 
will serve me as mourners; you will And their names 
and addresses in my notebook. The costs of the 
burial are to la- contributed by you snd them. -Amen! 
“And now"- continued the dying man after a 
pause caused by his increasing weakness;—“now one 
word concerning my be5lets.—I believe in God. Mozart, 
and Beethoven, ami in their disciples and apostles; 1 
believe in the Holy Ghost snd the truth of Art one 
and indivisible; I believe that this art proceeds from 
Chid and dwells in the Hearts of sll enlightened men: 
I believe that whoever has revelled in the glorious joys 
of this high art must lie forever devoted to it snd can 
never repudiate it: I believe that all may become 
Missed through this art, and that therefore it is per 
mitted to any one to die of hunger for its sake; I be¬ 
lieve that 1 shall liecnnie most happy through death; 
I lidieve that I have been on earth a discordant chord, 
that shall be made harmonious and clear bv death. I 
believe in a last judgment, that shall fearfully damn 
all those who have dared on this earth to make profit 
out of this chaste and holy art—who have disgraced 
it snd dishonored it through badness of heart snd the 
coarse instincts of sensuality; I believe that siwh men 
will be condemned to hear their own music through 
all eternitv. I believe on the other hand, that the 
true disciple* of pure art will he glorified in a divine 
atmosphere of sun illumined, fragrant eooeords. and 
united eternally with the divine souree of all har 
many. May a mctr-ifnl lot !«■ granted me! Amm!” 
I "almost thought my friend’s ardent prayer was 
alreadv fulfilled, so divinely dear was his eye—he lay 
so entranced in breathless stillness. But his exceas- 
irelv feeble breath almost imoerceptibli- convineed 
me that be was still alive. Softly, but very distinctly, 
be Whispered “Rejoice, ye Faithful, for the Mis* to 
which you go is great!” 
He was silent: <?>c brightness in hr* eye* died 
a -av- his lip* wore a happy smile. I closed his eyes, 
sod "prayed God that my death might be like hi*. 
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To any of our subscribers 
RENEWAL OFFER renewing before the 30th of 
FOR SEI’TEMBER. September and sending us 
$1.85, we will not only re¬ 
new their subscription for twelve months, but will 
send them a copy of “Foundation Materials for the 
I’iano,” by Charles W. Landon. This is the most 
popular piano method used at the present time. The 
book is founded on the best ideas from the latest 
system of teaching. Each piece and exercise prepares 
for a successful mastering of the next following. It 
lias a large number of duets for teacher and pupil. 
The book is ideal in its contents and manner of pre¬ 
senting them, making of earnest music-study more of 
a pastime and pleasure than an irksome task. 
To those to whom the above does not appeal, we 
would send, at the same price, a copy of “Album of 
Miscellaneous Piano Compositions,” by Ed. Grieg. 
This volume has been edited and revised by the lead¬ 
ing musicians of the country. Grieg's music is per¬ 
haps the most popular of all the modern classics. The 
edition has a portrait and biography, and is without 





An impostor, S. E. Wei- 
mer. alias Steve Weymer, has 
been operating in the above 
two States, soliciting sub¬ 
scriptions for The Etude, 
and selling music of our own 
publication and others, which he obtained from us and 
from other publishers by making false representations. 
He has not paid us any money for any subscriptions 
taken or for any goods received. If he calls on anyone 
under whose attention this circular may come, it will 
be doing not only us, but the public at large, a service 
by allowing him to take a subscription and then hav¬ 
ing him arrested immediately. To the present time he 
has operated in La Grande, Independence, Ontario, 
Huntington, and Monmouth, in the State of Oregon; 
in Fayette, Silver City, and Glenn’s Ferry, in the State 
of Idaho. We have placed this matter in the hands 
of Mr. George G. Prickett, an attorney of Moscow, 
Idaho, from whom any information can be obtained. 
TO OUR 
SUBSCRIBERS IN 
NEW YORK AND 
NEW JERSEY. 
Beware of a young man 
of twenty-two or twenty- 
three years of age, light 
complexioned, passing under 
the name of D. H. Tucker, 
of Newburgh, N. Y. He is 
soliciting subscriptions for this journal without any 
authority from us, and has been very active. We 
should be pleased to hear from anyone who knows his 
whereabouts. He has operated in New Rochelle, Rye, 
White Plains, Tarrytown, and Mamaroneck, N. Y.; 
in Danbury and Stamford, Conn.; in Plainfield and 
Bayonne, N. J. 
Do not give your subscription to any traveling sales¬ 
men, persons whom you do not know, unless they have 
our printed receipt blanks and other good credentials. 
If any of our subscribers are interested in old titles, 
with music, we have some very rare ones; very old, 
of all styles, containing portraits of presidents, great 
singers, great beauties, actresses, etc. We should be 
pleased to send the style that any of our subscribers 
might want, for ten cents each. 
We would draw your attention to the fact that we 
are supplying at the present time the best quality of 
foreign metronomes that it is possible to obtain. The 
cost to us is very much higher than it has ever been 
before. They have not the attached lid, however, but 
THE etude 
the extra quality compensates for this. They are 
guaranteed from any defect in manufacture for two 
years. The prices for the present remain the same as 
asked, $2.50 and $3.50, without and with bell, respec¬ 
tively. If you particularly desire the attached lid, we 
can furnish the American make at the same price. 
* * * 
In addition to our regular packages of music "on 
sale” sent out during the season, more particularly 
at the beginning of the season, we have found it neces¬ 
sary to supply the needs of schools and larger teachers 
with new music by sending out our new issues from 
October to June, from twelve to fifteen pieces each 
month, either vocal or instrumental, or both, at our 
usual large discount to the profession. This keeps a 
limited amount of very new music on hand all the 
time, and is a most valuable supplement to the regu¬ 
lar large “on sale” package. 
To any of our patrons who will send us their name, 
we should be pleased to send these packages each 
month, all returnable with the regular “on sale” at 
the end of the season. 
* * * 
Every teacher, and particularly every college, 
should have at least a small music library. We are 
the publishers of the most valuable works on music 
that have appeared during the last ten years appeal¬ 
ing to the educational in music. We would mention 
certain books which we deem positively necessary in 
every teacher’s work. 
We mention, first, Riemann’s “Dictionary of Music 
and Musicians.” This is the very latest encyclopaedia 
of music. It has been brought up to the year 1898. 
It contains 1000 large octavo pages of the finest print; 
bound in half-cloth. Retails for $4.50. 
“How to Understand Music,” by W. S. B. Mathews, 
in two volumes. Eight editions of this work have 
been sold. The first volume contains a great amount 
of information about musical forms, the relation of 
music to other arts, the distinction between classical 
and romantic, and sketches of the principal writers. 
The most valuable feature is the superb material it 
furnishes for pupils’ musicales. The price of the two 
volumes is $3.00. 
“Music and Culture” comprises the lectures and 
essays by the late Karl Merz, Mus. Doc. No volume 
has ever been published that offers such valuable ad¬ 
vice and encouragement to a teacher as these writings 
of Dr. Merz. It furnishes material for other lectures 
and essays, and has been used considerably for this 
purpose. It is at once musical, philosophical, meta¬ 
physical, and practical. The price is $1.75. 
Chats with Music Students,” by Thomas Tapper. 
This work is designed to bring to the attention of 
those who make music a life-work the many topics 
that should be considered in connection with music. 
The reader is taken into confidence, and finds in the 
chapters of this work many hints and benefits that 
pertain to his own daily life. The price is $1.50. 
Last we would mention “The Masters and Their 
Music, by W. S. B. Mathews. This work consists of 
two parts: “The Masters and Their Music,” and 
“Modern Masters and American Composers.” The first 
part contains material for ten musical evenings; the 
second part, six musical evenings. It is designed as a 
hand-book of musical literature for musical clubs, 
classes, etc. 
Offer.—We will send this most valuable nucleus of 
a larger musical library by express to anyone sending 
us $6.75. The regular price of the different books is 
$12.25. 
* * * 
To colleges and teachers planning their course for 
the new season, we would ask them not to overlook 
examining, at least, the following works: 
“The Standard Graded Course of Studies,” complete 
m ten grades, compiled by W. S. B. Mathews. Price, 
$1.00 for each grade. 
“Touch and Technic,” by Dr. William Mason a 
complete system of technic from the beginner to the 
finished artist. Published in four books: the two- 
finger exercises, the scales, the arpeggios, and octave 
playing. Price of each, $1.00. 
“Lessons in Musical History,” by J. C. Fillmore. 
The best work for a text-book of musical history that 
is in print at the present time. Price, $1.50. 
“A Text-book on Harmony,” by Dr. H. A. Clarke. 
This is the most simple and the briefest work on this 
intricate subject that has yet been published. Price 
$1.25. 
“Ear Training,” by Arthur E. Heacox. A course of 
systematic study for the development of the musical 
perception. Ear-training has been made a special 
study at a number of the most important music 
schools in the country. The author of the work, Mr 
Heacox, has taught this branch many years to one 
of the leading conservatories. The system has been 
thoroughly tested by practical work. Price, 75 cents. 
“Theory of Interpretation,” by A. J. Goodrich. This 
work is a complete and original system for the unfold 
ing of musical style. It contains the essence of all 
other works on the subject. It is a text-book of musi¬ 
cal interpretation for students’ use. Price, $2.00. 
* * * 
The new work on musical biography, by Thomas 
Tapper, is rapidly approaching completion. We are 
in hopes of completing it this month. All who desire 
the work at our advance low rate will have to send 
in their subscriptions very soon. The work is entitled 
“First Studies in Musical Biography.” A full descrip¬ 
tion can be found in the publisher’s notes of The 
Etdde for May and June. This book will be useful 
for every pupil or teacher alike; 50 cents, if sent now, 
will purchase a copy. It will be sent post-paid as 
soon as issued. Remember this may be the last 
month of the special offer. 
“First Step in Piano Study” is our latest book we 
have on special offer. It is a fresh book for be¬ 
ginners in piano study. No matter how good a book 
is, teachers all desire a change in instruction-books. 
To teach constantly from one book is monotonous, to 
say the least. The book is the result of several years 
work of gathering suitable material for the very first 
steps. It has been rewritten no less than three times 
and a number of our best teachers of the youth have 
given their advice and services. We are confident that 
it will be one of the best books ever written for be¬ 
ginners. Mr. Presser personally has given much at¬ 
tention to it, and it is under his guidance that the 
book has been prepared. Our special offer is only 40 
cents, post-paid. Where parties have accounts with 
us the book can be charged, but in that case postage 
is extra. We will have the work ready for early fall 
teaching. It is now almost all engraved. Send in 
your order this month if you want a copy at this Ion 
price. 
We are at the threshold of a new year in teaching- 
Pupils are seeking teachers and teachers seeking 
pupils. Activity is starting up all along the line. 
Our relation to the teachers is one of importance. 
We supply all kinds of teaching material, and our 
object is to do this as completely as possible. * 
teachers, young and old, want the best at the lowes 
rate. All want broad, liberal treatment. To proper, 
conduct a supply-house is no easy task. When a pmw 
is needed by a pupil it must be supplied at once. ^ 
lays are vexatious. Our stock is one of the 
in the country. We supply many of our 
stitutions and conservatories. Our force o c 
numbers over 50. We have three large floors. 1 ^ 
long, filled with stock which is up to date. e 
to keep on hand a good supply of everything c 
for. Our “on sale” is by far the most libera 
house in the country. We will send all our cu. ^ 
a package of the greatest variety, which can 
tained during the season and any unsold ^ 
during the summer. If you have not yet ^ 
dealer or desire a change, give us a trial. 
our catalogues and terms, which will he : 
tageous as any house in the country. It costs n 
to send music to Oregon than to one of the 
of Philadelphia. We supply you postal cards on 
to write vour orders. It is no inconvenience 
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•cur music come from Philadelphia. The great ma- 
? rity of our customers are 1000 miles from Phila¬ 
delphia. It only takes the n,ails and exPress two days 
to go half across the United States. Every order re¬ 
ceived is attended to within two hours after it reaches 
u9 We should be pleased to enter in correspondence 
with teachers and schools with a view to supplying 
their needs in music or musical merchandise. 
The Etude still remains faithful to its original 
object: to give, every possible help to teachers and 
students of music. Our correspondence shows that 
our efforts are appreciated, a fact also proved by a 
ratifying increase in the subscription-list. The 
teachers of the United States and Canada find that 
The Etude gives them the help that they want. \Y e 
want, on our part, every teacher of music and every¬ 
one who is interested in music, to show The Etude 
to other persons who will be profited by it. We offer 
liberal premiums to those who solicit subscriptions to 
The Etude. Send for a copy of our Premium List. 
It will pay you and you will be helping your friends 
and the cause of good music. 
Any standard text-book on Theory of Music can be 
secured from the publisher of The Etude. Teachers 
who expect- to organize classes in theoretic study 
should send to us for a selection of books on the sub¬ 
ject. Musical clubs and colleges intending to add to 
their collections in musical literature can be furnished 
with any work in the market by the publisher of The 
Etude. We are always ready to give the benefit of 
our experience to those of our customers w-ho are 
anxious to secure the latest, best, and most authori¬ 
tative works on any subject connected with music. 
Our stock in musical literature and musical text-books 
is always kept up to date, and is one of the largest in 
the country. 
HOME NOTES. 
fine program was given. 
THE ETUDE 
The Etude has received the “Silver Jubilee” book 
of the Cardome School, Georgetown, Ky. 
Mr. J. Francis Cooke has been made a member of 
the Advisory Board of the Brooklyn Institute. 
The Des Moi es, Iowa, Musical College, Dr. M. L. 
Bartlett, president, will begin the fall term on Septem¬ 
ber 10th. The college announces 100 partial scholar¬ 
ships for the coming year. 
The fall announcement of the Wisconsin Conserva¬ 
tory of Music, at Milwaukee, William Boeppler, direc¬ 
tor, shows a strong corps of instructors and thorough 
courses of instruction. The conservatory offers a 
number of free scholarships. The fall term begins 
Monday, September 10th. 
Mr. Lynn B. Dana, of Lima, Ohio, has kept at his 
teaching during the summer, as shown by a well 
selected program given at a summer musical. 
A new organ was opened in St. Mary's Church, 
Waterloo, New York, August 15th, by Mr. Eugene 
Bonn, assisted by Miss Caroline Cramer, soprano. A 
__ * 
VIOLINIST WANTED IN A SMALL TOWN. ONE 
who can play well, desires to tench, and ca|)«ble 
of taking charge of a theater orchestra. Address: 
Violinist, care of The Etude. 
WANTED—A YOUNG MAN TO TAKE CHARGE 
of Piano Department. H. O. Sisson, Business Col¬ 
lege, Santa Ana, Cal. 
WANTED—POSITION IN SCHOOL IN THE EAST 
as teacher of piano and theory. Eight years’ ex¬ 
perience. Address: S. R., care of The Etude. 
WANTED —POSITION IN A SCHOOL AS 
teacher of pianoforte and German. Can also assist 
in elementary French, Isaac Pitman’s phonography, 
chorus work, and harmony. Address: Music School, 
care of The Etude, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FOR SALE—ETUDES, 1888 TO 1898, INCLUSIVE. 
Address: T. Calvin, Jamestown, Chautauqua 
County, N. Y. 
MRS. E. S. BURNS IS AT LIVONIA, N. Y., CON- 
ducting a summer music school; her Kindergarten 
Department is a special feature. Orders for teachers 
course in Musical Kindergarten should be addressed 
to Livonia, N. Y. _ 
FOR SALE—MASON & HAMLIN PEDAL ORGAN. 
two banks; suitable for church or student; very- 
cheap Address: 937 Peach Street, Lincoln. Neb. 
A series of interesting piano recitals were given 
•Inly 23d to 27th at the Western Normal Conserva¬ 
tory of Music, Shenandoah. Iowa, George B. Chatfield, 
director. 
The officers of the Professional League, of St. Panl> 
Minn., an organization of the music teachers of that 
city, for the coming year, are Mr. Charles A. Fisher, 
president; Mrs. Ella Lamberson, vice-president; Miss 
Gertrude Hall, secretary-treasurer. 
The School of Music of Highland Park College, Des 
Moines, Iowa, will open September 4th. 
Miss Gracia H. Reinhart will have charge of the 
Music Department of St. Charles College, Mo. 
“-R- Charles M. Jacobus, who has had charge of 
Piano Department of the Ohio Wesleyan School of 
Music at Delaware, O., for nine years, has been ap¬ 
pointed director. 
Miss Edith L. Winn has removed to Boston, and 
' ill open a studio there in September. She has ar¬ 
ranged to give a number of lecture-recitals this winter. 
I received “The Modern Student,” Volumes I and 
II an^I want to sav that I am more than pleased 
with the pieces. They are not only *‘"dy’gb“ 
.w f„n of rnelodv and printed on good paper. . tu 
dente and teachers will be pleased with the progress,ve 
order in which they are gotten ^ 
I am very much pleased with Leefson’s 
they have used it. 
W. consider «■*•”■£ 
paper ever put out y 7 P jng> as we have 
America. (This 1 feel ^ fe the music 
taken so many d>fferen,t. °"fitter is of as great im- 
is of value, b“t ^he "young musician just start- 
portanee, especially to tne yo, MlNSA Toitve. 
ing out. ’ 
Studies," “Fi.« J2m.Su.- lor .bout 
Mathews, and h works. and find 
a year. I am delighted with tnese teachent t0 do 
them particularly helpful J P ^ yrmn- experi- 
elementary work. After t^thfuUy say that no 
enee in teaching P,fln0’ -”to mT hands before, 
such valuable aid ever came o MaT Smith. 
“The Modem ^efin^"St0^ waminffig^’tl'e com 
to express mv g™1* nicely graded, and 
We have examined and with the 
Modem Student, and or St. .Joseph. 
'TOrk' satisfaction with THE 
»£* «d your 
numbers are extremely valuable. Koo;s8. 
I have been very gMW^eommend 
with you this season, and ,CI’, j. Hall. 
you to others. 
Thomas Tapper’s "Music Talks with Children" is 
something that every child should have. 
Flora Rociiat. 
The “on sale” music was received, and I am greatly 
pleased with the fine selection of pieces you sent. 
Miss .4 brie Schenck. 
1 am delighted with your “on sale” plan and the 
promptness with which you have filled my orders. 
Henry A.'Amikaux. 
! have never found anything to equal Mathews’a 
“Graded Studies.” I ean heartily recommend them. 
May Alvinger. 
Your music is satisfactory, up to date, classical, and 
progressive, and I like your ways of business. 
Miss Florence Campbell. 
I have used a great deal of the "on sale" music you 
sent, and have found it very valuable for teaching pur¬ 
poses. S. C. Kelley, 
I like your “on sale" plan very much, as it gives one 
an opportunity to make a better selection. I shall 
make use of it frequently. 
Helen C. Fowbi*. 
“Studies and Study-Pieces,” by Sehmoll, certainly 
fill a long-felt want. They are so pleasant, and, in 
deed, profitable. kfns, S. E. Middlkbrook. 
I received the “Standard Third and Fourth Grade 
Pieces” a few days ago, and must say that I am very 
much pleased with the book. 
Mrr. Charles Bush. 
“The Modem Student," Volume I, pleases me very- 
much. Teachers need not hesitate to order it for 
pupils; it is just what we want. 
Thomas A. Hawkins. 
1 have Grade I of Mathews’s “Graded Course of 
Studies for Piano,” and am so well nleased with it 
that I want to see some other grades. 
Mrs. George Phillips. 
Allow me to express my entire satisfaction with the 
service which I have received, and to express my sin¬ 
cere thanks for your msny courtesies. 
Miss Harriet F. Smith. 
I have received the package of “on sale” music; 
also Mason’s “Touch and Technic” and Mathews's 
“First Grade,” both of which I ordered on inspection. 
I am delighted with both and inclose payment for 
sanie. Mbs. W. VV. Massenoale. 
I cannot get along without The Etude. Ita sug¬ 
gestions are invaluable to me, and 1 read every ar¬ 
ticle with the greatest interest, t do not see how 
any up-to-date teacher i-an dispense with it. 
Mix L. Geiger. 
The Etude is full of good thing*: even the ad¬ 
vertisements speak of so many helpful tilings, and I 
am glad to see its continued improvement. I w ill try 
to have the pupils subscribe for it more generally 
this fall. Grace Medburt. 
I have received copy of “The Modern Student.’ To 
sav that it pleases me’ hardly expresses my idea of the 
work. The book is delightful from the beginning to 
the end. I am sure that it will prove a book valuable 
to manv earnest teacher*. 
* May E. Kennedy. 
The August number is very interesting, and this 
winter I shall try to see if I cannot make it more 
popular around Boston. It ought to be in every house¬ 
hold, for it contains so much matter of interest in each 
issue to professionals as well a* students. 
r H. P. Chelius. 
I have just received Volume I of “The Modern Stu 
dent,” and am verv much pleased with it. The pieces 
are all verv prettv, and in every way juat what I 
need, and will make practice truly pleasant-_ I can 
all. recommend them to Magdalene Beck. 
Have received “Landon's Sight-Reading Album and 
bill Accept thank* Upon examination I can sin 
oerelv recommend the work. Mr. Landon is rertainly 
entitled to the thanks of every music teacher for 
such a valuable collection of gems”; nothin* in the 
worn simply to Ml up. Sara M. Ireeby. 
I have been introducing Mathews’s “Standard 
Course of Studies" among my pupils, and have found 
the best possible results. The first tw-o grades are 
esoeciallv well adapted for young beginners. There IS 
notadrv page in the books, and I have found them a 
gr at help to me in keeping the little folks interested. 
is 
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[Original, brief, anil practical paragraphs are so¬ 
licited from active teachers.] 
“think”! 
"Think ten times ami play once,” is a rule that was 
given me years ago, and is my constant cry to pupils. 
Jooef Hofmann said of American students: “They 
practice too much and think too little! 
It is the want of thought that causes nine-tenths 
of the pupils to become disheartened and disgusted, 
and discourages their teachers. How many scholars 
when they come to a difficult passage stop to think 
how they would see it, to think how they would hear 
itt Many times pupils remind me of a person en¬ 
deavoring to undo a heavily knotted and tangled 
cord; digging away in vain, instead of stopping to 
trace the cord to the end and know how they are 
working. 
But this all lies with the teacher; if he cannot do 
such himself, how will his pupils do it? The mind of 
the teacher cannot reach the fingers of the pupil ex¬ 
cept through the pupil’s mind. The fault in the man¬ 
ner of instruction of many teachers lies in their fail¬ 
ing to recognize this psychological principle. I once 
heard a well-known artist exclaim: “If pupils only 
played and did as they were told, how would they 
play!” Why do they not play and do as they arc 
told? They do not use their minds. And their think¬ 
ing must not receive attention only when they are at 
the keyboard; for how many pupils, or teachers even, 
can, after once glancing at a composition, play several 
measures with perfect accuracy ? Constantly is shown 
this need of mental discipline which might be gained 
through work apart from the keyboard. 
The time is coming and not far distant when the 
musician who neglects training the mind to think 
will remain unsought and unnoticed. “There is no 
impediment in the wit that cannot be wrought out by 
fit studies,” says Lord Bacon. 
Students! if your advancement is unsatisfactory 
look for the fault not in the mind, but in the method, 
—not in stupidity, but in want of thought!—Francis 
CoiUer. 
PLAT MORE OF BACH. 
Of two men equally w ell versed musically and theo¬ 
retically, one will insist that the two- and three- part 
inventions of Bach were intended by the composer to 
be played majestically, with pure, deep tone and regu¬ 
lar rise and fall of dynamics, with careful determina¬ 
tion to enter deeply into the gist of composition, and 
to discover therein some hidden or recondite meaning; 
in a word, to play with the utmost expression. The 
other will contend that, so far from having any espe¬ 
cial meaning, they are intended to be merely melodi¬ 
ous or light and pleasing; hence should be played 
lightly and fluently. 
Some contend that the pedal is allowable and at 
times even necessary to the proper performance of 
these works, as it is in some of the rapidly moving 
counterpoint of Schumann and Liszt. 
There are a few, happily not many, who regard 
these merely in the light of Anger exercises having no 
musical value. 
Thus, amid the wildwood of conflicting opinions, 
sor-.j of us dare not say what is the interpretation 
which would most nearly please this originator of 
many of our most important forms of music, could he 
be allowed a glimpse into our wonder age of invention 
Horsford’s Acid Phosphate 
GIVES 
REFRESHING SLEEP. 
Quiets the nerves, relieves the tired and 
confused condition of the brain, and increases 
the capacity for mental and physical labor. 
Genuine bears name Horsfokp’s on wrapper^^^ 
GW.Thompson & Co. 
J3 WEST STREET 
BOSTON, MASS. 
JHE AUTOMOBILE TWO-STEP FOR PIANO 
WM. A. POND & CO. 
MUSIC PUBLISHERS .jt jt 
DEALERS and IMPORTERS 
148 Fifth Ave., - - New York 
FRANCIS A. rtORONG-"In Childhood's Realm." A set of 
easv piano pieces, mostly second grade, clearly printed and 
having a charming title page. The pieces conta n true musi- 
cal feeling and are warmly recommended to all persons in 
search of good music for children. UU cents, net. 
E. V. RICHARDSON-" Chimes for Children." Facts about 
bells explained in an interesting way with musical illustra¬ 
tions. Just what teachers of the kindergartens would enjoy 
telling the children about. 15 cents, neL 
n. B. (TERRILL—" 125 Exercises and Studies for Young 
Piano Students.” $1.00. 
MORITZ LEIBETZ—"First Steps for Young Students.” 
Parts I. and II. Each To cents. 
MORITZ LEIBETZ—“SOURIRES d'Enfant." Ten easy and 
melodtus pieces in progressive order with words ad libitum, to 
be used with First Steps ana Miss Merrill's Studies. Each 3U 
and 10 cents. 
A. L. BROWN—Seven New Pieces, Grade II. In press, ready 
August 2 ,th. 1. "A Jolly Clown.” 2. "An Odd Dance, 
j. "Little Hunting Song.” a. "Nocturne." 5. "Dra¬ 
gon-Fly." 6. "Dainty Dorothy.” 7. “ Happy Goblins. 
Each 30 cents. 
L. O. BOWSER—"' Musical Elements." In press, ready August 
1st. A new game for children. 50 cents. 
HTr shall be pleased to send any of these pieces on selection to 
teachers having accounts with us. 
"Palmer's Piano Primer 
—.By DR. H. R. pALMER 
In Cloth, $1.00; Board Cover, X5 
cts.; Stiff Paper Cover, 60 cts. 
A systematic and clear explanation of the funda¬ 
mental principles of Pianoforte Playing, containing, in 
addition to the rudiments of music and pianoforte 
technic, more than 400 examples, with 168 explanatory 
notes ; a list of graded technical studies, sonatas, etc., 
from the very beginning up to the most elaborate 
works; Schumann’s Rules, Czerny’s Letters on the 
Art of Playing, Burrow’s Guide to Practice, and a 
Pronouncing Dictionary of Musical Terms. The work 
is concise and exhaustive, and has been used and en¬ 
dorsed by most of the greatest American teachers. It 
is adopted as a standard work in almost ail of the 
colleges. Its sale has been phenomenal. 
address THEODORE PRESSER 
1708 Chestnut Street, - - - PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
The Best Books of the Day } 
Manns’ S S <zt 
New Elementary School 
For the ... 
PIANO FORTE 
Foreign or American Fingering 
Manns’ method embodies all the latest improvements in teachin, 
and laying, as it does, a 
Thorough Foundation ** £ 
It is certain to make good Piano players of all who will strictly 
follow its precepts. It Is so 
COMPREHENSIVE, SYSTEMATIC, PROGRESSIVE 
PRACTICAL and PLEASING 
that the pupil will advance from step to step with comparative eas*. 
and the labors of the teacher be measureably lightened. It secures 
to the learner the best Position of the Hand, the smoothest,clror- 
est Touch, and the ability to read Music at Sight; while it Is 
equally adapted to pupils of all ages, from the six year old child 
upwards. 
To the teacher we would say : Give It a fair trial, and you will 
never use any other book, for it is the most compactfundamtniat 
work extant; and to the pupils: If you desire to become good 
players by the shortest and surest p > a- 
method, use Manns'book. . . . x ttCc> - - - - 
TIEPKE’S MUSICAL WRITING BOOK 
2 vols., Price Each, 25 Cents. 
The want of perfect familiarity with musical notation is 
certainly the greatest obstacle to the rapid progress of the musical 
student. This familiarity cannot be better acquired than by writ¬ 
ing musical exercises. To facilitate the work for both teacher ar J 
student, the author has invented the following method which he 
offers to his colleagues and the music public generally in the sir- 
hope that it will be found a helpful companion to every music 
teacher and pupil in the country, saving time, money and temper. 
The following index will show what exercises compose:- 
No. ia. To copy notes of different value. 
b. To write the fractional value of each note. 
No. 2. To write notes of a given fractional value. 
No. xa. To give fractional value of dotted notes. 
Ij *• •• •• of simple and dotted rests. 
No. ao. To write dotted notes of given value. 
b. ** rests. . . .. 
No. 5. To write names of given notes, a, in spaces 0, on lines, 
Treble Clef. . StlM 
No. 6 To write notes of given names, a, in spaces b, on lines. 
Treble Clef. 
No. 7. Like No. 5. Bass Clef. . o,„ 
No. 8. To write notes of given names and given value, w 
Clef. 
No. 9. To write names of notes on leger lines and sfK* 
Treble and Bass Clefs. 
No. 10. Notes of the same in different places. 
No. ii. To give the interval formed by different notes. 
No. 12. To write notes forming different intervals. 
No. ij. To write major scales with sharps. 
No. 14. . ‘1 
No. 15. " minor " sharps. 
No. 16. ..flats. 
The sheets are so arranged that they can be c5^t^^«ili 
so that the teacher may give out one at at,mf* each 0Be stuii 
determine the order of the exercises, and whet 
be done wholly or in part. 
By G. N. BENSON 
N^in,en !" '5* pop“lar,wo-s,eP style ; bright, spirited, and full of 
rhythmical swing. A good teaching piece. For sale at any Music 
f„?n„0r£n ’ P“,pa'^ on receipt of 25 cenls * copy or six copies for One Dollar. Published by * 
G. N. BENSON, 1333 15th Street, MOLINE, ILL. 
METRONOMES 
(GUARANTEED) 
$2.50 WITHOUT BELL 
$3^0 WITH BELL 
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*JZe.gUaranteec botb for one y€aT f™m any defect m manufacture. " 
Quantity discount allowed. 
Transportation 30 cents extra. 
When you want a good Metronome, and run no 
nsk as to its being perfect, send to 
THEO. PRESSER 
STATION A. PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
WEITZMAN'S 
Manual of Theory & 
The Standard Text Book 
PREPARED AND EDITED BY 
E. M. BOWMAN, Weiuma”' - 
Price yLW 
290 pages, cloth beveled red edges 
WM. A. POND & CO.’S 
nUSICAL SLATE 
Teachers and Students will find this siate 
able aid in demonstrating musical examples. :n3elibi« 
Each Slate has a series of staves ruled w»n 
and being made of Silicate are both „ - 35 
light and convenient. ****** cjjoUt 
SENT FREE! 
Studies and Exercises : Edition Pond Albums , 
ing Pieces; Elite Edition. 
345 
, jjjgjovery. The little thin voiced clavier for which 
*“ h wrote has disappeared, and in its place has come 
Jh a dazzling array of pianos- good, bad, and in- 
d'fferent—that it seems safe to say, had Bach pos- 
' j the resources at our command, much of his 
mu8ic Would not have been written, or at least would 
have been changed to suit modern needs. That Baeh 
had no mechanical means of sustaining tones while 
performing on the clavier undoubtedly forced him to 
use such means at his command; namely, to make 
up in speed what he lacked in volume; hence his 
wonderful contrapuntal figures through which are 
ingeniously interwoven his exquisite melodies. 
4t first hearing these same beautiful melodies seem 
somewhat obscure, notwithstanding that for their ex¬ 
pression only a few motives with but slight elabora¬ 
tion are generally used. 
Some one has said of Brahms that his music is so 
overcrowded with wonderful melodies that the com¬ 
mon ear, listening for the first time to the examples 
of genius, fails to detect any melody whatever, until 
it becomes accustomed to separating one melody from 
another. This applies to the work of all the greater 
masters, and to none more truly than to Baeh. Ed¬ 
ward Baxter Perry, undoubtedly for this reason, pro¬ 
tests against Bach pieces on modern recital programs. 
Present day realism faces us, however, and we con¬ 
tend that Father Bach would sanction even maltreat¬ 
ment of his treasures that good might be done to the 
world, that the masses might he enlightened as to the 
ever-fresli beauty hidden, except to the few, in these 
long-forgotten tomes.—Grant Hebron Gleason. 
STEPS IN TEACHING. 
First: cultivate the hand and brain separately 
that they may work together; then apply the skill 
gained to exercises and studies. 
Next: cultivate the musical intelligence by the use 
of instructive pieces, and also apply the technical 
points to these pieces. 
Next: cultivate the taste and emotions. The fingers 
should first be trained: then the skill gained should 
be applied to instructive exercises and pieces; then 
the musical intelligence gained from pieces applied to 
the analysis of compositions, phrasing, coloring, and 
memorizing. 
The development of breadth and strength of technic 
may he gained by the use of octave studies, chords, 
and arpeggios. 
Development of taste and emotion is to be gained 
by especially adapted compositions. 
Habits may be classified as follows: special, gen¬ 
eral, physical, and mental. 
Meehanieal exercises should receive the first atten¬ 
tion. After the habits are formed a pupil doe3 certain 
things without the conscious exercise of the will or in¬ 
telligence. 
Taste is attracted by some subject of interest, enjoy¬ 
ment, or by some special guide. Special tastes are 
acquired by doing some actual thing and excelling in 
that one thing. 
The intellectual or brain-using player gives more to 
his hearers and gains more himself than the one who 
plays simply by rule or imitation. 
Successive clearness should be foremost in the 
teacher’s mind. He should so skillfully direct each 
lesson that new- ideas received will prove the perfect 
and clear complement of those which have gone be¬ 
fore; thus leading the pupil step by step. Associa¬ 
tion of ideas should also be presented in such a way 
that a lasting impression may be made on the stu¬ 
dent's mind.—Helen C. Hamilton. 
BACKBONE. 
Why is it that we do not have a musical atmosphere 
in America as they have in Germany, when we have 
a patriotic air,—if'I may call it such,—equaled by no 
other nation? Americans, it is evident, lack the baclc 
beme of a broad musicianship. In Germany it is an 
every day occurrence to hear the workmen, as they 
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go to and from the shop, singing or whistling strains 
from the works of the immortal masters. Is this 
common among American workmen? No! And just 
as long as the class of music styled “rag-time" at¬ 
tracts and absorbs the attention of the masses just 
so long will we be in need of a pure musical at¬ 
mosphere. 
A great part of the trouble lies with many of our 
musicians. After they have studied some good 
method, and completed the regular course of some 
teacher, they consider that their labors are at an end. 
They seldom investigate other methods, and never 
think of reading musical journals to keep posted on 
the later achievements, and to obtain the views of 
other men. How many forget that “experience is the 
best teacher,” and that “we are never too old to 
learn”! We must be on the alert, ever suggesting, 
contriving, and planning this tiling and that, not 
only for the good of our pupils, but to get the co¬ 
operation of the people; or, in other words, to induce 
the music-loving people to aid us in broadening the 
narrow channel of music in this country. 
What we need, then, is musicians who are ready for 
action, as well as for the making of phrases and the 
playing of tunes. Musicians who are ambitions, ener¬ 
getic; musicians with backbone.—R. Algernon Saylrr. 
ESTHETIC MUSIC CULTURE. 
Let it be understood that by “the beautiful' in art 
is not meant merely that which gratifies the external 
sense of seeing, but rather the intrinsic qualities which 
appeal to the intellect. The beautiful and varied 
scenes which nature offers are perhaps most easily 
appreciated by the young, if their attention is directed 
to them; the starry heavens, the silvery moon float¬ 
ing majestically through the spacious firmament, the 
rising and setting sun, all these must leave indelible 
impressions on the mind and help to develop the per¬ 
ceptive and reasoning powers, as well as a taste for 
“the beautiful.” When a child has arrived at the age 
to receive musical instruction he should be intrusted 
to an experienced teacher, who will awaken an interi-t 
within him for that which is the ultimate aim of art. 
No matter what the branch may be for which the 
child shows a preference, or a particular taste, a 
beautiful tone-production, proper phrasing, and inter 
pretation should be the first aim. 
Poetry and painting, twin sisters of music, deserve 
serious attention. Poetry has inspired composers in .. 
high degree, as is shown in “Program Music. Some 
of our best piano compositions, by their very title, 
indicate the poetic sentiment which inspired the au¬ 
thors To be a successful artist, singer, or conductor 
of an orchestra, it is absolutely necessary to under¬ 
stand the motive of “the beautiful” which mspued 
the composer as expressed in his work and to seek 
to interpret it accordingly.-WaUUmar Italmenc. 
CLAYTON F.w 
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220 Wabash Ave. II , 
Chicago, Ill. 
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SONGS 
Abbott, Jane Bingham. Lulluby (o-f)i ... $0 50 
Lippa, Kate Ockleston. Fem Song (d-a), . . 00 
Peckham, Martha M. Cupid’s Toy (*#-a), . . BO 
Pfefferkorn, Otto. Lilacs (bi--bl>). (For alto), 40 
Rogers, James H. Doubt Not, O Friend (df-fil), 40 
The First Spring Days . 
A Winter Song, D. F. (f-o),. 
SONG ALBUM 
Neidlinger. W. H. Song Thoughts, . . Net, 1 25 
A collection of 8©ug» for all mood*. PuWUbed io two key*. 
PIANO SOLO 
Newcomb, Georgia D. Album Leaves, ... 50 
A collect ion of *ix little |dec*» f,,r 8r,t grade- 
Mokrejs, John. Village Scenes, ••••••• 60 
Set of abort lu.trucllre plecM, find to wooed grad*. 
Oldberg> Arne. Op. 8. Suite Characteristique. 
Net, 1 00 
A mart attractive com |w*I lion for etudy or recital porpt***. 
Grade four to fire. 
Pfefferkorn, Otto. Dolt* far Niente (waltz 
movement]. r 
Eglantine (gavotte),  
Two attractive number., grade three. 
Rogers, James H. Scenes de Bal, . • ■ Net, 1 25 
Contain* number. depleting the varlooi Incident*of a Bal 
CoatuBhe. 
Ruifrok, H. W. J. Menuet (grade four), . . SO 
Schoenefeld, Henry. Dance forms without 
.each, 25 
No. 1. March, ‘ No. 4. Mazurka. 
No. 2. Waltz, No. 5. Scbottmche, 
No. a Polka, No. 6. Tyrohenne. 
First to ea«y weond grade. 
A FEW WORDS TO PUPILS. 
jEX vou begin taking lessons be determined to 
,d remembering that talent is, w most eases 
nt and continued work. Hogarth wrote: 1 
no such thing as genius; it is nothing but labor 
jjfyour mind to your lesson and practice; put 
e'arnest self-exertion; have absolute confidence 
ur teacher; practice slowly; a lesson gone over 
tH many times can be repeated without m., 
through'force of habit Repetition means reten- 
. difficulty overcome should excite an ambition 
ffimph over other Z 
contains something w »< Remember 
succeeding composition taken P 
rs that knowledge is onr endunng po~» 
,IQP 0f at anv time. 
(nt and determined, you 
[He Reed Redline. 
PIPE ORGAN 
Balfe, M. W. Overture to “ Bohemian Girt,” . 1 50 
Transcribed by Jam*. W*t*on. 
Z 
other, it remain, wtirafy ■£“2^ SSLHEff fw. 
-dxvs: T.:^vs=i 
«d tell i»«~ 
matiqn in wJUMi ifteW 
, for onr ftr*t iww id «**•**“ 
_ „ i and mu*lc»ao» fHMimRy. ** 
r^larly to nny nddram, free of char**, upon application. 
Im moch of interest to te*ch^m *nd in* be • 
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO. 




^ TEACHERS ONLY 
_. *T NDIVIDUALLY the pieces 
-- V | mentioned below sire the 
"*"* best in their respect ive class, 
carefully selected and iuu|ualitied successes. 
We want to interest you in our general catalogue. 
This ought to do it: 
Any Six Pieces in the List for $1.00 
The Entire Ten Pieces for $1.50 
Single Copies to any address, postpaid, 25cts. 
Teachers aud scholars unite in praising 
“Star of the Sea” 
Reverie by AMANDA KENNEDY 
Musical Guide for Organists 
PRICE 80 CENTS 
A guide for the MassServiceof the Catholic Church. 
The only book of its kind ever published- An author- 
itative and practical exponent of the scared chants at 
Mass, down to the smallest detail of ritualistic vari¬ 
ance. Helpful to the experienced organist and mdis- 
pensible to organ students. The novice organist, not 
familiar with Catholic Mass service, can, with the aid 
of this book, play the same without further assistance. 
Its value is fully evidenced by its enormous sale, and 
the enthusiastic endorsements of the clergy, the organ¬ 
ists and the press. . . . 
Rev. H. G. Ganss, one of the foremost critics and 
composers of church music in America, in a letter to 
the author heartily approves of the work, which fact 
alone is a sufficient guarantee as to the value of this 
Rr.olz 
TESTIMONIALS 
at Hit* best teaching niece extant ; over one million already in use 
and rotitimies to be the teacher** favorite and the scholar’s delight. 
Price 50 cents. 
“The North Star” 
Reverie by KATHLEEN A. ROBERTS 
Companion piece to the famous Star of the Sea. Has the unquali¬ 
fied emlon*etueut of over one thousand teachers. Price 50 cents. 
“Carol of the Bobolink” 
Morceau de Salon by WM. LORAINE 
is a dainty, catchy, pretty teaching piece,—uspurkle with life. 
You can't help liking it. Price 50 cents. 
“ Japonica ” 
By TONY STANFORD 
Accepted by all as the only successor to the famous “ Narcissus.” 
Price 50 cents. 
“ Calanthe ” 
Waltzes by ABE HOLZMANN 
Strauss could have written it. It’s a love wait*,—soft, dreamy, 
dainty, exquisite. You can't be clumsy under its influence. 
Price 50 cents. 
THE LATEST SACRED SONG SUCCESS 
“ Beyond the Gates of Paradise ” 
By HENRY V. NEAL and ROBERT A. KING 
An exquisite, soulful melody. It ranks with “ Holy City." Soft 
aud sweet, then swelling into stirring volume. It is sharing the 
glory of the grandest success of the decade. Price 75 cents. 
A NEW SONG TRIUMPH 
“ King of the Winds ” 
By ARTHUR TREVELYAN and FRANK DAVID 
Rare and lieautifu); a new conception ; a master burst of emotion. 
It is a swing to thrill and enthral its listeners. A piece “de resist¬ 
ance.” Price 75 cents. 
Positively the best song sinee “Thy Sentinel Am I.” For Bass 
aud Baritone. 
“Bunch o’ Blackberries” 
Character March, Cake W'alk. and Two-Step 
By ABE HOLZMANN 
The greatest success of the year; a companion piece to “Suiokv 
Mokes,” by the same composer. Continuailv featured by Band¬ 
master John Philip Sousa at the Paris Exposition. Price 50 cts. 
“ Belle of the Regiment ” 
March and Two-Step by TONY STANFORD 
Endorsed by Mbs Helen that Id ; merits the highest opinions. A 
pleasing march and strongly recommended. Price 50 cents. 
“ Gallant 71st March ” 
By F. FANCUILLI. Ex-Bandmaster United States .Marine 
Band 
Played during the entire season with unbounded success at 
Manhattan Beach. Price 50 cents. 
ns uames and ad- |H |H dresses of live teachers in your own city 
X lVLJL ,)r town* and we will send yon abso¬ 
lutely* free a regular oO-eetit copy of 
one of the b«*st teaching pieces published. Sent! all coin- 
muuieatHms direct to the publishers. 
St. Patrick’s Rectory. Carlisle, Pa.. Aug. 4. 1899. 
W. P. Schilling . „ 
Dear Sir: 1 beg to acknowledge your Musical Guide for 
Mass Service, etc. It strikes me that the work will be found 
very opportune and usefui. and in some directions supply a want 
most keenly felt. As far as a cursory view of your little work 
goes, I find it giving the true liturgical interpretation, as far as 
modern notation can do it, to the chant of the Church. If your 
work would result in establishing a uniformity in singing the re¬ 
sponses at Holy Mass, according to the Roman Missal, which you 
follow faithfully, it would be in the nature of an achievement 
meriting the gratitude of every priest. In a future edition, do you 
not think a note of explanation, stating that the responses should 
be sung somewhat rapidly and not according to the laws of men¬ 
sural music (semi-breve, minim, and crotchet) would add materially 
to a proper rendition t 
Hoping success may reward your efforts in this praiseworthy 
undertaking, I remain. Yours respectfully, 
H. G. GANSS. 
In the second edition (just out) the suggestion of Rev. G. 
Ganss has been carried out. 
” Referring to the above-mentioned MUSICAL GUIDE, I wish to 
sav that we have tried it. and found it to be in every way excel¬ 
lent." THE RIGHT REV. N. C. MATZ.'D. D . 
Bishop of Denver. 
** It is indeed a valuable GUIDE, which has been long needed 
by the choirs of our churches. The organist of my Cathedral is 
delighted with it.” THE RIGHT REV. L. SCANLAN, D. D.. 
Bishop of Salt Lake. 
“ I think your Guide very good. * * * “ 
THE RIGHT REV. T. HESLIN, D. D.. 
Bishop of Natchez. 
“I have carefully examined it, and find it very useful both for 
Priest and Organist.” 
THE RIGHT REV. JAMES TROBEC, D. D . 
Bishop of St. Cloud. 
” The work contains all that is necessary- for the Organist and 
Choir during Mass.” 
THE RIGHT REV. IGN. F. HORSTMANN. D. D.. 
Bishop of Cleveland. 
The work seems to me well adapted for the purpose intended 
THE RIGHT REV. EDW P. ALLEN. 
Bishop of Mobile. 
I have been looking for a book like this for years. 
REV. W. HACKNER. 
" Many clerics will be glad to have such a help for the proper 
training of their voices in order to officiate with decorum at the 
most solemn functions of the Church ” 
AMERICAN ECCLESIASTICAL REVIEW. 
_New York. 
W. P. SCHILLING 
Publisher of 
ORGAN and CATHOLIC CHURCH MUSIC 
Box 33, Scranton, Pa. 
The Latest Encyclopedia of Music 
DICTIONARY OF 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS 
By Dr. HUGO RIEMANN 
A thorough and complete account of the theory 
and the history of music. 
Biographical sketches of the musicians of the 
past and present, with a list of their works 
Complete information of ail musical instruments. 
latest edition 
Carefully revised, including the latest investi¬ 
gation into the science of music. 
900 pages. Octavo, Half-leather, $4.50. FEIST & FRANKENTHALER 
36 West 28th Street 
NEW YORK, N. Y. 
PUBLISHED BY 
THEO. PRESSER, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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SEE IF THIS COLUMN INTERESTS YOU 
<%EAD IT THROUGH CAREFULLY AND 
SEE WHAT WE OFFER 
W wll» « g<»<l grade of popular music to have mi., 
the following: p,ta « 
No. I. Ben Mur Chariot Race March, 
The great seller Universal favorite. Best march pubiiahnl' 30 
No. 2. Charge of the Light Brigade March „ 
Companion piece to Chariot Knee. -Magnificent' * 
piece. Great introduction. s ee 1““° 
No. 3. N. Y. and Coney Island Cycle March and Two- 
Oue of the best two-steps published. Splendid bass»lo " 
No. 4. Sweet Memories Waltzes, ' M 
Oue of the prettiest seta of waltzes published.' Get a cmiv' ™ 
No. 5. Della Fox (Little Trooper) March, . 
Oue of the best marches published. Galloping iiorses'iuii * 
tated in bass solo. 
No. 6. .Mardi Gras March and Two-Step, ... &'{ 
The latest success. Flayed regularly by Sousa’s *Baiid' 
Try this piece. 
No. 7. Queen of Beauty Waltzes,. 
Without any exception the prettiest set of waltzes pub¬ 
lished in years. 
No. 8. America Forever I March,. rn 
L. T. Pauli s lalest, greatest, and best march. 
No. 9. Uncle Josh’s liuskin Dance,  $ 
Played in the “Old Homestead ” every night. Ask to see 
this piece, it is a novelty. 
No. 10. “The Conqueror March,”.50 
New march issued in 1898. A prize wiuner. Nothing 
better published. Try it. 
No. 11. Ice Palace March and Two-Step,. 50 
A very brilliant and bright piece in six-eighths time, by 
E. T. Pauli. 
No. 12. Cupid’s Awakening Waltzes,. 60 
One ot the most beautiful sets of waltzes published. Be 
sure to get this. 
No. 13. We ’ll Stand by the Flag March,. 50 
Companion piece to America Forever! Good swing. 
No. 14. Uncle Jasper’s Jubilee,. 50 
Characteristic dance, cake-walk, and two-step. ByE.T. 
Pauli. 
No. 15. The (Rudyard) Kipling Waltzes,. .. 50 
Do n’t fail to try a copy of this piece. 
3 NEW PIECES JUST FROM THE PRESS 
“ Dawn of The Century March,”.. 50 
Without any exception the greatest march ever writteu by 
E. T. Pauli. Simply try it. 
United Nations March and Two-Step, . 50 
Braud new. Just out. By W. A. Corey. Try it 
“ Midnight Fire Alarm Galop,” . . . .  50 
By H. G. Lincoln. Arranged by E. T. PaulL With fire 
bells, etc. Descriptive. 
SEE WHAT WE OFFER 
We believe the above pieces to be the best published in their clss®. 
and in order to introduce them more fully and give the readers ofThk 
Etude an opportunity to obtain them at special low rates, we agree to 
furnish any one copy selected for 25c., or any four copies far °r 
any six copies for $1.00. This is less than wholesale rates. In u!ak'J{ 
an order lie sure to mention this “ad ” in The Etude, otherwiseib« 
rate will be 25c. a copy throughout Our editions are the ban®0®*** 
issued by any publisher; amounts for less than $1.00 can be sent w 
postage stamps. 
SPECIALLY IMPORTANT. ppAh THIS! 
We have a set of six teaching pieces which are without any e**?" 
tion the best pieces ever placed on the market. Each piece na- 
duly graded, fingered, and 8|>ecial fool-notes made as to the P jF* 
rendition of same. Do n’t fail to order a set of these had 
are just what you want in your teaching. Nothing better to 
Be sure to try them. They are as follows: 






Mexican Echoes (Serenade), Grade , - • • - * 
Queen of the Night (York Caprice', Grade 3, - 
Southern Zephyrs (Gavotte), Grade 4, . . - • 
Morning Vespers (Idyl), Grade 4, . • • * 
if the Antilles (Cuban Dance), Grade 5, 
_  
Pearl o  t till.. , 





READ THE SPECIAL OFFER WE MAKE 
To any reader of The Etude, we agree to furnish any 
for 20c., or any four copies for 60c., or ail six copies f°r,0 ^ 
These special prices can only be obtained by ordering direct 
and areouly offered to introduce this set of teaching pieces. "I. f 
ing an order be sure to mention this “ad," otherwise ibe 
price of 25c. a copy will be charged. The edition is simply 
Amounts for less than $1.00 can be sent in postage stamps- ^ 
out a sample order and write for catalogue and thematic p ^ 
free, postpaid. Address all orders aud communications 
Publishers. 
E.T. PAULL MUSIC CO. 
44 West street New York 
W Organ Fantasy—Geo. von Hoesslin. £> 







SINGLE COPIES 15 * 
CPNTENTS 
Editorial. . 
Questions ami Answers, ... 
Musical Items  
Thoughts, Suggestions, and Advice, . 
Common Sense in Music. J. S. I ns Were, . 
What is a Lesson Worth? Dr. Ihnry <}. Han 
Letters to Teachers. IF. S. II. Malheu-», . . 
Letters to Pupils. J. if. Van Ctexr, . . 
Restiessaens and Repose, if ,Y. F/nfirlJ, . 
Personal Magnetism. F. L. F.yr  
The Mission of the Studio. Sntan Uoyd Bail 
Menial and Muscular Activity* A. II. Ilaturrx 
Music in American Colleges, II  
Five-minute Talks with Girl*. Jlrlrna M. Mae, 
Experience* and Observations from the Class 
Serious Purpose in Music study. Allan Font. 
Push Forward. IFrl K. Snyder, , , , . . 
Bebinding Music Hook*. L. A. Browne. . . 
Absolute Pitch. IT. F. Aplhorp,  
Individuality in Teaching. E. B. Hill, . . 
Primary Teaching. Franrev C. Bobennon, . . 
The What and the Why of the Clxdce of Mi: 
Gutet.. 
The Soft Pedal. Alfred Veil,  
Obscure Teaching Terms. W. H. B. Jones, 
Harmony—Yesterday ami To day. Bmjamie 
Children'* Page. Thoma* Tapper,  
Woman’s Work in Music. Fanny Marris Swa 
Organ and Choir Deportment. EvrrrU E. Tru 
Vocal Department. H. W. Greene. 
Franz Peter Schubert. Thomas Tapper, . . 
Violin Department. Georye Mmann, . 
Publisher's Notes, i > ■ 
Home Notes, . 
MUSIC 
Third false Impromptu. F. G. Ralhhan, . . 
The Happy Plowman. Op. '295. No. 3. An 
Liekner,. 
Come Dance with Me. Op. tMf, No. 3. F R 
Gipey Dance. Op. 8. G. IF. Unnt, . . . . 
A Call to Merry Itmce. Op. 117, No. 1. C . 
Barbara. J. 1‘irikam, . 
Berceuse. P. Eacoaibe,. 
Praise the Lord. J}. Rape*.  
She's Mr Heart *'Delight. A. Craig, . 
